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PREFACE
Our college was established in 1991 in the name of Saheed Anurup Chandra Sen, a freedom
fighter associated with a renowned revolutionary freedom movement i.e. Chattagram Armoury Raid.
Anurup Chandra Sen, Masterda Surya Sen etc. were one of the distinguished members of the
Chattagram Youth Revolutionary Party. The naming of our college is a fitting tribute to an individual
who took shelter in the village Burul in the guise of a teacher of Burul High School and inspired a
group of students to pursue social zeal. Anurup Chandra Sen was an educationist par excellence.
Unfortunately, after two years Anurup Chandra Sen was arrested by the British police on the
information of a traitor. Later, Sri Sen died in jail while in protest-fasting. The group of inspired
students, notably, Sri Pravash Roy took the initiative to realize the vision of his teacher i.e. to enable
the socially and economically backward students (both boys and girls) of the adjoining areas to pursue
college education. The college upholds the ideals of its founding members to achieve excellence in
higher education, empowerment through knowledge, inclusive growth for socio-economic change and
sustainable development through hard work and sincere efforts by all associated with this 25 year old
institution.
We are highly indebted to NAAC Peer Team for examining our systems and validating our
claims about our academic vis-à-vis holistic development in our first accreditation and assessment for
which we received C++ grade in the year 2004. While the approval and appreciation of NAAC Peer
team fortified our resolve to touch greater heights in all areas of education, their fruitful suggestions
have helped us to overcome the shortcomings as reported. We tried our level best to implement the
suggestions as directed by the NAAC Peer Team. This is a matter of great satisfaction that the
teaching, non-teaching staff, students and the administration have been working as a team with an
excellent level of understanding and missionary zeal which will undoubtedly prove a great boon for
this institution to grow from strength to strength in its pursuit of knowledge and excellence.
We offer ourselves for quality inspection by NAAC in order to get accreditation status which
will let us serve the concerned stakeholders better. We reiterate our commitment to sustain the quality
sustenance and improvement process in education, as specified by NAAC, to meet our desired goal.
We are all spruced up for the NAAC visit and are eagerly looking forward to it.

Dr Manideep Chandra
Principal
Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya
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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY- THE SWOC ANALYSIS OF THE INSTITUTION
Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya, established in 1991, aims towards
offering quality education to its students, in fulfilment of all the specifications laid down by
the University Grants Commission, the University of Calcutta (the affiliating university), the
Government of West Bengal and the National Assessment and Accreditation Council, and is
set to welcome the second visit by the NAAC Peer Team for its appraisal of this college. The
IQAC of the College is in the process of developing several quality assurance mechanisms
within the existing academic and administrative system. The academic programmes and goals
and objectives of the college are well integrated. The process of integration is accelerated by
the Arrangement of sports, Educational Tour, Field Work, Project Work and Seminar.
Equity, Excellence and Expansion in the field of Higher Education is our motto. The
SWOC analysis of the college as a whole is as explained below:
 Strengths –
I.
II.

We follow TEAM-WORK principle. It is our Strength
We have got a dedicated team of teachers and non-teaching staff

 Weaknesses –
I.

It is a Remote place so we are unable to use modern technology e.g. poor
internet connectivity or no connectivity.

II.

As our institution is located in remote and rural area so we scarcely have
academically brilliant student at the entry level.

 Opportunities –
I.

It is our opportunity to spread college-education for the wards of the people of
the surrounding villages/catchment area/locality.

II.

It is our pleasure that we are getting the opportunity to develop the inner
qualities of the first generation learners and backward section of the
surrounding villages.

 Challenges–
I.
II.

Fund crisis is the main stumbling block
Scarcity of funds may adversely affect our developments

A brief survey of the Curricular Aspects, Teaching, Learning and Evaluation,
Research, Consultancy and Extension, Infrastructure and Learning Resources,
Student Support and Progression, Governance, Leadership and Management,
Innovations and Best Practices considered criterion-wise, shall be worthwhile.
SSR_2015_ Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya
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CRITERION I: CURRICULAR ASPECTS
The college offers SEVENTEEN UG programmes affiliated to the University of
Calcutta. The growth of different programmes over the years are has been tabulated below :
ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

Level of the
Programme
UG

Number of programmes
during 2004-05

11

added
during
2007-08
NIL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bengali(General)
English(General)
History(General)
Education(General)
Political Science
(General)
6. Philosophy(General)
7. Geography(General)
8. History(Honours)
9. Political Science
(Honours)
10. Bengali(Honours)
11. B.COM(General)

added
during
2008-09

2004-05 to 2014-15

added
during
2010-11

added
during
2011-12

added
during
2013-14

2

1

1

2

1.

Geography 1.
(Honours)
Physical
Education
(General)

Economics 1.
(General)

English 1.
(Honours)

2.

2.

Number of programmes
during 2014-15

17
Mathematics
(General)
Computer
Science
(General)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Certificate
Course in
Office Mgt. &
DTP
Spoken
NIL
English
NCVT Courses NIL

1

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

1

1

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

1

NIL

NIL

NIL

1

NIL

1

Bengali(General)
English(General)
History(General)
Education(General)
Political Science
(General)
Philosophy(General)
Geography(General)
History(Honours)
Political Science
(Honours)
Bengali(Honours)
B.COM(General)
Geography(Honours)
Physical Education
(General)
Economics(General)
English(Honours)
Mathematics
(General)
Computer Science
(General)

The College facilitates innovative teaching-learning process through
seminars/workshops based on the curriculum, audio-visual mode of teaching, study
tour/excursion/field-work, project-work, survey-work, use of ICT based learning resources
like Smart Classroom, use of library. Modernization and up gradation of library and
laboratories is in the process. The college has widen the scope of UG Programmes by
introducing
FIVE
new
programmes
like
Geography(Honours),
Physical
Education(General), Economics(General), English(Honours), Mathematics(General)
and Computer Science(General).
SSR_2015_ Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya
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CRITERION II: TEACHING-LEARNING AND EVALUATION

With the aim of quality education and student empowerment, the website and
prospectus provide all relevant information about admission / institutional facilities / rules /
regulations / awards / incentives serving as guides to a transparent admission of students,
which is made on the basis of merit in the previous qualifying examination. The admission of
students to the college is monitored through the Admission Sub-committee. It consists of the
Heads of different Departments. The Sub-committee members regularly meet together to
review the admission process. The College ensures absolute transparency in the admission
process. The admission and examination process has been carried out as per the Academic
Calendar given in the college prospectus and the Academic Calendar laid down by the
University of Calcutta.
The number of applicants are considerably low in 2015-16 due to the introduction of
on-line admission process from 2015-16 (as the prospective students basically with rural
background do not feel ease with the on-line admission process), but number of students
admitted does not differ significantly in comparison with previous years as depicted by the
following data :
Programs

Number of applications

Number of students admitted

Demand Ratio

201516

201415

201314

201213

201516

201415

201314

201213

201516

201415

201314

201213

H1story(Honours)

60

138

119

223

51

41

35

55

1.17:1

3.37:1

3.4:1

4:1

Political
(Honours)

88

66

93

178

47

12

8

31

1.87:1

5.5:1

11.6:1

5.7:1

211

253

238

317

67

61

54

61

3.14:1

4:1

4.4:1

5.2:1

48

213

49

261

26

53

39

50

1.84:1

4:1

1.2:1

5.2:1

Science

Bengali(Honours)
Geography (Honours)

Programs

Number of applications

Number of students admitted

201516

201415

201314

201213

201516

201415

201314

BA (General)

474

611

572

608

432

499

BSc (General)

5

23

39

5

BCom (General)

14

14

16

12

The

College

offers

6

opportunities

201516

201415

201314

479

1.09:1

1.22:1

1.19:1

23

39

1:1

1:1

1:1

14

16

1:1

1:1

1:1

to

SC/

201213

Demand Ratio

6

201213

ST/OBC/women/Physically

Challenged/economically weaker sections/minority communities abiding by the directives of
SSR_2015_ Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya
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1:1

the Govt. of West Bengal and the University of Calcutta. The college also provides remedial
coaching classes for SC, ST, OBC, Minority and Economically backward students to better
their academic performance level.
Financial support from institution in the form of Fees Concession (from Students’
Aid Fund) and Stipend from Government for SC/ST and OBC students are available to
the economically weaker sections.
Disbursement of Financial support from institution through Students’ Aid Fund (A)
and Financial support from STATE Government For Sc/ST/OBC-A/OBC-B Stipend (B)
are as follows :

Year

2013-14 State Govt
Funded
2014-15 Kanyashree
2015-16 Prakalpa
(for
unmarried
Girl
Students)

A

Number
of
students

Year

Number
of
students

Amount
(Rs.)

125

2007-08

**

42980

54

2008-09

**

32000

76

2009-10

$

2010-11

**

98840

**

52327

2011-12

**

106112

2012-13

83

23970

59

18369

89

24525

2013-14
2014-15

Financial
support
from
institution
Students’
Aid Fund

B

Number of Amount
students
(Rs.)
Financial
support from
STATE
Government
For
Sc/ST/OBCA/OBC-B
Stipend

231

641605

298

772525

213

764010

356

1160920

436

1874400

C

455

1994710

413

##

470

##

** Information about the number of students is not available
## Information not available as the Stipends are directly debited to the Student’s Bank Account.
$ Data compiled from http://www.kanyashree.gov.in

Post-Matric Minority scholarship and Talent Support Stipend are available for the
Minority Students. Almost all the minority students are receiving either of the two financial
support from the West Bengal Minorities’ Development & Finance Corporation.
The college has a dedicated faculty of FOUR Associate Professors, TWO Assistant
Professors, TWO Govt. Approved Contractual Whole Time Teachers, SEVENTEEN Govt.
Approved Part Time Teachers, ONE College Full Time Teacher and EIGHT Guest
Teachers. TWO College Contractual Teachers to be recruited within in a short period of
time.
It is worthwhile to mention that some of the teachers of this College are invited as
Guest Lecturers to various institutions for UG/PG teaching. The principal himself is teaching
as a Guest Faculty in PG Course of the University of Calcutta. Teachers participate in
SSR_2015_ Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya
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workshops/seminars/conferences organized by national/international/professional bodies, as
delegates/paper presenters/resource persons/chairpersons. ONE UGC Sponsored National
Level seminar and SEVEN UGC Sponsored State level seminars were conducted by the
Departments of Commerce, Bengali, Political Science, History, Economics, Philosophy
and Geography respectively.
THREE teachers have completed UGC Minor Research Project during the postaccreditation period.
Name of
the
Teacher
Mohini
Mohan
Sardar

Nature of Duration
the
Year
Project
From To
2008-2010
Minor
Research
Projects

Title of the project

Name of
Total grant
the funding
Sanctioned
Received
agency

Mukunda Chakraborty r
Chandimangal
Kabyer
Adhunik
Sahityik UGC
Punarnirman : Ekti Sajib
Pushpa
Somnath Minor
Role of Public Sector Banks
De
Research
and New Private Sector Banks
2010-2012
UGC
Projects
in India- A Comparative
Study
Sariful
05/02/2013 Effect Of Functional Training
Islam
Minor
to 2015
& Grid Training On The
Research
Selected Performance Related
UGC
Projects
Fitness & Playing Ability
Among Interschool Football
Players Of West Bengal

Total grant
received till
date

Rs. 55000

Rs. 55000

Rs. 55000

Rs. 106500

Rs. 106500

Rs. 106500

Rs. 107000

Rs. 88500

Rs. 88500

The college has introduces innovative approaches to teaching-learning by introducing
smart classroom. The College library purchases books and subscribes to various
journals/newspapers, with the funds granted. UGC Sponsored remedial classes and coaching
for entry level examinations trains for different services, especially for the SC/ST/OBC,
minorities and economically backward students. The Career and Counselling Cell helps
students to cope with the demands of competitive exams.
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CRITERION III: RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION
RESEARCH
The institution encourages and extends all help possible to promote research activities
in the institution. Adequate infrastructure and human resources are provided by the institution
for smooth progress and implementation of research schemes/projects and other research
initiatives. Teachers are motivated in the department to pursue at least one minor/major
research project in their area of specialization or one that is inter-disciplinary in nature.
Presently, 52% teachers involved in active research work in the institution. The college has
received funds for 2 Minor Research Projects (UGC) in the Post accreditation period. After
the last accreditation by NAAC, ONE Ex-Teacher has been awarded D.Litt. degree, SIX
teachers have been awarded Ph. D. degrees and FIVE teachers have been awarded M.Phil.
degrees.
Education

Dr. Anjana Mukherjee

Ph.D

2002-2007

Jadavpur University

English
Commerce
Political Science
Physical Education

Dr. Arundhati Bhadra
Dr. Somnath De
Dr. Ishani Basu
Dr. Sariful Islam

Ph.D
Ph.D
Ph.D
Ph. D

2000 -2008
2008-2013
2002-2007
2011-2015

Bengali

Dr. Mohini Mohan Sardar

Philosophy
Library

Kausik Das
Swagata Gupta
Sougata Dinda
Sonali Chakraborty
Pallab Saha Biswas

D.Litt.
Ph. D
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil
M.Phil

2014
2001-2008
2013-2015
2008-2010
2009-2011
2005
2013

Jadavpur University
University of Calcutta
North Bengal University
Tamilnadu Physical Education
And Sports University
Pilka Maji Bhagalpur University
Calcutta University
Rabindra Bharati University
Rabindra Bharati University
University of Calcutta
Jadavpur University
Calcutta University

Many Eminent academicians have visited as resource persons in the 1(one) national level
seminar and 6(six) state level seminars organized by different departments in the last five
years. At present, THREE Part Time Teachers (Government Approved) have been registered
for pursuing their Ph. D work in different universities of the state and also outside of the
state.
Swagata Gupta

Registered for Ph.D on 13/09/2012

Rabindra Bharati University

Sougata Dinda

Registered for Ph.D on 18/12/2013

Patna University

Sonali Chakraborty

Registered for Ph.D in 2014

Jadavpur University

Bengali

Philosophy

SSR_2015_ Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya
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TWELVE Teachers have published THIRTY FIVE papers in ISSN/ISBN journals,
books, chapters in books and conference proceedings in their individual capacity during the
Post accreditation period. A number of teachers have presented papers in various
State/National/International seminars.
EXTENSION
The college is pursuing an excellent record of accomplishment with respect to
extension activities under the auspices of the NSS Unit of the college. Avowed goal of the
NSS being “Education through community service and community service through
education” for a college student, it has been the continuous endeavour of the college to open
a NSS unit in our college. The NSS Unit was opened in the college 2007-08. Since then it is
motivating the students to pursue extension activities in the different categories like
Community development, Social work, Health and hygiene awareness, Health camp, Adult
education and literacy, Blood donation camp, Environment awareness, AIDS Awareness
camp etc. A neighbouring slum has been adopted by the NSS Units of the College for
creating health-care/hygiene/education awareness. Students visit the local Primary School for
distribution of School Bags, Water Bottle among the students. Community orientation
activities are reflected through blood donation camps/Thalassaemia /AIDS /nutrition
awareness programmes. Stakeholders’ perception on the overall performance of the
institution is solicited through Students’ Feedback, Parent-Teacher Interaction etc. The NSS
Unit

also

organizes

extension

programmes

like

cleaning/plantation/literacy

mission/community health/ blood donation camps/ women and child care.
BLOOD DONATION CAMP

1.

2.
3.

Blood Donation Camp
Blood Donation Camp
Blood Donation Camp
Blood Donation Camp
Blood Donation Camp
CHILD HEALTH CARE
Child Health Care Programme In Bagpota Village
Child Health Care Programme By Distribution Of Clothes & Other School
Accessories In Madrasha Shikha Kendra In Bagpota Village
Child Welfare Programme In Bagpota Village
Child Health Care Programme In Bagpota Village
HEALTH CHECK-UP
Health & Eye Check-Up Programme In Bagpota Village
Health Check-Up Programme For Primary School Children Of Bagpota Village
General Health & Eye Check-Up Programme In Bagpota Village
Medical Camp For Keshabpur Villagers
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Year/Date

2014
20.11.2013
2012
2011
22.11.2010

No. Of
Students
Participated
140
120
150
150
100

25.03.2014
26.03.2014

130
120

04.02.2013
25.03.2014

70
130

06.02.2013
05.03.2012
07.03.2012
25.03.2011

100
50
50
150
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT & LITERACY
Seminar On Women Empowerment in Bagpota Village
Rally By NSS Volunteers For Women’s Awareness In Bagpota Village
Literacy Programme In Bagpota Village
Literacy Programme In Bagpota Village
HEALTH & HYGIENE AWARENESS
7 Days’ Training Programme By NSS Volunteers In Bagpota Village
Road Repairing & Lamppost Lighting Programme
Sanitation & Hygiene Awareness Programme In Bagpota Village
Seminar On ‘HIV Aids” & Helpage Programme
4.

Social Awareness Programme For Keshabpur Villagers

28.03.2014
29.03.2014
05.02.2013
10.03.12

07- 08 Feb 2013
06.03.2012
09.03.2012 &
11.03.2012
21.03.2011 To
27.03.20

110
140
150
100
150
300
50
100
150

COLLABORATION :
Collaboration includes SEVEN UGC Sponsored Seminars held in collaboration with
Maheshtala College.
SEMINAR
In Collaboration with Maheshtala College
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Philosophy(25/11/2011)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Geography(17/12/2011)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of History(10/03/2012)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Political Science
(12/03/2012 to 13/03/2012)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Bengali (20/01/2012)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Economics(02/12/2011)
UGC National Level Seminar
Department of Commerce(11/01/2012)
Total

Year

Name of the
funding Agency

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

TWO UGC Sponsored Seminars held in collaboration with Vidyanagar College.
SEMINAR
In Collaboration with Vidyanagar College
UGC State National Seminar
Department of Commerce(20/09/2013)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Geography(08/05/2015)

SSR_2015_ Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya

Year

Name of the
funding Agency

2013-14

UGC

2014-15

UGC
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CRITERION IV: INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES
The floor area of the Building has been expanded by building new Classrooms,
Departmental Rooms and Geography Laboratory, Physical Education Laboratory,
Gymnasium, Computer Science Laboratory in the post-accreditation period. The present
floor area of the building is 2831 sq m. There are 15 class rooms apart from the Departmental
Rooms, Seminar Hall, Library, laboratories for practical classes. Classroom can
accommodate approximately about 30 -150 students. The big classrooms are well ventilated,
with lots of sunlight, ideal for a crowded classroom. 9(nine) Classrooms(Room No. EB-15,
SB-21, SB-22, SB-23, SB-24, EB-05, EB-06, EB-07, EB-08) have audio facilities and
1(one) Classroom(Room No. EB-14) is Smart-classroom with advanced audio-visuals
multi-media facilities like Overhead Ceiling-mounted Projector, Laptop, and Computers.
There are Four Laboratories for Subjects: Geography, Physical Education, Commerce and
Computer Science. The Geography and Physical Education laboratories are equipped with
advanced Laboratory equipments. The Commerce and Computer Science laboratories are
equipped with adequate number of computers. The College has a Seminar Room with audio
facilities to organise seminars, lectures and other academic activities and administrative
meetings.
The College Library utilizes a space of 196.68 sq m with a Reading Room for free
access of students, a Teachers’ Reading Room and a Rare Book Section. The library roof has
been rebuilt and the area has been expanded to accommodate more books and journals. The
Library has sufficient number of books at the disposal of Undergraduates Students of various
disciplines. Total Library Books now stands at 18185 and journals at 5. We are yet to
subscribe for e-resources. Complete Accession Numbering System and Cataloguing of all
books and journals and user friendly Multi-Digit Alpha Numeric Decimal based numbering
system according to the 19th edition of Dewy Decimal Classification Scheme are followed in
the library. SOUL software has been procured for automating in-house activities and services
of the library. ONE computer for Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) is made available
to the Students to identify the status of availability of books in the library and ONE computer
terminals will be available for Internet Surfing.
In all there are around 80 computers in the college. Thus Computer facility is
extended to all students and staff. At present internet connections are provided with the
teachers through internet-dongles. We are in the process of providing computers and Internet
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Connectivity to all the departments. The computers/Laptops are also interfaced with LCDs to
train and develop Power Point presentations for the Teaching.
We are yet to create a Maintenance Sub-Committee for maintenance of physical
infrastructure. The maintenance of computers and scientific equipments has been done by
manufacturers or agencies under ‘Annual Maintenance Contract’ (AMC) and break down
calls. The AMC has expired. The college is yet to invite quotation for fresh AMC.
Maintenance of toilets, bathrooms, service areas are done by the Full Time Sweeper of the
college. Security and safety of the campus/building are done by the fulltime security guards
of the college. The college has recruited an electrician for upkeep and maintenance of
Electrical Systems including the Generator.
ONE photocopier is available in the Xerox Centre to provide photocopying service to
the students at cheap rate.
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CRITERION V: STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION
The official website, www.anurupchandracollege.org, and College Notice Boards
provide relevant information to stakeholders. Welfare schemes for students include financial
assistance/scholarships from State Government/other national agencies/Labour Department,
Kanyashree Prakalpa, Reservation in Admission, Remedial Coaching (when funds are
available from the UGC), Students’ Fee Concession (from Students’ Aid Fund), Chief
Minister’s Relief Fund, Swami Vivekanada Scholarship, etc. Opportunities/facilities for
Publication of the College Magazine/wall magazines, Participation in Sports, NSS and
cultural activities enable students to develop themselves as Complete Personalities. The
College has adopted the UGC Regulations on curbing the menace of ragging in higher
educational institutions and has constituted an Anti-Ragging Committee in compliance with
UGC Guidelines. No instances of ragging have been reported till date. The college does not
have a registered Alumni Association. However, the college is in the process of constituting
an alumni association. A meeting in this regard has already been held on 31-10-2015. Many
examinees obtain First Class marks in the university examinations. Our results are better than
those of neighbouring colleges and the average pass percentage in all courses is better than
that of the University. We are yet to consolidate the data on Progression to higher education
in the last six years. So far, data about students’ progression from UG Studies to PG Studies
has been compiled as given below :
Student progression YEAR
UG Studies to PG Studies
(number of students)
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Employed Campus selection
Other than campus recruitment

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

11

50

63

46

61

60

43

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Generally, the 3rd year Honours Pass-Out Students opt for PG Studies. After taking into
consideration this fact the % of Students’ Progression may be shown as follows :
No. of Pass-Out Students
Bengali
(Honours)

History
(Honours)

Geography
(Honours)

25
29
24
31

Political
Science
(Honours)
15
16
17
13

2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

38
46
41
41

2013-14
2014-15

35
34

27
25

9
16

20

8
20
8
27

Total
No. of
Pass-Out
Students

No. of
% of
Student
Student
Progression Progression

78
99
102
93

11
50
63
46

14.1
50.5
61.76
49.46

91
102

61
60

67.03
58.8

Although, data is not available, a good number of students find employment in Schools,
govt. office and private concerns.
The formation and role of the Students’ Union strictly follows the Constitution of the
Students’ Union framed by the College. It maintains a concordant atmosphere, promotes the
academic environment in the campus, brings the grievances of the students to the notice of the
authorities and creates a link between administration and students. Financial requirements of
Students’ Union are met out of the fund collected on specific Heads of Accounts. There are
representatives of the Students’ Union in the highest decision making body of the college(i.e.
Governing Body)for development, quality sustenance and enhancement. The General Secretary,
Students’ Union is an ex-officio Member of the Governing Body of the College. The Music Club
of the College(Convenor, Dr. Anjana Mukherjee, Associate Professor, Department of Education),
the Debate Club(Convenor, Nimai Poddar, Associate Professor, Department of Political Science)
is making significant contributions to the cultural heritage of the College. Recently, on the 2nd day
of the inaugural ceremony of the Silver Jubilee Celebration of the college the performance of the
Music Club was praiseworthy. Very recently, the Debate Club has also organised a debate
successfully.
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CRITERION VI: GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT.
The Governing Body is the highest decision making authority with the Principal as its
Secretary.
The Internal Organisational Structure and Decision Making Process may be shown as
follows :
Teachers' Council

Governing Body

Non-Teaching Staff Council
Students' Union

The Principal plays the leading role in the governance and management of the
institution, ensuring transparency in the functioning of the college and maintaining core
values, on being facilitated by the GB Members and supported by the teaching and nonteaching staff. The College has an efficient co-ordination/internal management system under
the leadership of the Principal for designing and implementing its policies/and plans
effectively, through different Sub-committees, constituted by the GB. Efforts are on the way
so that all the stakeholders—students, parents and the local community can be included in the
developmental activity of the college. Teamwork leads to the best practices of the institution.
The participative principle of the management propels all plans and policies. Implementations
are made after consultation with the Governing Body, IQAC and the concerned Subcommittees. The development, supervised by the Governing Body, comprises extension of
building, providing additional facilities, introduction of new courses, appointment of teaching
and non-teaching staff. The College is in the process of evaluation of the teachers by the 3rd
Year Pass-out Students through the system of anonymous Feedback. The Feedback is perused
by the Principal for taking necessary actions/initiatives for further improvement of the
faculties.
Salary of all staff is paid through ECS on the 1st or 2nd day of every month from the
Salary Account of the College out of the Grant-in-aid of the State Govt. or out of College
Fund. All permanent staff comes under the PF. Gratuity is paid on the date of retirement.
Loans from PF are easily available as per the extant rules. Those who are employed on
adhoc/contractual basis are offered remuneration as decided by the Governing Body. Funds
are allocated/grants are applied for as per UGC schemes for the building/development
projects of the institution. Income/expenditure are closely monitored by Accountant and
overseen by the Principal. Recently, a teacher has been appointed as the Bursar of the college.
Judicious expenditure of funds involving proper procedure for purchases by the establishment
Sub-Committee with regular Government Audit of the Accounts indicates transparency in
financial affairs. The college is contemplating of conducting Internal Audit.
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CRITERION VII: INNOVATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES.
The College have no formal mechanism for Green Audit. However, efforts have been
made to create an eco-friendly atmosphere inside the campus. The entire campus has been
declared “No Plastic Zone”. Being positioned in the lap of the nature of rural Bengal, the
college itself is renowned for its tranquil and serene environment which nourishes the minds
of the young learners and employees with its benign impact. The students of NSS units
undertake cleaning programme and plantation programme in the college and also adjoining
locality.
Innovative practices cover the use of ICT in teaching-learning. The College authority
also emphasis the faculty to taking at least one class per week at the Smart Class Room
through power point presentation with the help of LCD Projectors. The work of the library
will also be improved following automation and installation of OPAC. An exemplarily warm
relation is shared between the staff and the students. This bonding makes the youngsters
come up with their personal problems for counselling to the staff members who are their
guardians in the institution, just as their parents at home.
Two Best Practices of the college are
1. CREATING CONSCIOUSNESS : PROMOTING SELF-GROWTH AND SELF-BELIEF

It focuses on the all -round development of the students, the College adopts a needbased approach that will deliver a comprehensive and balanced education to all.
2. TALENT SUPPORT PROGRAMMES IN SPORTS AND CULTURAL EVENTS

It focuses on developing the talents of students in sports and cultural activities for
holistic growth.
The large family of students, teachers, non-teaching staff, alumni, parents and wellwishers of Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya, headed by the Principal, share their best
efforts towards realising the vision of the College.
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PROFILE OF THE COLLEGE

1. Name and Address of the College:
Name :

SAHEED ANURUP CHANDRA MAHAVIDYALAYA

Address:

P.O.- BURUL, DIST. – SOUTH 24 PARGANAS

City:
Website:

Pin:

743318

State: WEST BENGAL

www. anurupchandracollege.org

2. For Communication
Designation
Principal

Name

Telephone with Mobile
Fax
STD code
DR. MANIDEEP O:033
9830386069
CHANDRA
24206131

NAAC
NIMAI
General Body PODDAR
Co-ordinator

O:033
24975803

9433529893

3. Status of the College:
Affiliated College
Constituent College
Any other (specify)

Email
drmanideep2012@gmail.com

office@anurupchandracollege.org



4. Type of Institution :
a. By Gender
i.
For Men
ii.
For Women
iii.
Co-education 
b. By Shift
i.
Regular

ii.
Day
iii.
Evening
5. It is recognized minority institution?
Yes
No 
If yes the minority status (Religious/Linguistic/ any other)
and provide documentary evidence
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6. Source of funding:
Government
Grant-in-aid 
Self-financing
Any other
7. a. Date of establishment of the college

16/11/1991
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA

b. University to which the college is affiliated
c. Details of UGC recognition:
Under Section
i.
ii.

2(f)
12(B)

Date, Month & Year
(dd-mm-yyyy)
10.06.2000
10.06.2000

Remarks

The college is eligible to
receive Central Assistance
in terms of the Rules
framed under section 12 (B)
of the UGC Act, 1956
(Enclosed the certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act)
d. Details of recognition /approval by statutory/regulatory bodies other than
UGC (AICTE, NCTE, MCI, DCI, PCI, RCI etc.) : NA
8. Does the affiliating university Act provide for conferment of autonomy (as
recognized by the UGC), on the affiliated colleges?
Yes
No



9. Is the college recognize
a. By UGC as a College with Potential for Excellence (CPE)
Yes

No



10. Location of the campus and area in sq. mts:

Location*

Rural

Campus area in sq. mts.

8700.749

Built up area in sq. mts.

2831

(*Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly area, any other specify)
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11. Facility available in the campus (Tick the available facility and provide numbers
or other details at appropriate places) or in case the institute has an agreement with
other agencies in using any of the listed facilities provide information on facilities
covered under the agreement.
 Auditorium/seminar complex with infrastructural facilities 


Sports facilities
* play ground
* swimming pool
* gymnasium




Х



Hostel
* Girs’ hostel
i.

Number of hostel

1

ii.

Number inmates

0

Remarks: In spite of repeated approach to the female students of the
college no student has shown her interest for enjoying the hostel facility.
Hence functioning of the hostel has not yet been started
iii.

Facilities (mention available facilities)

* Working women’s hostel

Х

i.
Number inmates
ii.
Facilities (mention available facilities)
 Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff (give number availablecadre wise)
 Cafeteria
 Health CentreFirst aid, Inpatient, Outpatient, Emergency care facility, Ambulance
Health center staff-










Qualified doctor

Full time

Х

Part-time

Х

Qualified Nurse

Full time

Х

Part-time

Х

Facilities like banking, post office, book shop
Transport facilities to cater to the need of students and staff
Animal house
Biological waste disposal
Generator or other facility for management/ regulation electricity and voltage.
Solid waste management facility
Waste water management
Water harvest
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12. Details of programmes offered by the college (Give data for current academic
year)
Sl No Programme
Level

Name of the
Programme/Course

1
2
3
4
5
6

History
Political Science
Bengali
Geography
English
History

7

8
a

b

c

Under
Graduate
BA/BSC
(Honours)
Under
Graduate
BA/BSc
(General)

Political Science
Bengali
Education
Philosophy
English
Physical Education
Geography
Economics
Mathematics
Computer Science
B.Com.(General)

Duration

Entry
Medium of
Qualification instruction

Bengali
Bengali
Bengali
Bengali/English
English
Bengali

3 Years

B.Com
(General)
Post-graduate
Integrated PG
Ph. D.
M. Phil.
Ph. D.
Certificate
courses
UG Diploma
PG Diploma
Any Other (specify and provide details)
Certificate
Office Mgt. & DTP
Course
(Conducted by
College)
Certificate
Communicative
Course
English
(Conducted by
College)
Certificate
NCVT
Course
ICT-101 Computer
(Conducted by fundamentals, MSAnurup Chandra Office & Internet
College
ICT 102 Tally
Vocational
ICT-203 Desktop
Training Centre) Publishing
ICT-205 Computer
Hardware
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Bengali
WBHS/ISC/ Bengali
Bengali
CBSC or
Bengali
equivalent
Bengali
Bengali
Bengali
Bengali
Bengali
English
Bengali

Madhyamik
/ICSE/
or
equivalent
Madhyamik
/ICSE/
or
equivalent
Class VIII

Sanctioned/ap
proved
Student
strength
61
53
67
53
20

No. of
students
admitted

629

437

79

12

51
47
67
26
-

Bengali

English

English
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13. Does the college offer self-financed Programmes
No 

Yes
If yes, how many?

14. New programmes introduced in the college during the last five years if any?


Yes

No

Number 4

15. List of departments: (respond if a applicable only and do not list facilities like
Library, Physical Education as departments, unless they are offering academic degree
awarding programmes. Similarly, do not list the department offering common
compulsory subjects for all programmes like English, regional languages etc.)
Faculty
Science

Arts

Commerce
Any Other
(Specify)
Department of
Enrichment
Courses

Departments
(eg. Physics, Botany, History etc.)
Honours and General Courses in Geography,
General Course in Physical Education, Economics
Mathematics, Computer Science.
Honours and General Courses in History, Political
Science, Bengali, General Course in Education,
Philosophy, English.
General Course in Commerce
Certificate Courses in Office Mgt. & DTP,
Communicative English.
NCVT
ICT-101 Computer Fundamentals, MS-Office &
Internet
ICT 102 Tally
ICT-203 Desktop Publishing
ICT-205 Computer Hardware

UG




16. Number of Programmes offered under (Programme means a degree course like
BA, BSc, MA, M.Com)
a. Annual system
3 (BA, BSc, BCom)



b. Semester system

Х

c. Trimester system

Х

17. Number of Programmes with
a.. Choice Base Credit System
b. Inter/Multidisciplinary Approach
c. Any other (specify and provide details)

Х
Х
Х

18. Does the college offer UG and /or PG programmes in Teacher Education?
Yes

No
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19. Does the college offer UG or PG programme in Physical Education
Yes

No



20. Number of teaching and non-teaching position in the Institution
Positions

Fulltime Substantive Teaching Staff
Sanctioned by the State Government
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
*M
*F
*M
*F

Fulltime Substantive

2

2

1

1

Recruited

2

2

1

1

*M=Male, *F=Female
Positions

Contractual Whole Time Teacher
Sanctioned by the State Government
*M
*F

Contractual Whole Time Teacher

1

1

Recruited

1

1

*M=Male, *F=Female
Positions

Part Time Teacher
Sanctioned by the State Government
*M
*F

Part Time Teacher

8

8

Recruited

8

8

*M=Male, *F=Female
Positions

Teaching Staff
Appointed by the COLLEGE
*M
*F

Guest Teachers

6

3

Recruited

6

2

College Full Time Teacher

1

-

Recruited

1

-

College Contractual Part Time Teacher

-

2

Recruited

-

-

*M=Male, *F=Female
Positions

Fulltime Substantive Non-Teaching Staff
Sanctioned by the State Government
*M
*F

Fulltime Substantive Non-Teaching Staff

13

2

Recruited

12

2

*M=Male, *F=Female
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Positions

Non-Teaching Staff
Appointed by the COLLEGE
*M
*F

Non-Teaching Staff Appointed By The College

6

-

Recruited

6

-

*M=Male, *F=Female
21. Qualification of the teaching staff:
Highest Qualification
Fulltime Substantive Teaching Staff

D. Sc./D.Litt.
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
*M=Male, *F=Female

Associate
Professor
Male
Female
2
2
-

Assistant Professor
Male
1
-

Female
1
-

Highest Qualification
Govt. Approved Contractual Whole Time Teacher
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
*M=Male, *F=Female

Male

Female

1
-

1

Highest Qualification
Govt. Approved Part Time Teacher

Male

Female

Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
*M=Male, *F=Female

1
7

Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
*M=Male, *F=Female

1
7
Male

Highest Qualification
Temporary Teachers
1
2

Total

4
2
Total
1
1
Total
2
14

Female
1
6

Total
2
8

Temporary teachers include Guest teachers, College Full Time Teacher and college contractual teachers

22. Number of visiting Faculty/Guest Faculty engaged with the college 10
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23. Furnished the number of the students admitted to the college during the four
academic years.
Categories

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

SC
ST
OBC
General
Others Minority

Male
197
5
26
472
120

Male
230
1
67
454

Female
159
58
465

Male
219

-

-

79
446

58
460

Male
220
2
74
452

Female
152
66
489

150

126

139

114

145

133

Female
171
41
390
97

Female
161

24. Details of the students enrollment in the college during the current academic year:
Type of students
Students from the same state where
The college is located
Students from the other state of India
NRI students
Foreign students
Total

UG
640

PG

M. Phil.

Ph. D.

640

Total
640

640

25. Dropout rate in UG and PG (average of the two batches)
UG

(17.97+16.41)/2 = 17.19

PG

26. Unit cost of Education
(Unit cost =total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total number of students
enrolled)
(a) Including the salary component

Rs. 2742.72

(b) Excluding the salary component

Rs. 5994.07

27. Does the college offer any programme /s in Distance education mode(DEP)?
Yes

No



If yes,
a) Is it a registered centre for offering Distance education programmes of another
University
Yes

No
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28. Provide Teacher-student ratio for each of the programme/course offered
Sl No

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

Programme Level

Name of the
Programme/Course

Under Graduate
History
BA/BSC (Honours) Political Science
Bengali
Geography
English
Under Graduate
History
BA/BSc (General) Political Science
Bengali
Education
Philosophy
English
Physical Education
Geography
Economics
Mathematics
Computer Science
Under Graduate
Commerce
B.Com (General)

No. of Teachers
Attached to the
Department
4
4
6
6
1
4
4
6
2
2
1
2
6
3
1
1
4

Teacher-Student
Ratio
1: 10.2
1 : 15
1 : 11.33
1 : 15
1 : 69.8
1 : 186
1 : 66.33
1 : 42
1 : 36
1 : 14
1 : 50.5
1 : 12
1 : 21
1:1
1:5
1 : 5.5

29. Is the college applying for
Accreditation: Cycle1

Cycle2

 Cycle3

Cycle4

Re-Assessment:
(Cycle 1 refers to first accreditation and Cycle 2, Cycle3 and Cycle4 refer to re-accredition)
30.
Date of accreditation * (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and reassessment only)
Cycle1: (03/05/2004) Accreditation Outcome/Result C++
Enclosed copy of accreditation certificate(s) and peer team report(s) as an annexure.
31. Number of working days during the last academic year.

264

32. Number of teaching days during the last academic year.

222

(Teaching days means days on which lectures were engaged excluding the examination days)
33. Date of establishment of Internal quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
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34. Details regarding submission of Annual Quality Assurance Report (AQAR) to
NAAC.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

AQAR
AQAR
AQAR
AQAR
AQAR
AQAR
AQAR
AQAR
AQAR

2004-05, 2005-06 and 2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15

SUBMITTED
SUBMITTED
SUBMITTED
SUBMITTED
SUBMITTED
SUBMITTED
SUBMITTED
SUBMITTED
SUBMITTED

(31/03/2008)
(19/09/2015)
(06/10/2015)
(06/10/2015)
(06/10/2015)
(05/11/2015)
(05/11/2015)
(05/11/2015)
(25/11/2015)

35. Any other relevant data (not covered above) the college would like to include.
(Do not include explanatory /descriptive information)
There is a compulsory paper “Environmental Studies” for the 3rd Year Students of
BA/BSC/BCOM General and Honours Course. A Guest Teacher has been recruited for
teaching the paper.
Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name

Sunanda Bar

Qualification

M.A. in
Environmental
Studies

Designation

College
Appointed
Guest
Teacher

Specialization

Wet Land
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No. of
Years of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for
the last 4
years

1 Month

-
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CRITERION I
CURRICULAR ASPECTS
1.1. Curriculum Planning
1.1.1 State the vision, mission and objectives of the institution, and describe how these
are communicated to the students, teachers, staff and other stakeholders.
The college being an affiliate of the University of Calcutta, there is no scope for
Curriculum Design and Development but we can transmit our vision, mission and objectives
through curriculum planning and implementation.
The motto of the college is Equity, Excellence and Expansion.
Equity means Equal opportunity for all.
Excellence means academic development through excellence.
Expansion means expansion of the scope of college education without compromising with
quality.
The vision, mission and objectives are:i)

To provide education to the poor and backward first generation learners.

ii)

To provide opportunities of higher education to all students irrespective of their
gender, caste, creed and religion.

iii)

To provide opportunities of all round developments to all students.
These are communicated by the following ways:-

i)

Students

: Prospectus and Orientation Programmes,

ii)

Teachers, Non-Teaching Staff

: Governing Body Meeting, Teachers’ Council
Meeting, Academic Sub-Committee Meeting,
NAAC General Body Meeting, IQAC Meeting

iii)

Parents

: Parent-Teacher Meeting.

1.1.2 How does the institution develop and deploy action plans for effective
implementation of the curriculum? Give details of the process and substantiate through
specific example(s).
The development of action plans for effective implementation of the curriculum
involves the proper communication or rather dissemination of the curriculum to the students.
Example :
i)

Academic Calendar is given in the Prospectus of each session.
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ii)

Teachers download the latest syllabus from the website of the parent university at
the beginning of each session

iii)

Departmental Academic Calendar with modularized syllabus is distributed among

students at the beginning of each session.
iv)

Orientation Programme is held at the beginning of each session to enlighten the

students about the importance of attending classes regularly
1.1.3 What type of support (procedural and practical) do the teachers receive (from the
University and/or institution) for effectively translating the curriculum and improving
teaching practices?
The parent University has Board of Studies for effectively formulating curriculum and
improving teaching practices. We follow the process as per their instruction. Whenever, any
change is made in curriculum the University arranges syllabus orientation workshop for the
teachers of the affiliating colleges. Besides, teachers get the opportunity of enriching
themselves about the emerging areas of the different subjects by attending Orientation
Programmes, Refresher Courses and workshops.
1.1.4 Specify the initiatives taken up or contribution made by the institution for effective
curriculum delivery and transaction on the Curriculum provided by the affiliating
University or other Statutory agency.
In a broad sense the effective curriculum delivery involves all the inter-connected
components of the curriculum. It is the process of integration of the different dimensions of
the curriculum such as library, teachers, students, playground, laboratory, non-teaching staff
etc.
Initiatives:
i)

Library : In order to make the library useful for the students in understanding

the curriculum, various books (Reference and text books), various journals, newspapers, are
purchased in each session to enrich the quality of the library. Ten years’ previous question
papers of University Final Examinations are preserved for ready reference of students.
ii)

Teachers : For the effective delivery of the curriculum, study leaves are

granted to teachers for attending Orientation Programmes, Refresher Courses, Seminars,
Workshops and for pursuing Ph. D. and M.Phil study.
iii)

Non-teaching staff : For the effective delivery of the curriculum, cooperation

of the Non-teaching staff is ensured through their participation in Admission Sub-Committee,
NAAC General Body and IQAC.
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iv)

Students : In order to enable the students to assess their extent of knowledge

about the curriculum , Unit tests, Mid-term Examination and Selection Tests are conducted.
v)

Playground :

In order to enable the students to refresh them from the

monotony of study there are two playgrounds in our campus.
vi)

Laboratory : In order to enable the students to pursue their practical classes

as per university norms, standard facilities are given to them.
1.1.5. How does the institution network and interact with beneficiaries such as industry,
research bodies and the university in effective operationalisation of the curriculum?
So far there is no such scope.
1.1.6. What are the contributions of the institution and/or its staff members to the
development of the curriculum by the University? (number of staff
members/departments represented on the Board of Studies, student feedback, teacher
feedback, stakeholder feedback provided, Specific suggestions etc.).
Implementation of modern system of syllabi as per instruction of University is done.
As per the contemporary changes of curriculum, institution arranges various activities as
mentioned above. One of the teaching staff served as member of the board of studies in
Bengali. Student feedback system was previously done and now it has been further initiated.
The University does not have any provision for the Affiliated Colleges to forward
suggestions for designing the Curriculum. However, Curriculum orientation workshops are
held for the teachers of the affiliated colleges for inviting and sometimes incorporating
suggestions. Some teachers of our college are involved as the Paper-Setters, moderators and
Head Examiners for various Undergraduate examinations.
1.1.7 Does the institution develop curriculum for any of the courses offered (other than
those under the purview of the affiliating university) by it? If ‘yes’, give details on the
process (’Needs Assessment’, design, development and planning) and the courses for
which the curriculum has been developed.
As an affiliated College, there is no scope to function outside the purview of the
affiliating university so far as the curriculum is concerned. However, the following joboriented courses under the Department of Enrichment Courses have been introduced with
reference to ‘need assessment’. Design, development and planning have been made keeping
in mind the constraints of infrastructure and fluctuating course-demands.
Courses conducted by the College
Certificate Course in Office Mgt. & DTP
Certificate Course in Communicative English
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Courses conducted by NCVT through ACC-VTC
i) ICT-101 Computer fundamentals, MS-Office & Internet
ii) ICT 102 Tally
iii) ICT-203 Desktop Publishing
iv) ICT-205 Computer Hardware

1.1.8. How does the institution analyze/ensure that the stated objectives of curriculum
are achieved in the course of implementation?
Stated objectives of the different parts of the Curriculum are ensured in different
ways.
i)

Core part of the curriculum is ensured by deliberating the results of Mid-term

examination and Test Examination in the Academic Sub-committee Meeting.
ii)

In exceptional cases the matter is deliberated in the Governing Body for evolving

strategy.
iii)

The teaching learning part is ensured by following the academic calendar laid down

by the University.

1.2. Academic Facility
1.2.1 Specifying the goals and objectives give details of the certificate/diploma/ skill
development courses etc., offered by the institution.
The college provides compulsory computer courses with the object to literate the
student in computer application. The students in our college are from rural background. Most
of them are very poor. The institution takes minimum charges from them. In many cases the
institution exempts charges to the students. So the college is trying to fulfill its vision for
upgrading the students and also the people of the surrounding area. The college provides
certificates which is accepted by the employment exchange, Government of West Bengal.
The college also provides certificate courses in Communicative English. In the
college, all the students proficient in their mother tongue but they are very much
uncomfortable in international language like English. It is very much necessary to make the
students competent in Communicative English for jobs.
NCVT Courses are also carried on under the banner of Anurup Chandra College
Vocational Training Centre.
1.2.2. Does the institution offer programmes that facilitate twinning /dual degree? If
‘yes’, give details.
So far we have no such scope.
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1.2.3. Give details on the various institutional provisions with reference to academic
flexibility and how it has been helpful to students in terms of skills development,
academic mobility, progression to higher studies and improved potential for
employability
Details are given below :
i)

Skills development : The courses already mentioned in 1.1.7 and 1.2.1 are expected

to develop the skills of the students
ii)

Academic mobility : Students once admitted get the opportunity of changing the

elective subjects within the time stipulated by the university
iii)

progression to higher studies : a good number of students are pursuing Post-

graduation in different universities. However, data is available only for the last four Years.
iv)

improved potential for employability : the courses already mentioned in 1.1.7 and

1.2.1 are expected to improve the potentiality for employment.
1.2.4. Does the institution offer self-financed programmes? If ‘yes’, list them and
indicate how they differ from other programmes, with reference to admission,
curriculum, fee structure, teacher qualification, salary etc.
Yes, we offer self-financed programme. They do differ from other programmes with
reference to admission, curriculum, fee structure, teacher qualification and salary. Their
Salary is paid out of the College Development Fund. The details are as tabulated below :
Self-Financed Programmes

Admission

Curriculum

Fee Structure

Teacher Qualification

Certificate Course in Office
Mgt. & DTP

Compulsory for all
regular students of
the college

Curriculum is
prepared by the
college

MCA/Diploma/Certificate

Certificate Course in
Communicative English

Open to all the
regular students,
ex-students.
Open to all the
regular students,
ex-students.

Curriculum is
prepared by the
college
Curriculum is
prepared by
NCVT

Admission fee
Rs. 50/Monthly Tuition
Fee Rs. 40/Admission fee
Rs. 1000/Free

MCA/Diploma/Certificate

NCVT Courses
i) ICT-101 Computer
fundamentals, MS-Office &
Internet
ii) ICT 102 Tally
iii) ICT-203 Desktop
Publishing
iv) ICT-205 Computer
Hardware

M.A.

1.2.5. Does the college provide additional skill oriented programmes, relevant to
regional and global employment markets? If ‘yes’ provide details of such programme
and the beneficiaries.
Yes,
The courses already mentioned in 1.2.4
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Department of Enrichment Courses
Conducted by Anurup Chandra College Vocational Training Centre
Conducted by the College
NCVT Courses
Certificate Course Certificate Course ICT-101
ICT 102 Tally
ICT-203
ICT-205
in Office Mgt. & in Communicative Computer
Desktop
Computer
fundamentals,
DTP
English
Publishing
Hardware
MS-Office &
Internet

1.2.6. Does the University provide for the flexibility of combining the conventional faceto-face and Distance Mode of Education for students to choose the courses/combination
of their choice” If ‘yes’, how does the institution take advantage of such provision for
the benefit of students?
No,
There is no provision for such flexibility in an affiliated college.

1.3. Curriculum Enrichment
1.3.1. Describe the efforts made by the institution to supplement the University’s
Curriculum to ensure that the academic programmes and Institution’s goals and
objectives are integrated?
By default, the academic programmes and goals and objectives of the college are well
integrated. The process of integration is accelerated by the Arrangement of sports,
Educational Tour, Field Work, Project Work and Seminar.
1.3.2. What are the efforts made by the institution to enrich and organize the
curriculum to enhance the experiences of the students so as to cope with the needs of the
dynamic employment market?
The college organizes Add-on courses, remedial classes, computer classes, entry-inservice meant for the career counselling for students to cope with the demands of competitive
job market.

1.3.3. Enumerate the efforts made by the institution to integrate the cross cutting issues
such as Gender, Climate Change, Environmental Education, Human Rights, ICT etc.,
into the curriculum?
Climate Change and Environmental Education related issues are integral part of the
curriculum of the 3rd year undergraduate students. They have one 100 marks paper on
“Environmental Studies”.
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So far as ICT issue is concerned, growing number of teachers of different departments
are using the “Smart Classroom” comprising of Projector and Laptop.
Gender and Human Rights issues are pursued through the activities of the Women’s
cell.
1.3.4. What are the various value-added courses/enrichment programmes offered to
ensure holistic development of students?
The courses already mentioned in 1.2.4 are expected to enrich the students in terms of
adding values to their skills.
Cultural activities, NSS activity and the publication of Annual Magazine and
Departmental Wall Magazine and the activities of the Music Club, Debate Club, Nature Club,
Gymnasium are expected to ensure holistic development of the students.
1.3.5. Citing a few examples enumerate on the extent of use of the feedback from
stakeholders in enriching the curriculum?
Till now feedback from the stakeholders are not well documented. The college
authority has evolved and prepared a student feedback form and the college is in the process
of documenting the feedback information from 2015-16.
1.3.6. How does the institution monitor and evaluate the quality of its enrichment
programmes?
As such no direct evaluation is done but indirectly the quality is self-checked through
the acceptance of the certificates in the surrounding region and by the Employment
Exchange, Government of West Bengal.
The quality of NCVT courses are monitored and evaluated by the National Skill
Development Council.
Presently, the Department of Enrichment Courses is under the direct supervision of
the Principal.

1.4. Feedback System
1.4.1. What are the contributions of the institution in the design and development of the
curriculum prepared by the University?
The University does not have any provision for the Affiliated Colleges to contribute
in designing the Curriculum. However, Curriculum orientation workshops are held for the
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teachers of the affiliated colleges for inviting and sometimes incorporating suggestions. Some
teachers of our college involved as the moderators for various Undergraduate examinations.
The teachers attend the workshop organized by the affiliating University & Others they can
able to give valuable suggestion.
1.4.2. Is there a formal mechanism to obtain feedback from students and stakeholders
on Curriculum? If ‘yes’, how is it communicated to the University and made use
internally for curriculum enrichment and introducing changes/new programmes?
No.
1.4.3 How many new programmes/courses were introduced by the institution during the
last four years? What was the rationale for introducing new courses/programmes?
Economics(General) Undergraduate Course was introduced during the Academic
session 2010-11.
Rationale : Economics (General) was introduced to open up suitable option for
Honours students of Geography and B.Sc.(General) degree.
English(Honours) Undergraduate Course was introduced during the Academic session
2011-12..
Rationale : English(Honours) was introduced to widen the scope of pursuing English
as a core subject.
Mathematics(General) ) Undergraduate Courses were introduced during the Academic
session 2013-14.
Rationale : Mathematics(General) was introduced to open up suitable option for
Honours students of Geography and B.Sc.(General) degree.
Computer Science(General) Undergraduate Courses were introduced during the
Academic session 2013-14.
Rationale : Computer Science(General) was initially introduced to open up suitable
option for B.Sc.(General) degree. But due to change of policy of the university it is now
become imperative to introduce Physics(General). However, the feasibility of introduction of
Physics(General) is to be examined.
COURSES OFFERED
Honours Courses
BA

BSC

History
Geography
Political Science
Bengali
English

General Courses
BA
History
Political Science
Bengali
English
Education
Philosophy
Geography
Economics
Physical Education

BSC
Economics
Mathematics
Computer Science
Geography
Physical Education

Department of Enrichment Courses
Conducted by Anurup Chandra
College Vocational Training Centre
BCOM
Conducted by the College
NCVT Courses
ICT-101
ICT 102 ICT-203
B.COM Certificate
Certificate
ICT-205
(General) Course
in Course
in Computer Tally
Desktop
Computer
Office Mgt. & Communicati fundamenta
Publishing Hardware
ls, MSDTP
ve English
Office &
Internet
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CRITERIA II
TEACHING – LEARNING AND EVALUATION

2.1 Student Enrolment and Profile
2.1.1 How does the College ensure publicity and transparency in the admission process?
The admission of students to the college is monitored through the Admission Subcommittee. It consists of the Heads of different Departments. This Sub-committee members
regularly meet together to review the admission process.
As per the Government of West Bengal directives, from the Academic Session 201516, on-line Admission Process is mandatory for all the undergraduate colleges. Consequently
online-admission software is outsourced for smooth and error free admission process.
Ensuring publicity:
i) Publication of Notice in the College Notice Board: Detailed information regarding
the admission process is displayed in the college notice board. A copy of the merit list is also
walled up in the College notice board.
ii) Uploading the Notice in the College Website: The step by step detail procedure of
the Admission both in English and in Bengali is uploaded in the college website
www.anurupchandracollege.org.
iv) Meeting with Students’ Union : the Students’ Union and specially the General
Secretary is apprised of the detail procedure of the Admission process. They are given a
hands-on exposure with the online admission software.
Ensuring transparency:
i)

On-line preparation of merit list : The on-line admission process is outsourced

to AIDNI INFOTECH, who prepares the Merit List according to the criteria set up by the
different departments of the College.
ii)

Admission is strictly on merit : Admission is offered on the basis of on-line

Merit List and the seats which remained vacant are considered for next merit list and so on.
iii)

Deadlines are strictly followed : different deadlines pertaining to admission

process is strictly followed without deviation. Merit Lists are uploaded in the college website
on the specified date.
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2.1.2 Explain in detail the criterion adopted and process of admission [Ex. (i) merit (ii)
common admission test conducted by state agencies and national agencies (iii)
combination of merit and entrance test or merit, entrance test and interview (iv) any
other] to various programs of the institution.
i)

Merit:

Admission is done strictly on the basis of merit. The students are selected for
admission to different programmes of the College based on marks obtained in the (10+2)
examination as per guidelines of the University of Calcutta and the reservation policy of
Government of West Bengal for SC/ST/OBC/Physically Challenged students.
After the admission from the First merit list is over, a Second merit list is uploaded in
the college website to fill up the remaining seats from among the applicants who has not got a
chance in the First list. Then the third merit list is uploaded and so on until the merit list is
exhausted. If still some seats remain vacant then fresh Notice of admission is published in the
college website and the college notice board.
ii)

Common admission test conducted by state agencies and national

agencies:
No such scope
iii)

Combination of merit and entrance test or merit, entrance test and

interview:
Merit Point Calculation for generation of the Merit List
for Admission to various programmes (2015-16)
Calculation of Aggregate

Merit Point for

Merit Point for

Merit Point for

Merit Point

Merit Point

Honours

Honours

Geography

for

for General

Bengali , History,

Geography

(General)

Physical

Political Science and

Education

English

(General)

Aggregate marks in Higher Norms Total
Norms Total
Norms Total
Norms Total
Secondary Examination is = X + Marks in = X + (Marks in = X + (Marks in = X + Marks
calculated as the Top Four Relevant Subject in Geography in HS + Geography
in in
Physical
marks obtained in the HS, for which Honours Marks in English in HS + HS + Marks in Fitness Test
Higher Secondary subjects, is sought
Marks in Mathematics in Mathematics in
keeping
aside
MP)/3
MP)/2
Environmental Studies = X
Deduction from Norms total for students passed in HS Examination in Previous years:
Passed in the Previous Year : 5% is deducted from the Norms Total
Passed two years earlier
: 10% is deducted from the Norms Total
Passed three years earlier
: 15% is deducted from the Norms Total

Norms Total
=X

For Physical Education(General) course, a physical fitness test is conducted and selection is
based on the performance in physical fitness test and marks obtained in the (10+2)
examination.
iv)

Any other:

No such scope
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2.1.3 Give the minimum and maximum percentage of marks at the entry level for each
of the programs offered by the college and provide a comparison with other colleges of
the affiliating university within the city/district.
MINIMUM Marks required for Admission to various programmes (for 2015-16 session)
MINIMUM ELIGIBILITY
HONOURS

Aggregate %
General

Marks in Subject
General

SC/ST

OBC-A and OBC-B

50% marks in the subject

40% marks in the
ALTERNATIVE I

SC/ST

OBC-A and OBC-B

in Higher Secondary/ or

45% marks in HS

Aggregate of Higher

Aggregate.

Secondary Examination

its

equivalent

Examination, for which
Honours is sought
40% marks in the

ALTERNATIVE II

55% marks in the subject

subject

in

Secondary

Higher

Secondary

in

Examination for which

Examination

Honours is sought.

which

Higher

for

Honours

is

sought.
If

the

subject

in

Honours

is

If the subject in which

sought is not present

Honours is sought is not

in

present in the Higher

which

ALTERNATIVE III

the

Higher

Secondary

Secondary

Examination,
marks

in

50%
HS

50%

Examination,

marks

in

HS

Aggregate is required.

Aggregate is required.

Note 1 - Aggregate marks in Higher Secondary Examination is calculated as the Top Four marks obtained in
the Higher Secondary subjects, keeping aside Environmental Studies.
Note 2 - (For Students opting for Computer Science General) The candidate must secure pass mark in Physics
and Mathematics in Higher Secondary Examination.

As the college is located in a rural setup and the students admitted are basically from the
surrounding locality the minimum marks required for admission in the different subjects are
as per the norms laid down by the University of Calcutta and higher Education department,
Govt. of West Bengal.
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2.1.4 Is there a mechanism in the institution to review the admission process and
student profiles annually? If ‘yes’ what is the outcome of such an effort and how has it
contributed to the improvement of the process?
Yes,
The Admission Sub-committee of the College reviews the admission process and the
profiles of students admitted annually and prepares a summary regarding subject-wise
vacancy of seats.
The outcome of the review plays an important role in framing the admission criteria
for the next year subject to the guidelines of the University of Calcutta and Higher Education
Department, Government of West Bengal.
Example :
Over the years, a significant fluctuating rate of growth is observed in
Geography(Honours) and Political Science(Honours) in terms of number of students
admitted.

The above analysis helps in the choice of subject combination, balancing the

enrolment of students in different subjects and even restructuring of fees.
2.1.5 Reflecting on the strategies adopted to increase / improve access for following
categories of students, enumerate on how the admission policy of the institution and its
student profiles demonstrate / reflect the National commitment to diversity and
inclusion.
Strategies Adopted to increase/improve access for the following categories of
students.
SC/ST Students
i)Reservation policy in admission of the Government of West Bengal is followed –
22% seat of each honours subject for SC Students and 6% for ST students are reserved.
ii) Post-Metric Scholarships are given to SC/ST students.
OBC A and OBC B Students
i)In 2013 the new policy of the Govt was to increase the number of reserved seats for
OBC-A Students to 10 percent and for OBC-B Students to 7 percent over a period of
maximum 3 years keeping the total number of General seats intact. In accordance to this the
college has completed the implementation of the reservation policy within two years.
ii)Post-Metric Scholarships are given to OBC A and OBC B students.
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Differently Abled Students
i)Reservation policy in admission of the Government of West Bengal is followed –
3%

seat

is

reserved

for

the

differently

abled

candidates

for

each

category

(SC/ST/OBC/General).
ii)Post-Metric Scholarships are given to differently abled Students belonging to SC,
ST, OBC-A and OBC-B Category.
ii)Students’ fees concession is given to differently abled Students belonging to
General Category.
Minority Students
i)Post-Metric Scholarships are given to the Minority students securing more than 50%
marks in the last examination by the ‘The West Bengal Minorities’ Development & Finance
Corporation’.
ii)Talent Support Stipends are given to the Minority students securing equal or less
than 50% marks in the last examination by ‘The West Bengal Minorities’ Development &
Finance Corporation’.
Women Students
Financial assistance/Stipend is provided to all the eligible unmarried girl students of
the college within the age of 18 and 19, under the “Kanyashree Prakalpa” of the Government
of West Bengal.
Economically Weaker Sections
Fees concession from the college is provided to all the Economically Weaker students
who apply for fees concession in the prescribed form within the due date.
2.1.6 Provide the following details for various programmes offered by the institution
during the last four years. Comment on the trends i.e. reasons for increase / decrease
and action initiated for improvement.
Although the number of applicants are considerably low in 2015-16, but number of
students admitted does not differ significantly in comparison with 2012-13, 2013-14 and
2014-15. If we consider the drop-out ratio then the increased ambitions during 2013-14 and
2014-15 are further diluted. It appears that during 2015-16 the number of applicants are
considerably low due to the introduction of on-line admission process from 2015-16. The
prospective students basically with rural background do not feel ease with the on-line
admission process.
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Programs

Number of applications

Number of students admitted

Demand Ratio

201516

201415

201314

201213

201516

201415

201314

201213

201516

201415

201314

201213

History(Honours)

60

138

119

223

51

41

35

55

1.17:1

3.37:1

3.4:1

4:1

Political
(Honours)

88

66

93

178

47

12

8

31

1.87:1

5.5:1

11.6:1

5.7:1

211

253

238

317

67

61

54

61

3.14:1

4:1

4.4:1

5.2:1

48

213

49

261

26

53

39

50

1.84

4:1

1.2:1

5.2:1

Science

Bengali(Honours)
Geography (Honours)

Programs

Number of applications

Number of students admitted

201516

201415

201314

201213

201516

201415

201314

BA (General)

474

611

572

608

432

499

BSc (General)

5

23

39

5

BCom (General)

14

14

16

12

6

Demand Ratio

201213

201516

201415

201314

479

1.09

1.22:1

1.19:1

23

39

1:1

1:1

1:1

14

16

1:1

1:1

1:1

6

201213

1:1

TREND Analysis
Programs

Total

Number of applications

Number of students admitted

201516

201415

201314

201213

201516

201415

201314

900

1318

1126

1593

640

703

Demand Ratio

201213

201516

201415

201314

670

2.45:1

1.87:1

1.68:1

2014-15

2013-14

201213

Drop-out Analysis
2015-16
Drop-out %

17.97

16.41

2012-13
10.56

2.2 Catering To Diverse Needs Of Students
2.2.1 How does the institution cater to the needs of differently abled students and ensure
adherence to government policies in this regard?
Inclusive development is our policy and we try to extend all help and support to the
differently abled students.
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2.2.2. Does the institution assess the students’ needs in terms of knowledge and skills
before the commencement of the programme? If ‘yes’, give details of the process.
i)

Curriculum:
Before the commencement of classes for the new academic session, orientation

programme is arranged where the Principal and the senior teachers interact with the students.
Teachers of different departments interact with the students in the first few classes. They
assess the students’ needs in terms of knowledge and skills by reviewing their understanding
of the subject at the Higher secondary Level. After assessing their knowledge/needs and
skills, teachers take some introductory classes to acquaint themselves with the syllabus.
ii)

Co-curricular and Extension Activities:
A set of identity information of students related to co-curricular activities and

extension activities are collected and compiled by conveners of the NSS Unit, Debate Club,
Music club.
2.2.3 What are the strategies adopted by the institution to bridge the knowledge gap of
the enrolled students (Bridge/Remedial/ Add-on/Enrichment Courses, etc.) to enable
them to cope with the programme of their choice?
Teachers of all the departments take introductory classes to bridge the knowledge gap
of the enrolled students and to acquaint themselves with the syllabus. Sometimes, the College
provides remedial classes for the socially-backward students and economically-weaker
students when UGC Funding is available.
2.2.4 How does the college sensitize its staff and students on issues such as gender,
inclusion, environment etc?
i)

Gender :

 The college has a Women’s cell to discuss the gender issues related to women.
 The

NSS

Unit

of

the

college

used

to

organise

seminars/awareness

programmes/workshop etc. on gender and environment related issues.
 A women empowerment workshop was held by the NGO “Sayam”
 A seminar was held on for selecting gender champions from among the students, both
boys and girls (as per UGC guidelines).
 Moreover, Women issues are incorporated in the curriculum of subjects like
Education, Political Science, Bengali, English, and Economics.

For example, in

Political Science, social problems like dowry, female foeticide, gender discrimination
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at work place and feminism are some women related topics. In Economics, concept of
gender development, gender disparity in work are some women related topics.
ii)

Inclusive Development: Our policy is the development for all the students

irrespective of cast creed, gender, religion.
iii)

Environment: Environmental Education related issues are integral part of the

curriculum of the 3rd year undergraduate students. They have one 100 marks paper on
“Environmental Studies”. The students are undergone project work incorporated in the
syllabus by the University of Calcutta.
Students are encouraged in participatory learning practices through their participation
in gender and environment awareness/sensitizing seminar, symposium etc.
2.2.5 How does the institution identify and respond to special educational / learning
needs of advanced learners?
Educational and learning needs of advanced learners are identified through classroom
interactions, assignments and class tests.
Response to special educational/learning needs of advanced learners are made through
issue of extra library books to these special students who have substantive attendance in class
and score high marks in the Test Examination.
2.2.6 How does the institute collect, analyze and use the data and information on the
academic performance (through the programme duration) of the students at risk of
drop out (students from the disadvantaged sections of society, physically challenged,
slow learners, economically weaker sections etc. who may discontinue their studies if
some sort of support is not provided)?
The academic performance of the students is best revealed by the examination results
both internal and external. Internal examinations include the Unit Test, the mid-term Test and
the Test. External examinations include the examination conducted by the university. The
academic performance of the students is also roughly measured during the classroom
interactions.
The physically differently-abled students, slow learners and students belonging to
economically weaker section runs the risk of high drop-out, so they are encouraged to
participate in classroom interactions.
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2.3 Teaching-Learning Process
2.3.1 How does the college plan and organize the teaching, learning and evaluation
schedules? (Academic calendar, teaching plan, evaluation blue print, etc.)
The College follows an academic calendar and departmental teaching-learning plan in
planning and organizing the teaching, learning and evaluation schedules. Major vacations,
admission schedule, date of beginning of classes, date of issuing of library card and
evaluation schedules are notified in the academic calendar which is published in the college
Annual Prospectus.
During the month of July, the teaching-learning plan for the current academic session
(lesson plan, departmental syllabus, departmental class routine etc.) is prepared
departmentally. The Academic session starts with an Orientation Program, where all the
students who have taken admission in the first year of the three year degree program,
participate. The Principal and other senior teachers try to orient them for their next three
years learning experience in the college.
2.3.2 How does IQAC contribute to improve the teaching–learning process?
The IQAC takes measures to improve the teaching-learning process.
The IQAC annually receives feedback from the third year outgoing students. The outgoing
students anonymously rate the college, the concerned departmental teachers, library and
office of the College. These reports are analysed for future reference. The IQAC hold
meetings through which monitoring of all academic activities are supervised.
2.3.3 How is learning made more student-centric? Give details on the support structures
and systems available for teachers to develop skills like interactive learning,
collaborative learning and independent learning among the students?
i)

Student-centric: Learning is made student-centric by interactive learning and

educational tour to academic institutions and h1storical places. Participatory learning
activities such as participation in intra-class quiz competition, departmental wall magazine
and intra-departmental seminars using audio visual aids, project work, assignments are also
encouraged.
ii)

Support structures and systems available: The College provides the

learning facilities like smart classrooms, well-equipped laboratories with lab Assistants, wellstocked library with reading room.
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iii)

Interactive learning, collaborative learning and independent learning:

Students are encouraged to develop skill like interactive learning, collaborative learning and
independent learning. Students are encouraged to use the library independently that enhances
self-learning. They are encouraged to write assignments, contribute for the departmental wall
magazine and the college magazine for developing independent learning.
2.3.4 How does the institution nurture critical thinking, creativity and scientific temper
among the students to transform them into life-long learners and innovators?
The College takes the efforts to nurture critical thinking and creativity and in
developing scientific temper among the students through providing opportunities for the
followings:
i)

Debates and seminars on contemporary issues are organized in which students

get a chance to explore new ideas and to listen to the expert views.
ii)

Various cultural programmes are organized around the year where students not

only participate but also actively involved in organizing and handling programmes such as
Fresher’s Welcome, Teachers’ Day celebration, Saraswati Puja, Raksha Bandhan, Annual
Cultural Program, Rabindra Jayanti, Blood Donation Camp etc.

Thus, critical thinking,

creativity and scientific temper of the students are nurtured to transform them into life-long
learners and innovators.
iii)

College magazine titled “Abhijan” is published annually, where students can

express their creativity through their writings. Departmental Wall magazines are also
published, where the departmental students get a chance to contribute their writings.
iii)

UGC Sponsored National Level and State level seminars were conducted from the
departments of Bengali, Political Science, History, Economics, Philosophy,
Geography and Commerce. The students actively participated in organizing the
seminars. They get a chance to hear the eminent speakers and enhance their
outlook, their natural creative thinking and scientific temper. Many students of
science, humanities and commerce streams have participated and interacted with
the resource persons and delegates.
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SEMINAR
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Philosophy(25/11/2011)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Geography(17/12/2011)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of History(10/03/2012)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Political Science
(12/03/2012 to 13/03/2012)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Bengali (20/01/2012)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Economics(02/12/2011)
UGC National Level Seminar
Department of Commerce(11/01/2012)
Total

Year

Name of the
funding Agency

Total grant
Sanctioned

Grant
Received

2011-12

UGC

89000

66750

2011-12

UGC

99000

74250

2011-12

UGC

100000

75000

2011-12

UGC

95000

71250

2011-12

UGC

50000

37500

2011-12

UGC

100000

75000

2011-12

UGC

100000

75000

633000

474750

2.3.5. What are the technologies and facilities available and used by the faculty for
effective teaching? eg: Virtual laboratories, e-learning - resources from National
Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) and National Mission on
Education through Information and Communication Technology (NME-ICT), open
educational resources, mobile education, etc.
The technologies and facilities available and used by the faculty for effective teaching
are modern teaching-learning aids like LCD projector, ICT enabled classrooms and smart
classroom.
VPN Broadband Internet Connection under National Mission on Education through
Information and Communication Technology (NME-ICT) was given to the Departmental
laboratories of Computer, Geography, Commerce and in the principal’s room, Staff room, in
the Library and

in the office in 2011-2014. However, due to unavailability of internet

connections at most of the time, this was discontinued in 2014. Currently Internet
Connectivity is provided through Mobile Internet 2G/3G Dongles.
Use of Virtual laboratories, e-learning - resources from National Programme on Technology
Enhanced Learning (NPTEL), open educational resources, mobile education, etc. are not in
place at this moment. But the college has future plans to utilize these resources. The main
difficulty in utilizing these resources is the language barrier, which needs to be coped up with
in future.
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2.3.6. How are the students and faculty exposed to advanced level of knowledge and
skills (blended learning, expert lectures, seminars, workshops etc.)?
The students and faculty are exposed to advanced level of knowledge and skills
through:
Blended learning:

The College provides internet facilities to the students and teachers for

acquiring advanced knowledge and skills. The college has a department named as
“Department of Enrichment Courses”, which provide the Computer literacy program to all
the students of first year and second year on compulsory basis. This department also conducts
courses in “Communicative English” on optional basis.
Apart from this the college acts as a VTP (Vocational Training Provider) and conducts some
job-oriented courses of NCVT (National Council for Vocational Training), Govt. of India.
The college organized computer skill development programme for teachers and Non-teaching
staff members of the college during 2004-05.
Expert lectures, seminars, workshops:

The College conducts debate, quiz competitions,

seminars, expert lectures, experimental & field based project learning and encourages
students to participate actively for capacity building.
Teachers are encouraged to pursue higher studies(M.Phil./Ph.D./Minor Research Project) for
acquiring knowledge and skills. Teachers are also encouraged to participate or/and present
research papers in state/national/international seminars/conferences/workshops.
During 2004-05 teachers attended the Orientation Programmes and Refresher Courses
organized by the UGC-Academic Staff Colleges of different universities.

2.3.7 Detail (process and the number of students/benefitted) on the academic, personal
and
psycho-social
support
and
guidance
services
(professional
counseling/mentoring/academic advice) provided to students?
Academic and Personal Services
The College provides general study support for all students.

The teachers of the

College are engaged in both academic and personal counseling regarding choice of subjects
during admission and poor attendance and poor marks in both internal and final
examinations. Slow learners are identified through classroom interactions. Tutorial/remedial
classes are taken which is beneficial especially for those students who need personal
attention. Students are encouraged to interact with the teachers for their individual needs and
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problems in these classes.

The College provides financial support services through

scholarships to most of the students. Merit-cum-means scholarships students, girl students,
SC, ST & OBC students.
Psycho-Social Support and Guidance Services
The College has a Career Counseling Cell, funded by the UGC, which conducts
career oriented programs and classes for “Entry in Service”. This cell, in collaboration with
TCS (Tata Consultancy Services) has conducted special classes titled “Employability
Training Program”. These students appeared for the interview in TCS and other corporate
sectors in Kolkata. A substantial amount of students were also placed in different companies,
but the actual data is not available.
2.3.8 Provide details of innovative teaching approaches/methods adopted by the faculty
during the last four years? What are the efforts made by the institution to encourage
the faulty to adopt new and innovative approaches and the impact of such innovative
practices on student learning?
Innovative teaching approaches/methods adopted by the faculty
 Interactive learning
 Computer-assisted audio-visual learning
 Project-based learning
 Intra-departmental seminar
 Use of web resources
 Conduction of Departmental Quiz programs and Debate programs
Efforts by the Institution
 Computers with VPN broadband internet connection of NME-ICT was given to the
Departmental laboratories of Computer, Geography, Commerce and in the principal’s
room, Staff room, in the Library and

in the office in 2011-2014. However, due to

unavailability of internet connections at most of the time, this was discontinued in
2014. Currently Internet Connectivity is provided through Mobile Internet 2G/3G
Dongles.
 Computers and audio-visual aids are made available at the Geography laboratory
which is used by the teachers of Geography department in teaching-learning process.
Computers are also made available to Computer Science Laboratory, Commerce
Laboratory and Physical Education Laboratory.
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 The College has one smart class rooms for use of different departments on sharing
basis.
 One well-equipped Classroom-cum-seminar hall is made available for holding
Debate, quiz competition etc .
The impact on Student Learning
Teaching through multiple means helps to make teaching and learning more effective
and meaningful.
2.3.9 How are library resources used to augment the teaching-learning process?
The library has adequate number of text books with multiple volumes and reference
books, newspapers, journals, magazines, display board, reading room, computer with Internet
connection and uninterrupted power back-up facility, reprographic facility for the rarest
copies. The library presently has 18,185 copies of text and reference books for different
subjects. The question papers of university examinations of previous years are preserved in
the library for helping the students in preparation for examinations. Both teachers and
students use them for teaching/ learning process. There are plans for departmental libraries
which are intended to be used by the students and teachers of the respective departments in
the near future
The college has taken initiatives for computerizing the Library resources. The SOUL
software has been installed. The work of computerized cataloguing system and issuing
system is going on. Two computer terminals have been installed so that teachers and students
can search necessary text and reference books.
2.3.10 Does the institution face any challenges in completing the curriculum within the
planned time frame and calendar? If ‘yes’, elaborate on the challenges encountered and
the institutional approaches to overcome these.
The College prepares an academic calendar for each academic session. Evaluation
schedules are notified in the academic calendar. Best efforts are made to complete the
curriculum prescribed by the Affiliating University within the scheduled time frame. This is
done in a phase by phase manner, along with the Unit Tests, Mid-term tests and final
examination.
However, extra classes and extra practical classes are taken by the faculty members of
the respective departments for the completion of the course content according to the
departmental needs.
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2.3.11 How does the institute monitor and evaluate the quality of teaching learning?
The quality of teaching-learning is monitored by the Principal, Academic Committee
members and HODs of the concerned departments as under and issues are discussed in the
Teachers’ Council meeting:






Interaction of the Principal with students, Academic Sub-Committee and HODs
Classroom interaction with students and HODs
Regular interaction between HOD and faculty members
Class tests, unit tests and final examination results
Teachers prepare model answers for the students and advise them to improve their
writings by giving home assignments.

2.4

Teacher Quality

2.4.1 Provide the following details and elaborate on the strategies adopted by the
college in planning and management (recruitment and retention) of its human resource
(qualified and competent teachers) to meet the changing requirements of the
curriculum.
Highest Qualification
Fulltime Substantive Teaching Staff

D. Sc./D.Litt.
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG

Associate
Professor
Male
Female
2
2
-

Assistant Professor
Male
1
-

Female
1
-

Highest Qualification
Govt. Approved Contractual Whole Time Teacher
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG

Male

Female

1
-

1

Highest Qualification
Govt. Approved Part Time Teacher

Male

Female

Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG

1
7

Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
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7
Male

Highest Qualification
Temporary Teachers
1
2

Total

4
2

Total
1
1

Total
2
14

Female
1
6

Total
2
8
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i)

Temporary teachers include Guest teachers, College Full Time Teacher and college contractual
teachers

ii)

Recruitment and retention of permanent teachers do not come under the purview of the college.
Assistant Professors are appointed in Fulltime substantive post on the basis of recommendation
of the West Bengal College Service Commission

iii)

Government Approved PTT (Part-Time Teachers) and Government Approved CWTT
(Contractual Whole Time Teachers) are appointed as per the approval of the Higher Education
Department, Government of West Bengal.

iv)

Guest teachers and college contractual teachers are recruited on a purely temporary basis
through walk-in-interview conducted by a duly constituted Selection Board approved by the
Governing Body.

2.4.2 How does the institution cope with the growing demand/scarcity of qualified
senior faculty to teach new programmes/modern areas (emerging areas) of study being
introduced (Biotechnology, IT, Bioinformatics etc.)? Provide details on the efforts made
by the institution in this direction and the outcome during the last three years.
We have introduced the following programs on emerging areas of study.
Economics(General),

English(Honours),

Mathematics(General)

and

Computer

Science(General) are the recent programs introduced within the last four years. A fulltime
substantive post of Assistant Professor in Economics is lying vacant and no fulltime
substantive post of Assistant Professor in Computer Science and Mathematics has yet been
created by the government. So for the time being temporary teachers have been recruited by
the college to teach Computer Science(General) and Mathematics(General) and
Economics(General).
2.4.3 Providing details on staff development programmes during the last four years.
Elaborate on the strategies adopted by the institution in enhancing the teacher quality.
a) Nomination to Staff Development Programmes (2011-12 to 2014-15)
Academic Staff Development Programs
Refresher Course
Orientation Programs
Staff Training Programs conducted by the University
Staff Training Conducted by Other Institutions
Summer/Winter Workshops etc.

No. of Faculty Members Nominated
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

b) Faculty Training programmes organized by the institution to empower and enable
the use of various tools and technology for improved teaching-learning:
Teaching learning methods/approaches: Computer Skill Development Programme has
been organized to make the computer untrained teachers and non-teaching staff acquaint with
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the use of computer, with audio-visual aids and Internet surfing for access and dissemination
of information in teaching learning process.
c)

Percentage of faculty (among Professor/Associate Professor/A.P.)
 Invited as resource persons in Workshops/Seminars/Conferences : 15%
 Participated in external Workshops/Seminars/Conferences : 40%
 Presented papers in Workshops/Seminars/Conferences conducted or recognized by
professional agencies : 25%

2.4.4 What policies/systems are in place to recharge teachers? (e.g. : providing research
grants, study leave, support for research and academic publications, teaching
experience in other national institutions and specialized programmes industrial
engagement etc.)
The efforts of the management and the College for promoting the development of
teachers are as follows:
Research grants – The College does not have its own budget for providing research grants.
The teachers of minor research projects have full freedom to spend research grants as per the
directives of the research funding agency.
Four teachers have completed minor research projects granted by UGC.
Name of
the
Teacher
Mohini
Mohan
Sardar

Nature of Duration
the
Year
Project
From To
2008-2010
Minor
Research
Projects

Title of the project

Name of
Total grant
the funding
Sanctioned
Received
agency

Mukunda Chakraborty r
Chandimangal
Kabyer
Adhunik
Sahityik UGC
Punarnirman : Ekti Sajib
Pushpa
Somnath Minor
Role of Public Sector Banks
De
Research
and New Private Sector Banks
2010-2012
UGC
Projects
in India- A Comparative
Study
Sariful
05/02/2013 Effect Of Functional Training
Islam
Minor
to 2015
& Grid Training On The
Research
Selected Performance Related
UGC
Projects
Fitness & Playing Ability
Among Interschool Football
Players Of West Bengal

Total grant
received till
date

Rs. 55000

Rs. 55000

Rs. 55000

Rs. 106500

Rs. 106500

Rs. 106500

Rs. 107000

Rs. 88500

Rs. 88500

Study leave – The College management gives no objection for higher studies like
M.Phil/Ph.D. The college granted study leaves to four faculty members for doing research
work. The teachers also get duty leave for attending seminars in the technical session as
resource persons.
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The teachers, whose papers are accepted for presentations, are deputed to participate and
present their research papers in the state/ national/ international conferences/ seminars/
workshops/ symposia.
Moreover, duty leaves are sanctioned to the teachers whenever teachers get an opportunity to
attend a seminar as a participant.
2.4.5 Give the number of faculty who received awards/recognition at the state, national
and international level for excellence in teaching during the last four years. Enunciate
how the institutional culture and environment contributed to such
performance/achievement of the faculty.
No such awardees in the last four years in our institution.
2.4.6 Has the institution introduced evaluation of teachers by the students and external
Peers? If yes, how is the evaluation used for improving the quality of the teachinglearning process?
At the end of the Academic session, a feedback is taken from the out-going 3rd year students
on a prescribed questionnaire, where they are free to give their anonymous comments on the
teachers, non-teaching staff, library and the college as a whole. The principal himself is
supposed to analyze the feedbacks to take suitable corrective action after discussing with the
teachers.
Further to note that a Students’ Grievance Redressal cell has already been set up to redress
the grievances of the students timely and effectively.

2.5 Evaluation Process And Reforms
2.5.1
How does the institution ensure that the stakeholders of the institution
especially students and faculty are aware of the evaluation processes?
The evaluation processes are incorporated in the annual prospectus of the College.
This information is also made available in the College website.
The institution at the very beginning of the academic session organizes orientation program
for the new entrants, where the students are informed and instructed about the evaluation
process as a whole. Academic calendars, modularized curricula with specific time frame have
been distributed among the students of various departments.
2.5.2 What are the major evaluation reforms of the university that the institution has
adopted and what are the reforms initiated by the institution on its own?
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The major evaluation reforms of the University of Calcutta to which the College is
affiliated that the College has adopted are:
In the Under-graduate level the University has introduced 1+1+1 system of
examination for three years BA/BSC/BCOM degree course from 2009. The university also
introduces the system of appointing External Examiner for the practical Part of the Paper
“Information Technology & its Application in Business” of 2 nd year B.Com(General) Course,
Physical Education(General), Geography(General), Geography(Honours) and Computer
Science(General).
Besides, the College conducts mid-term exam and test examination. The college also
conducts unit tests. The college has a plan of holding topic-specific students’ seminars,
debates and group discussions.
2.5.3 How does the institution ensure effective implementation of the evaluation reforms
of the university and those initiated by the institution on its own?
The College is effectively implementing all the evaluation reforms introduced by the
university and by its own. The Academic Sub-committee regularly monitors the effective
implementation of the evaluation program through its members.
2.5.4 Provide details on the formative and summative evaluation approaches adopted to
measure student achievement. Cite a few examples which have positively impacted the
system.
Formative approaches: Attendance record, classroom interactions, assignments, field visit,
practical session, unit tests etc. are the formative approaches taken to measure student
achievement. The assessments are discussed with the students, and special care is also taken
for the weaker students.
Summative approaches: Mid-Term test and Final test are taken before the university final
examination. Guardian meeting and special classes are taken for the students who perform
badly in these summative evaluation systems.
Although these approaches of evaluation have positive impact, but we strongly believe that
more positive impact is required and we are committed for this in the forthcoming sessions.
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2.5.5 Detail on the significant improvements made in ensuring rigor and transparency
in the internal assessment during the last four years and weightages assigned for the
overall development of students (weightage for behavioral aspects, independent
learning, communication skills etc).
In order to ensure transparency in the unit tests, answer scripts are shown to the
examinees if they so desire.
Students are encouraged to participate in different activities. As an affiliated College,
the college has no independence to assign any weightage for behavioural aspects,
independent learning, communication skills etc.
2.5.6 What are the graduate attributes specified by the College/ affiliating university?
How does the college ensure the attainment of these by the students?
The avowed motto of the parent university being “Advancement of Learning”, the
college has the continuous endeavour to ensure the attainment of the stated graduate attribute
through the policy of development of all the students irrespective of gender, class, creed,
religion.
2.5.7 What are the mechanisms for redressal of grievances with reference to evaluation
both at the College and University level?
Grievances regarding evaluation at the College level: Answer scripts are shown to the
students. Teachers of the concerned departments clarify any point raised by any student
regarding evaluation of unit tests.
Grievances regarding evaluation at the University level:
The students may apply for re-examination of answer scripts to the Controller of Examination
of the Parent University in the prescribed pro-forma within stipulated period forwarded by
the College authority.
The students may also apply for observation of the answer scripts to the Controller of
Examination of the Parent University under RTI Act in the prescribed pro-forma within
stipulated period forwarded by the College authority.
2.6 Student Performance And Learning Outcomes
2.6.1 Does the college have clearly stated learning outcomes? If ‘yes’ give details on how
the students and staff are made aware of these?
Yes,
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The learning outcomes is enshrined in the mission and goal of the College.
The students, teachers and the non-teaching staff are made aware of the learning
outcomes through discussion in Departmental meetings, Academic Sub-committee Meeting,
Teachers’ Council meetings and Governing Body Meeting.
The students and the parents are made aware of the learning outcomes through the
college prospectus and the college website.
2.6.2 Enumerate on how the institution monitors and communicates the progress and
performance of students through the duration of the course/programme? Provide an
analysis of the students results/achievements (Programme/course wise for last four
years) and explain the differences if any and patterns of achievement across the
programmes/courses offered.
The College monitors the progress and performance of the students through
continuous evaluation method. The continuous evaluation for general courses comprises of
several unit tests in an academic session conducted by the departments and the summative
evaluations following the time schedule mentioned in the academic calendar.
Analysis of the students results Programme wise (last four years)
Programme
History (Honours)
Political Science (Honours)
Bengali (Honours)
Geography (Honours)
English (Honours)
B.A. General
B.Sc. General
B.Com General

2011-12
100
100
100
100
66.66
-

Percentage of Students Passed
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
100
93
73.52
92.85
100
76.19
97.61
87.5
79.06
100
90.9
96.42
100
100
48.25
38.46
24.57
54.16
58.06
40
50
66.66
-

2.6.3 How are the teaching and assessment strategies of the institution structured to
facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes?
The teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the College are structured to
facilitate the achievement of intended learning outcomes through:
i)

Providing a supportive learning environment through assignments, projects, class
tests, unit tests, project works and practical sessions.

ii)

Assignment, practical, creative writings in departmental magazines etc. for effective
learning.
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iii)

Special supports needed to the weaker students are provided by the teachers through
remedial and special classes.

2.6.4 What are the measures /initiatives taken by the institution to enhance the social
and economic relevance (quality jobs, entrepreneurship, innovation and research
aptitude) of the courses offered?
For enhancing the social and economic relevance of the courses offered, the
measures/initiatives taken up by the College are through the following:
i)

The Department of Enrichment courses offers certificate courses in Office

Management, DTP and Financial Accounting etc. which are helpful in getting employment.
ii)

The Department of Enrichment courses offers certificate course in “Communicative

English” for the willing students, which helps them to stay ahead in the job market.
iii)

Seminars and Workshops are conducted for the students by external agencies such as

“The Employment Exchange”, “Tata Consultancy Services” etc. to increase the awareness of
the demands in the Job Market.
iv)

Special classes for “Entry in Services” were taken in 2011 and 2012, for the students

to prepare for the competitive examinations, funded by UGC.
2.6.5 How does the institution collect and analyze data on student performance and
learning outcomes and use it for planning and overcoming barriers of learning?
The College collects and analyses data on student learning outcomes through
classroom interactions, unit tests and final examination, assignments, projects works,
practical sessions, participation in departmental seminars.
The learning outcomes of the students are analyzed in the departmental meeting and
in the Academic Sub-Committee meeting. If situation demands, departments arrange
tutorial/remedial classes for the students whose progress is unsatisfactory.
2.6.6
How does the institution monitor and ensure the achievement of learning
outcomes?
The Head of the departments monitor the performance/achievement of the students on
the basis of the classroom interactions, unit tests and final examination, assignments,
practical sessions, project work and take corrective actions like arrangement of
tutorial/remedial classes for the students whose progress is unsatisfactory.
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2.6.7 Does the institution and individual teachers use assessment/ evaluation outcomes
as an indicator for evaluating student performance, achievement of learning objectives
and planning? If ‘yes’ provide details on the process and cite a few examples.
Yes,
By default, the College is predominantly focussed to provide education to the learners
of the economically and socially backward community. Considering the socio-economic
conditions of the students, it is an uphill and challenging task to mould their personality and
develop their talents as per the requirements of the society with social, cultural, intellectual,
moral or national relevance.

The College tries to enable the students to mould their

personality by developing their talents and skill.
i)

Example Computer Literacy classes are conducted in an compulsory mode.

Communicative English is also taught to the interested students.
ii)

Departmental teachers identify weaker students of the Honours courses (evaluated by

Unit Tests) are warned and especial efforts are given to strengthen their abilities.
iii)

Brighter and advanced students are spotted and given extra input through individual

counselling and making them speak at students’ seminar. Such efforts of the College have
resulted positively which is reflected in the quality of the pass-out students and their
achievements.
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CRITERION III
RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION

3.1 Promotion of Research
3.1.1
Does the institution have recognized research centre/s of the affiliating
University or any other agency/organization?
The institution does not have any recognized research centre.
3.1.2 Does the Institution have a research committee to monitor and address the issues
of research? If so, what is its composition? Mention a few recommendations made by
the committee for implementation and their impact.
The institution does not have a research committee to monitor and address the issues
of research.
3.1.3
What are the measures taken by the institution to facilitate smooth progress
and implementation of research schemes/projects?
i)

Autonomy to the principal investigator : All research (Major Research Projects,
Minor Research Projects, M.Phil, Ph.D and other research activities) in the
institution is undertaken through the individual initiative of the teachers.
ii) Timely availability or release of resources : Once their projects are approved by
the relevant agencies and the funds that come to the college are disbursed as efficiently as
practicable.
iii)

Adequate infrastructure and human resources: The college gives access to
individuals pursuing research to computers with internet facility, printers and the
library.
iv) Time-off, reduced teaching load, special leave etc. to teachers : If the concerned
teacher applies for leaves of absence to finish the research work it is generally granted by
the Governing Body of the institution. Study leave, if needed for timely completion of
research work is granted by the GB.
v)

Support in terms of technology and information needs :

Teachers are provided with Information Resources of the library. Besides they are
given the access to the IT Infrastructure of the college.
vi)

Facilitate timely auditing and submission of utilization certificate to the
funding authorities : Once the project like Major Research Projects, Minor
Research Projects are finished utilization certificate is submitted to the sanctioning and
funding authorities as early as possible.
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vii) Any other
None
3.1.4
What are the efforts made by the institution in developing scientific temper
and research culture and aptitude among students?
A systematic approach to studying is inculcated and students are encouraged to
develop a questioning attitude and not to be satisfied until the answers are provided on a
rational and factual basis. Furthermore, some departments prevail upon their students to
collate data during excursion and present report with conclusion based on findings.
3.1. 5 Give details of the faculty involvement in active research (Guiding student
research, leading Research Projects, engaged in individual/collaborative research
activity, etc.
Teachers are constantly striving their best to be actively engaged in research.
After the last accreditation by NAAC, One Ex-Teacher has been awarded D.Litt.
degree, SIX teachers have been awarded Ph. D. degrees and FIVE teachers have been
awarded M.Phil. degrees.
Department

Name Of Faculty

Nature
Of
Researc
h

Duration

University

Education

Dr. Anjana Mukherjee

Ph.D

2002-2007

Jadavpur University

Dr. Arundhati Bhadra

Ph.D

2000 -2008

Jadavpur University

Commerce

Dr. Somnath De

Ph.D

2008-2013

University of Calcutta

Political Science

Dr. Ishani Basu

Ph.D

2002-2007

North Bengal University

Physical Education

Dr. Sariful Islam

Ph. D

2011-2015

Tamilnadu Physical Education And
Sports University

D.Litt.

2014

Pilka Maji Bhagalpur University

Ph. D

2001-2008

Calcutta University

Kausik Das

M.Phil

2013-2015

Rabindra Bharati University

Swagata Gupta

M.Phil

2008-2010

Rabindra Bharati University

Sougata Dinda

M.Phil

2009-2011

University of Calcutta

Philosophy

Sonali Chakraborty

M.Phil

2005

Jadavpur University

Library

Pallab Saha Biswas

M.Phil

2013

Calcutta University

English

Mohini Mohan Sardar
Bengali
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Besides, the following teachers of different departments are pursuing their
Ph. D. studies.
Swagata Gupta

Registered for Ph.D on 13/09/2012

Rabindra Bharati University

Sougat Dinda

Registered for Ph.D on 18/12/2013

Patna University

Sonali Chakraborty

Registered for Ph.D in 17/02/2014

Jadavpur University

Bengali

Philosophy

3.1.6
Give details of workshops/ training programmes/ sensitization programmes
conducted/organized by the institution with focus on capacity building in terms of
research and imbibing research culture among the staff and students.
While the scope of the curriculum given to us by the affiliating University gives us
very little opportunity to organize workshops and/ or training programmes, the teachers of the
college take it upon themselves to create awareness in classrooms through various measures.
3.1.7
Provide details of prioritised research areas and the expertise available with
the institution.
The institution does not have a research centre and most research projects are
undertaken by the teachers on an individual basis.
3.1.8
Enumerate the efforts of the institution in attracting researchers of eminence to
visit the campus and interact with teachers and students?
The institution organizes seminars and workshops in which researchers of eminence
are invited.
3.1.9
What percentage of the faculty has utilized Sabbatical Leave for research
activities? How has the provision contributed to improve the quality of research and
imbibe research culture on the campus?

None of the faculty has utilized sabbatical leave for research activities.
3.1.10
Provide details of the initiatives taken up by the institution in creating
awareness/advocating/transfer of relative findings of research of the institution and elsewhere to
students and community (lab to land)

No such initiatives are taken up by the institution.
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3.2

Resource Mobilization for Research

3.2.1
What percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research? Give details of
major heads of expenditure, financial allocation and actual utilization.

Being an undergraduate college affiliated to a parent university and constrained
by various factors (financial and otherwise), the institute finds it difficult to establish a
research centre. However both students and teachers are encouraged on an individual
basis to pursue research.
3.2.2
Is there a provision in the institution to provide seed money to the faculty for
research? If so, specify the amount disbursed and the percentage of the faculty that has availed
the facility in the last four years?

There is no such provision in the institution. Projects are commenced only when the
sponsoring agency disburses the initial financing to the college.
3.2.3 What are the financial provisions made available to support student research projects
by students?

While there is no specific provision students who require any such assistance may
approach the Principal and depending on the merit of the case and the validity of the research
funds may be allocated for such a purpose.
3.2.4 How do the various departments/units/staff of the institute interact in undertaking interdisciplinary research? Cite examples of successful endeavors and challenges faced in organizing
interdisciplinary research.

There is no such scope
3.2.5
How does the institution ensure optimal use of various equipment and research
facilities of the institution by its staff and students?

The institution offers computer facilities along with the services of internet access and
printers and a well-stocked library for research purposes which are made available to the
teachers or the students whenever they require their use.
3.2.6 Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry or other
beneficiary agency for developing research facility? If ‘yes’ give details.

The college has received no such grant.
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3.2.7 Enumerate the support provided to the faculty in securing research funds from various
funding agencies, industry and other organisations. Provide details of ongoing and completed
projects and grants received during the last four years.
Name of
the
Teacher
Mohini
Mohan
Sardar

Nature of Duration
the
Year
Project
From To
2008-2010
Minor
Research
Projects

Title of the project

Name of
Total grant
the funding
Sanctioned
Received
agency

Mukunda Chakraborty r
Chandimangal
Kabyer
Adhunik
Sahityik UGC
Punarnirman : Ekti Sajib
Pushpa
Somnath Minor
Role of Public Sector Banks
De
Research
and New Private Sector Banks
2010-2012
UGC
Projects
in India- A Comparative
Study
Sariful
05/02/2013 Effect Of Functional Training
Islam
Minor
to 2015
& Grid Training On The
Research
Selected Performance Related
UGC
Projects
Fitness & Playing Ability
Among Interschool Football
Players Of West Bengal

Total grant
received till
date

Rs. 55000

Rs. 55000

Rs. 55000

Rs. 106500

Rs. 106500

Rs. 106500

Rs. 107000

Rs. 88500

Rs. 88500

3.3 Research Facilities

3.3.1
What are the research facilities available to the students and research scholars within
the campus?

There is a well-stocked library and the students and teachers have access to books and
journals. Furthermore, they will have ready access to the internet services very soon. They
will be able to use the computer facilities along with printers and Xerox facilities for their
purpose.
3.3.2
What are the institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and creating
infrastructural facilities to meet the needs of researchers especially in the new and emerging
areas of research?

The institution faces severe financial and infrastructural limitations and while we are
aware of the need to create facilities within the institution to create a conducive atmosphere
for research we must make the greatest use of existing resources to maintain the highest
possible standards in the teaching-learning process, which considering our student profile
remains our highest priority. Having said that the administration loses no opportunity in
emphasizing the importance of being up-to-date, and consequently the teachers are requested
to undertake research projects on their own initiative.
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3.3.3
Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry or other
beneficiary agency for developing research facilities? If ‘yes’, what are the instruments/
facilities created during the last four years?

The institution has received no such grant for this specific purpose. Nevertheless, a
part of the UGC grants is earmarked for creating facilities that would make research more
accessible to the teachers. The institution puts up notifications informing the teachers be
prepared to fund seminars and workshops.
3.3.4
What are the research facilities made available to the students and research scholars
outside the campus / other research laboratories?

Over the past few years the teachers have been directed to develop linkages with
research bodies that may create opportunities for projects and assistance as far as facilities are
concerned to counter the lack of it in the institution itself. To that end the teachers have
developed linkages with research bodies like Indian Accounting Association (IAA - Kolkata
Chapter), Indian Accounting Association Research Foundation (IAARF), Indian Political
Science Association, etc.
3.3.5
Provide details on the library/ information resource centre or any other facilities
available specifically for the researchers?

While there is no research center in the institution, the library has over 18185 books
of different subjects and various journals are available to both students and teachers for
research work.
3.3.6
What are the collaborative research facilities developed / created by the research
institutes in the college. For ex. Laboratories, library, instruments, computers,
new technology etc.

None

3.4 Research Publications and Awards

3.4.1 Highlight the major research achievements of the staff and students in terms of
i)
Patents obtained and filed (process and product)
ii)
Original research contributing to product improvement
iii)
Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or improving the services
iii)
Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and social development

There is no such scope.
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3.4.2
Does the Institute publish or partner in publication of research journal(s)? If ‘yes’,
indicate the composition of the editorial board, publication policies and whether such
publication is listed in any international database?

The institute does not have a periodically published journal and therefore there is no
editorial board functioning on a permanent basis.
3.4.3

Give details of publications by the faculty and students:
Publica
tion
per
faculty

7
3

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students
5
3

1

1

12

7

3

1

6

6

-

-

1

-

1

1

1

-

2
1

1

2
-

1

1

1

1

2

2

Faculty

BENGALI
Swagata Gupta
Sougata Dinda

Number
of
publicatio
ns l1sted
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

2
-

Faculty

HISTORY
Gopal Deb
Kantha
Faculty

COMMERCE
Dr. Manideep
Chandra
Dr. Somnath De
Faculty

PHILOSOPHY
Chandra
Mondal
Sonali
Chakraborty
Faculty

POLITICAL
SCIENCE
Nimai Poddar
Dr. Ishani Basu
Faculty

EDUCATION
Dr. Anjana
Mukherjee
Faculty

ENGLISH
Dr. Arundhati
Bhadra

Faculty

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Dr. Sariful Islam
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3.4.4
i)

Provide details (if any) of
Research awards received by the faculty :

Name of the Teacher

Nature of the Project

Mohini Mohan Sardar

Minor Research Projects

Somnath De
Sariful Islam

Minor Research Projects
Minor Research Projects

Duration

Name of the funding agency

2008-2010

UGC

2010-2012

UGC

2013- 2015

UGC

ii)
Recognition received by the faculty from reputed professional bodies and
agencies, nationally and internationally:

None
iii)
Incentives given to faculty for receiving state, national and international
recognitions for research contributions :

None
3.5

Consultancy

3.5.1

Give details of the systems and strategies for establishing institute-industry interface?

There is no existing strategy or system for establishing institute-industry interface.
There is no such scope.
3.5.2
What is the stated policy of the institution to promote consultancy? How is the
available expertise advocated and publicized?

None
3.5.3
How does the institution encourage the staff to utilize their expertise and available
facilities for consultancy services?

NA
3.5.4
List the broad areas and major consultancy services provided by the institution and
the revenue generated during the last four years.

None
3.5.5 What is the policy of the institution in sharing the income generated through consultancy
(staff involved: Institution) and its use for institutional development?

NA
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3.6

Extension Activities and Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR)

3.6.1
How does the institution promote institution-neighbourhood-community network and
student engagement, contributing to good citizenship, service orientation and holistic
development of students?

We are committed to developing in the students a sense of moral, social and civic
responsibilities. Under the auspices of the NSS (National Service Scheme) cell of the
University of Calcutta, we have our own NSS unit comprising around 150 student volunteers
functioning under the able supervision and guidance of the NSS Programme Officer, Dr.
Ishani Basu. Our commitment for fostering and strengthening student involvement in
community life so indispensable for their all round development is reflected in the persistent
striving on the part of everyone associated with NSS to comply with and live up to the
objectives of the NSS as set forth in its manual: Understand the community in which they
work; understand themselves in relation to their community; identify the needs and problems
of the community and involve them in problem solving; develop among themselves a sense
of social and civic responsibility; utilize their knowledge in finding practical solutions to
individual and community problems; develop competence required for group living and
sharing of responsibilities; gain skills in mobilizing community participation; acquire
leadership qualities and democratic attitudes; develop capacity to meet emergencies and
natural disasters; practice national integration and social harmony.
3.6.2
What is the Institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement in various social
movements / activities which promote citizenship roles?

The NSS unit has its own attendance register to monitor the participation of the NSS
student volunteers in various NSS regular activities and the NSS special camp.
3.6.3
How does the institution solicit stakeholder perception on the overall performance and
quality of the institution?

The NSS student volunteers interview residents of the adopted village to elicit their
views about the performance of the NSS unit all through the year and especially during the
days of the special camp. They even seek suggestions to enlighten themselves about the
scope for improvement that would enable them to better their performance in future.
3.6.4
How does the institution plan and organize its extension and outreach programmes?
Providing the budgetary details for last four years, list the major extension and outreach
programmes and their impact on the overall development of students.

All extension and outreach programmes in the college are planned and organized by
the NSS unit. A comprehensive plan of action is chalked out in the first meeting of the NSS
team soon after the commencement of the new academic session considering all pros and
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cons, possibilities and eventualities. The budgetary allocation for the purpose is made by the
central/state governments and received from the NSS cell, University of Calcutta. The
budgetary allocation and expenditure for the last seven years is as follows:
Year

2008-09

REGULAR PROGRAMME
Amount
Amount Amount
Received
Spent
Unspent
(Rs.)
(Rs.)
(Rs.)
13000
13000
NIL

SPECIAL PROGRAMME
Amount Amount Amount
Received Spent
Unspent
(Rs.)
(Rs.)
(Rs.)
15000
15000
NIL

RED RIBBON CLUB
Amount Amount Amount
Received Spent
Unspent
(Rs.)
(Rs.)
(Rs.)
-

2009-10

13500

13500

NIL

15000

15000

NIL

-

-

-

2010-11

22500

22500

NIL

22500

22500

NIL

-

-

-

2011-12

22500

22500

NIL

22500

22500

NIL

-

-

-

2012-13

22500

22500

NIL

22500

22500

NIL

4900

4900

NIL

2013-14

22500

22500

NIL

22500

22500

NIL

4900

4900

NIL

2014-15

13500

13500

NIL

13500

13500

NIL

4900

4900

NIL

Once the plan is in action, the NSS team meets regularly to monitor its impact on the
beneficiaries- students, institution, community. Grievances are entertained and requisite steps
are taken to redress them. At the end of the academic session, the Programme Officer
prepares a meticulous report of regular and special camping activities which is then submitted
to the NSS cell, University of Calcutta, along with supporting documents and photographs.
The audit report is also submitted on time.
3.6.5
How does the institution promote the participation of students and faculty in extension
activities including participation in NSS, NCC, YRC and other National/ International
agencies?

The institution encourages teachers and students to come forward and participate in
NSS activities. Teachers are motivated to participate because it gives them an opportunity to
serve the community outside their academic contributions. Students receive greater impetus
and incentive to work for NSS when they are informed that the NSS certificate will be of
great use to them in the employment market. Furthermore once the students see how their
activities bring about a positive change in the community around them it stimulates them to
make a greater effort.
3.6.6
Give details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any) undertaken by the
college to ensure social justice and empower students from under-privileged and vulnerable
sections of society?

Extension Activities undertaken by the college to ensure social justice and empower
students from under-privileged and vulnerable sections of society
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BLOOD DONATION CAMP

5.

6.

7.

Blood Donation Camp
Blood Donation Camp
Blood Donation Camp
Blood Donation Camp
Blood Donation Camp
CHILD HEALTH CARE
Child Health Care Programme In Bagpota Village
Child Health Care Programme By Distribution Of Clothes & Other School
Accessories In Madrasha Shikha Kendra In Bagpota Village
Child Welfare Programme In Bagpota Village
Child Health Care Programme In Bagpota Village
HEALTH CHECK-UP
Health & Eye Check-Up Programme In Bagpota Village
Health Check-Up Programme For Primary School Children Of Bagpota Village
General Health & Eye Check-Up Programme In Bagpota Village
Medical Camp For Keshabpur Villagers
WOMEN EMPOWERMENT & LITERACY
Seminar On Women Empowerment in Bagpota Village
Rally By NSS Volunteers For Women’s Awareness In Bagpota Village
Literacy Programme In Bagpota Village
Literacy Programme In Bagpota Village
HEALTH & HYGIENE AWARENESS
7 Days’ Training Programme By NSS Volunteers In Bagpota Village
Road Repairing & Lamppost Lighting Programme
Sanitation & Hygiene Awareness Programme In Bagpota Village
Seminar On ‘HIV Aids” & Helpage Programme
Social Awareness Programme For Keshabpur Villagers

Year/Date

2014
20.11.2013
2012
2011
22.11.2010

No. Of
Students
Participated
140
120
150
150
100

25.03.2014
26.03.2014

130
120

04.02.2013
25.03.2014

70
130

06.02.2013
05.03.2012
07.03.2012
25.03.2011

100
50
50
150

28.03.2014
29.03.2014
05.02.2013
10.03.12

110
140
150
100

07- 08 Feb 2013
06.03.2012
09.03.2012 &
11.03.2012
21.03.2011 To
27.03.20

150
300
50
100
150

3.6.7
Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the extension activities organized by
the institution, comment on how they complement students’ academic learning experience and
specify the values and skills inculcated.

We firmly believe that there is need for higher education to connect the intellectual or
academic content of learning to the moral and civic development of students. The extension
activities organized by our college under the auspices of NSS gives us the opportunity to
aspire to foster among students skills and capacities required for mature functioning such as
individual integrity, social and civic responsibility and conscience, constructive community
participation and thoughtful engagement in public discourse and social enterprise, ability to
think clearly and in appropriately complex and soph1sticated ways about burning social
issues, moral commitment including moral values such as empathy and concern for others,
ability to understand how a community operates, the problems it faces, the richness of its
diversity and the need to work collectively to resolve these problems, capacity to examine
complex situations in which competing values are at stake, to employ both substantive
knowledge and moral reasoning to evaluate the problems and values involved, to develop
students’ own judgments about those issues, and then to act on their judgments. In short,
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through NSS activities, we teach students to recognize themselves as members of a larger
social fabric and therefore consider social problems to be at least partly their own. An
exclusive involvement with academic course work does not address these issues. Programmes
of community service and pedagogies of active engagement such as NSS have the potential to
reinvigorate the spirit of community service and engagement.
3.6.8
How does the institution ensure the involvement of the community in its reach out
activities and contribute to the community development? Detail on the initiatives of the
institution that encourage community participation in its activities?

The NSS unit of the college makes sure to visit the adopted village regularly to
establish intimacy with the villagers thereby convincing them of the necessity of collegecommunity interface. They are encouraged by the teachers to keep up their spirit and face all
odds with courage and conviction. On the whole, the villagers are satisfied with the work of
the NSS unit of the college in their midst. They come to the college whenever we invite them
for various purposes and participate in our programme with enthusiasm.
3.6.9
Give details on the constructive relationships forged (if any) with other institutions of
the locality for working on various outreach and extension activities.

The N.S.S receives assistance from the office of Gram Panchayat and Panchayat
Samity from time to time in its extension activities and community services.
3.6.10
Give details of awards received by the institution for extension activities
and/contributions to the social/community development during the last four years.
Faculty
Dr. Ishani Basu

Award
Best Program Officer award in NSS
Best Program Officer Award-Mega Camp (National level) in NSS

College
Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya
Volunteer
Sariful Zamadar

3.7

Award
Best College Award in NSS
Award
Best Volunteer Award in NSS

Year
2010-2011
2011-12
Year
2009-10
Year
2010-11

Collaboration

3.7.1
How does the institution collaborate and interact with research laboratories, institutes
and industry for research activities. Cite examples and benefits accrued of the initiatives collaborative research, staff exchange, sharing facilities and equipment, research
scholarships etc.

While the institution does not have a research centre of its own, the teachers are often
encouraged to pursue independent collaboration and interact with outside agencies and
institutes. Sometimes these interactions and collaborations are naturally consequent upon the
nature of their research work that may require data collection and field work.
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3.7.2 Provide details on the MoUs/collaborative arrangements (if any) with institutions of
national importance/other universities/ industries/Corporate (Corporate entities) etc. and how
they have contributed to the development of the institution.
Nil.
3.7.3 Give details (if any) on the industry-institution-community interactions that have
contributed to the establishment / creation/up-gradation of academic facilities, student and staff
support, infrastructure facilities of the institution viz. laboratories / library/ new technology
/placement services etc.

All financial contributions that contribute to infrastructure development and other
components come entirely from either State Govt. grants or UGC grants.
3.7.4
Highlighting the names of eminent scientists/participants who contributed to the
events, provide details of national and international conferences organized by the college during
the last four years.
Sl
No.

Theme Of
Seminar

Date

Venue

Organizer

Nature

Eminent Participants
1.

1.

The MindBrain Problem
In
Epistemologic
al View

25/11/2011

College
Seminar
Hall

Department
Of
Philosophy

UGC
Sponsored
State Level
Seminar

2.

3.

1.

2

Rural
Employment
And Rural
Empowerment
Since 1951

02/12/2011

College
Seminar
Hall

Department
Of
Economics

UGC
Sponsored
State Level
Seminar

2.

3.

1.
2.

3.

3

Infrastructure
&
Urbanisation
In India With
Special
Reference To
West Bengal

17/12/2011

College
Seminar
Hall

Department
Of
Geography

UGC
Sponsored
State Level
Seminar

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Dr. Madhuchanda Sen,
Assistant Professor, Dept. of
Philosophy, Jadavpur University
Dr.
Nirmalya
Narayan
Chakraborty,
HOD, Dept. of Philosophy,
Rabindra Bharati University
Dr. Shyamashree Bhattacharrya,
Assistant Professor, Dept. of
Philosophy,
Calcutta University
Dr. Rabindranath Mukhopadhyay
Professor, Dept of Economics,
Calcutta University
Dr. Ratan Khasnobis
Former Professor, Dept of Business
Management, Calcutta University
Dr. Goutam Gupta
Professor, Dept of Economics,
Jadavpur University
Dr. Ranjan Basu (Professor, Dept
of Geography, Calcutta University)
Dr. Sukla Bhaduri
(Professor,
Dept of Geography, Calcutta
University)
Dr. Malakar (Professor, Dept of
Geography, Calcutta University)
Dr. Anish Chattopadhay (D.P.I.Govt of West Bengal)
Mr. Kalyan Roy (Advisor, PPP,
Govt. of West Bengal)
Mr. A. K. Das (Chief Engineer,
Transport Department, West Bengal)
Mr. Drubajyoti Dey & Mr.
Premjeet Dasgupta (Planning Dept.
KMDA, Govt. of West Bengal)
Mr. Goutam Das (Advisor, SUDA,
Govt. of West Bengal)

9.
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1.

2.

3.

4

Governance
Of Higher
Educational
InstitutionsThe Mission
Possible:
Towards
Development

4.

11/01/2012

College
Seminar
Hall

Department
Of
Commerce

UGC
Sponsored
National
Seminar

5.

6.

7.

1.

5

Rabindra
Nataker Angik
O
Upasthapanay
a Ananyata

20/01/2012

College
Seminar
Hall

Department
Of Bengali

UGC
Sponsored
State Level
Seminar

2.
3.
4.

1.

6

7

Recent Trends
In Historical
Research

Electoral
Reforms In
Micro Level :
A Search For
Better
Management
Of Students’
Union
Elections In
Colleges And
Universities

10/03/2012

College
Seminar
Hall

Department
Of History

UGC
Sponsored
State Level
Seminar

2.

3.

1.

12/03/2012
&
13/03/2012

College
Seminar
Hall

Department
Of Political
Science

UGC
Sponsored
State Level
Seminar

2.

3.
4.

Dr. Kanika Chatterjee
Head, Department Of Commerce,
Calcutta University
Dr. Asish Kumar Bhattacharya
Director, International Institute Of
Management, Kolkata.
Dr. Abhijit Pal,
Head, Department Of Education,
West Bengal State University
Dr. Nibir Goswami,
Assistant Professor, Department of
Commerce
Vidyasagar Mahavidyalaya
Dr. Uttam Duttta
Professor,
Department
Of
Commerce & Management, West
Bengal State University
Dr. Dinesh Kumar Pandiya
Professor & Head, Department Of
Commerce,
Assam
University,
Silchar
Dr. Pranam Dhar,
Associate Professor, Department of
Commerce & Management, West
Bengal State University
Sri Darshan Chowdhuri, Retired
Professor, Dept. of Bengali,
Rabindra Bharati University
Sri Bivas Chakraborty, Natyakar
Dr. Shekhar Samaddar, Dept. of
Bengali, Jadavpur University
Dr. Soumitra Basu, Dept. of
Bengali,
Rabindra Bharati University
Dr.
Sudipa
Roy,
Associate
Professor,
AIHC,
Calcutta
University
Dr. Ratnabali Chattapadhaya,
Professor, Dept. of History, Calcutta
University
Dr. Chittabrata Palit, Professor,
Dept.
of
History,
Jadavpur
University
Dr. Debashish Sarkar,
Dept. of Political Science, Jhargram
Raj College.
Dr.
Somnath
Mukhopadyay,
Principal,
Garia
Dinabandhu
Andrwes College.
Dr. Sujit Kumar Das, Principal, New
Alipur College.
Sri Soumendu Sengupta, Principal,
Mahestala College.

3.7.5
How many of the linkages/collaborations have actually resulted in formal MoUs and
agreements ? List out the activities and beneficiaries and cite examples (if any) of the
established linkages that enhanced and/or facilitated a)
Curriculum development/enrichment
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b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)

Internship/ On-the-job training
Summer placement
Faculty exchange and professional development
Research
Consultancy
Extension
Publication
Student Placement
Twinning programmes
Introduction of new courses
Student exchange
Any other

There have been no significant linkages or collaborations from an institutional point
of view.
3.7.6
Detail on the systemic efforts of the institution in planning, establishing and
implementing the initiatives of the linkages/collaborations.

COLLABORATION : Collaboration includes SEVEN UGC Sponsored Seminars held in
collaboration with Maheshtala College.
SEMINAR
In Collaboration with Maheshtala College
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Philosophy(25/11/2011)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Geography(17/12/2011)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of History(10/03/2012)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Political Science
(12/03/2012 to 13/03/2012)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Bengali (20/01/2012)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Economics(02/12/2011)
UGC National Level Seminar
Department of Commerce(11/01/2012)
Total

Year

Name of the
funding Agency

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

2011-12

UGC

TWO UGC Sponsored Seminars held in collaboration with Vidyanagar College.
SEMINAR
In Collaboration with Vidyanagar College
UGC State National Seminar
Department of Commerce(20/09/2013)
UGC State Level Seminar
Department of Geography(08/05/2015)
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Name of the
funding Agency

2013-14

UGC
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CRITERION IV
INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES

4.1 Physical Facilities
4.1.1 What is the policy of the Institution for creation and enhancement of the
Infrastructure that facilitate effective teaching and learning?
The college is situated in a rural area and caters to the need of economically and
socially backward classes in general. Since this is the only college in this Block, the demand
of the local students to get admission in this college is phenomenally high. There is
immediate need to extend the building to accommodate the ever-increasing population of
students. To facilitate effective teaching and learning and to meet the demands of students,
the Governing Body makes a policy in consultation with Finance Committee and IQAC to
create and enhance new infrastructure and renovate the existing infrastructure. It is the policy
of the Institution to review from time to time progress in the implementation of suggestions
which are given by Development Committee for college development.
So far as the running and maintenance of infrastructure of the college is concerned,
the college is highly indebted to the dedicated team of Library Staff and Non-Teaching staff
of the college. At present there are FOUR Library Staff, FIFTEEN Fulltime Substantive
Non-teaching Staff and SIX College Appointed Casual Staff.
Library Staff
Name
Pallab Saha Biswas

Post
Librarian

Samir Kr. Mandal
Gautam Charui

Library Clerk

Srikanta Naskar

Office Bearer cum Library Bearer
Library Assistant
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Fulltime Substantive Non-teaching Staff
Name
Kamalakanta Das
Arup Mandal
Prasanta Kumar Maity
Asoke Das
Jinnath Ali Beg
Samir Kr. Mandal
Gautam Charui
Serina Khatun
Sujal Kanti Das
Durgasankar Halder
Nikhil Pramanik
Baren Saren
Minati Adak
Uttam Kumar Patra
Mahadeb Mandal

Post
Head Clerk
Accountant
Cashier
Clerk
Typist
Library Clerk
Bearer
Bearer
Guard
Guard (died in harness)
Sweeper
Peon
Lady Attendant
Guard
Mali (under suspension)

Type
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff
Full-Time Substantive Staff

College Appointed Contractual Full-Time Staff
Name
Sibnath Mondal
Piyal Mondal
Manas Das

Tapas kumar Das
Biplab Kunti

Post
Electrician-cum- Generator
Operator
Computer Instructor-cum-Data
Entry Operator
Computer Instructor-cumTechnical Assistant, Physical
Education
Computer Instructor-cumTechnical Assistant, Geography
Laboratory
Computer Instructor-cum-Xerox
Operator

Type
College Appointed Contractual FullTime Staff
College Appointed Contractual FullTime Staff
College Appointed Contractual FullTime Staff
College Appointed Contractual FullTime Staff
College Appointed Contractual FullTime Staff

It is hoped that the blend of physical infrastructure with the human resource will help
the College to scale newer heights.
4.1.2. Detail the facilities available for
a) Curricular and co-curricular activities – classrooms, technology enabled
learning spaces, seminar halls, tutorial spaces, laboratories, botanical garden,
Animal house, specialized facilities and equipment for teaching, learning and
research etc.Total college buildings are divided into Two Blocks i.e. South Block and East Block.
South Block is also called Administrative Block. This Block, mainly consisting of College
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Office, Principal’s Room, Teacher’s Room, IQAC Room, Examination Control Room,
Guard’s Room, Some Class Room and Staff’s Rest Room. Class Rooms of various
departments, Library, Laboratories are mainly situated in East Block.
Classrooms: The college has well-furnished class rooms, with good ventilation. Sufficient
number of lights and fans are installed in each room of the college. Presently the college has
17 spacious class rooms with proper sitting arrangement of teacher and students. Some
departments have own classrooms and there are some common classrooms.
Laboratory: The Laboratory facilities created in the Departments are used for the conduct of
regular practical classes as per the curricula and syllabi for the students of the Department
concerned. There are Laboratories in departments like Geography, Computer Science,
Physical Education and Commerce, which are used by the students for the conduct of regular
practical classes under the guidance of specialized professors.
Technology Enabled Learning Spaces: College has created One Smart Class Room which
is equipped with 12 Computers, Smart Board, Overhead Projector, LED TV, Laptop, Internet
Connection, and Audio-Visual Aids for creating environment for ICT enabled teachinglearning.
Tutorial Spaces: Class rooms are used as Tutorial Space. Remedial classes and Spoken
English classes are taken for slow learners. There are also provision in Entry-in-Service
Classes for who are interested in Government and other jobs.
Seminar Halls: The College has one seminar hall with capacity of 200 seating arrangements.
There is also well-maintained micro-phone with amplifier used for delivering lectures in
various occasions. It is regularly used for conducting seminars organized by various
department and other cultural events organized by college authorities or students’ union.
Botanical Garden: No such Botanical Garden is present in our college. Small flower garden
and some tree of various fruits (BlackBerry, Coconut etc.) are planted in college premises.
One Mali has been allotted to maintain the garden and trees. But, the college natural
environment has been enhanced by the presence of land of paddy plants and green forest
around the college building.
Animal House: In College, there are no provisions to maintain the Animal House or Farm.
Specialized Facilities and Equipment for Teaching, Learning and Research: Specialized
Facilities and equipment are made available for teaching, learning and research. In
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Department of Geography, a separate laboratory has been created for carrying out the
practical oriented classes with the help of modern geographical tools and amenities. The
college has a state of the art computer lab with nearly 40 computers. Our College Library is
well equipped number of reference books for research purpose. Each department has been
provided with laptop and projector for taking classes with the help of Power-Point
Presentation.
b) Extra-curricular Activities: Sports, outdoor and indoor games, gymnasium,
auditorium, NSS, NCC, cultural activities, Public speaking, communication skill
development, yoga, health and hygiene etc.The college has always cared in the field of sports. The college has since long times,
been participating in various inter-college, inter-university, university level tournaments.
Outdoor Sports: Huge playground is available for Cricket, Football, Volleyball, Badminton,
Kho-Kho, Athletics etc. Annual sports meet is organized every year under the banner of the
College Union. In every year, our college students (both Male & Female Team) are actively
participate in Kho-Kho Meet, Athletics Meet & other sports events at other college/university
levels.
Indoor Games: Carrom, Chess, Table Tennis etc. are available in Students’ Common Room
for the students to practice whenever they are free.
Communication Skill Development: The English Communication Skills Course conducted
by the College ensures development of linguistic skills and personality among the students.
For general computer education of students, the College has collaborated with the National
Council for Vocational Training (NCVT). The centre of NCVT in the college premises
provides computer literacy classes to the students of the college. This course is compulsory
for all the students in our college. Separate courses are also running in this centre for local
people in our college surroundings.
Gymnasium: Our college has well-equipped Gymnasium room with all the modern state of
the art equipment for health and hygiene. Our College Professors in Physical Education are
help to the students for training purpose.
NSS: The College has a NSS unit under the University of Calcutta. Presently 100 students are
enrolled as a member in our college NSS Unit. Various socially relevant services are
provided by NSS students like Blood Donation Camp, drive for Immunisation of Pulse Polio,
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Adult Education, Primary Awareness of Sanitation, Health Check-Up Camp among school
going Students, Health Check-Up Camp for mother and children, AIDS Awareness Camp,
Thalassaemia Awareness & Detection Camp, College Area Cleaning Camp etc. Plastic Free
College Campus is possible with the help of NSS Unit. The whole NSS activities are running
under the guidance of Dr. Ishani Basu, Associate Professor, Department of Political Science.
A separate room is allocated for NSS Unit.
NCC: The College authority has already taken initiative to open a NCC Unit in the college.
Cultural Activities: The College itself organizes several cultural ceremonies in which
students display their talent. College freshers’ welcome and social held every year in our
college ground. Students of the college publish wall magazine, annual magazine etc. Students
participate in department wise quiz competition, debate competition, etc. They participate in
Youth parliament contest at the district level. College also formed Music Club, Debate Club
etc. for developing cultural awareness among the college students.
Auditorium: There is no proper auditorium in our college. But one big seminar hall is there.
Seminars, Lecturers are held in this hall with the presence of distinguished guests and
speakers.
Health and Hygiene: The College specially takes care of the health and hygiene of the
students and staff. For this purpose, college takes initiative for a medical assistance centre on
alternate week in specified day with the help of local doctor to facilitate health check-up of
our college students and staff. First Aid facility is also available everyday for the sick. The
college has nearby state-run local Swasthya Kendra in emergency needs. Proper arrangement
of safe and cool drinking water (Aquaguard, Water Cooler) is made in the college campus for
students and staffs. Classrooms and college campus is cleaned regularly, so are the toilets. 10
waste boxes are placed in different location for collecting the garbage and wastage of the
college. Heath awareness seminars, blood donation camp, are regularly organized under the
banner of NSS Unit and Students’ Union.
Yoga: At present, only the students of Physical Education Department are being imparted
Yoga training classes. The college has a plan to introduce Yoga training classes for other
students.
Public speaking: A good number of classroom and the college are also equipped with public
speaking system. There is provision to announce the various information, the important
notices through public speaking system among the college students.
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4.1.3 How does the institution plan and ensure that the available infrastructure is in line
with its academic growth and is optimally utilized? Give specific examples of the
facilities developed/augmented and the amount spent during the last four years (Enclose
the Master Plan of the Institution/ campus and indicate the existing physical
infrastructure and the future planned expansions if any).
The college has augmented its infrastructure to keep pace with academic advancement
and institutional growth. The College plans and strategies in such a way that the available
infrastructure is utilized at its optimum level. For example, one laptop and one projector are
often shared by two departments for use in teaching-learning process. The Seminar Hall is
used for both cultural programs and conducting seminars. The Computer laboratory is used
by both students and teachers. The students are given enough leisure to utilize the sports
facility available in the college; they have full freedom to use the computer lab. The authority
has completed the renovation work of a bigger canteen for the students to sit comfortably and
have their tiffin and launch. Smart Class Room, Seminar Hall, Laboratories also will be
upgraded to the latest available technology to enhance the quality. Some of the facilities
developed/augmented during the last four years include:
i) Apart from adding structure (rooms and labs), the college has upgraded
laboratories, and procured additional instruments, softwares and equipment in
existing labs.
ii) Almost all departments have been provided separate sitting arrangements and
adjacent classrooms.
iii) Gymnasium has been set up.
iv) Smart Class rooms have been created.
v) Renovation of Canteen has been completed.
vi) Installation of safe and cool drinking water system at staff room, office room and
library and at different locations for the students.
vii) Starting up-gradation of college library from manual to computerized.
viii)

Emphasis will be put on the opening of a Girls’ Hostel.

4.1.4 How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the
requirements of students with physical disabilities?
The College ensures that infrastructure facilities meet the requirements of the students
with physical disabilities by accommodating their classes on the ground floor. During the
examinations extra attention is paid to them by providing them seats on the ground floor and
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any other assistance, if needed. The college is planning for setting up a ramp for differerntlyabled students in future.
4.1.5 Give details on the residential facility and various provisions available within
them:
i) Hostel Facility – Accommodation available
ii) Recreational facilities, gymnasium etc.
iii) Computer facility including access to internet in hostel
iv) Facilities for medical emergencies
v) Library facility in the hostels
vi) Internet and Wi-Fi facility
vii)Recreational facility-common room with audio-visual equipments
viii) Available residential facility for the staff and occupancy
ix) Constant supply of safe drinking water
x) Security
Hostel Facility: The College has a three storied Girls’ Hostel with the capacity of
accommodation for 30 inmates. Elaborate arrangements have been made in the hostel to
provide academically conducive, safe, secure and above all economically affordable
accommodation with homely ambience. Constant supply of safe drinking water is ensured in
hostel. There is a reading room area in hostel. Till now, no students have expressed
willingness to stay at hostel.
Recreational facilities, Gymnasium, Yoga Centre, etc.:
i) Two Open green play ground.
ii) Celebration of all festivals like Independence Day, Republic Day, Saraswati Puja etc.
iii) Separate Common Rooms for male and female students.
iv) A Multi-Gym with various body-building instruments.
v) Facilities for indoor and outdoor sports activities like Table Tennis, Badminton,
Football and Volleyball are also available for students.
vi) Internet facility to be provided soon for all the students.
Facilities for medical emergencies: For medical emergencies, there is a part-time local
doctor available on call. Burul Primary Health Centre is situated near by in about 0.5 k.m.
away from the college.
Available residential facility for the staff and occupancy: At present the college does not
provide residential facilities for the staff.
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Security: Watchman shed and Gate-keeper room has also been made near the gate for proper
security. In future, the college authority is also plans to install CCTV in various locations for
proper security purpose.
4.1.6 What are the provisions made available to students and staff in terms of health
care on the campus and off the campus?
The college has one health centre with one part-time doctor. Arrangements for firstaid and medical care are fully available for the staff as well as the students inside the campus.
In case of serious medical emergency, help is provided by shifting the patient to a nearby
hospital.
4.1.7 Give details of the Common Facilities available on the campus –spaces for special
units like IQAC, Grievance Redressal unit, Women’s Cell, Counseling and Career
Guidance, Placement Unit, Health Centre, Canteen, recreational spaces for staff and
students, safe drinking water facility, auditorium, etc.
The college has clearly specified space for executing the common facilities available
on the campus. These facilities include IQAC (Internal Quality Assurance Cell),
Students’Grievance Redressal Unit, Women’s Cell, Counselling and Career Guidance cell,
Placement Cell, Health Centre, Canteen, recreational spaces for staff and students, safe
drinking water facility, and provision of auditorium etc.
IQAC: Its main objective is to plan and implement quality initiatives and evaluate them. It
strives to contribute to development and application of quality benchmarks for the various
academic and administrative activities of the college. It provides supports to conduct
workshops, awareness programs, and special lectures on quality innovations, Curricula and
Teaching Learning process. It plans and provides supports for effective implementation of
innovations in governance, Teaching-Learning and evaluation, Research, Consultancy and
Extension activities for all stakeholders who are assured about the quality of education
provided by the college. It collects, maintains and analyses data and document evidences
directly or through the College Office. It prepares the Annual Quality Assurance Report
(AQAR) and submits it to NAAC. It analyses the feedback received from all stakeholders and
inform the concerned about its outcome for correction and improvement. At present, The
IQAC Co-ordinator: Dr. Anjana Mukherjee
Students’ Grievance Redressal Cell: The College has a “Students’ Grievance Redressal
Cell” to redress the grievances of the stakeholders. The students approach the Cell for their
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grievances regarding academic matters, financial matters, health services, library and other
central services. The committee tries to solve their problems promptly and judiciously. The
committee also redresses the grievances of other stakeholders as and when required. At
present, Grievance Redressal Cell Coordinator: Dr. Arundhuti Bhadra
Women’s Cell: The Governing Body of the college has constituted the Women Cell with the
selected women members of the teaching and non-teaching staff. f The Women’s Cell is
supposed to address issues regarding women staff/students. This cell aims at empowerment of

women by creating awareness and addressing the problems of women. The cell makes
women students aware of the social responsibilities and gives them mental support to fight
against inequality and sexual harassment of women students and other women staff. This cell
takes initiatives for guidance and counselling of female students. This cell arranges gender
sensitization programs. At present, Women’s Cell Co-ordinator: Dr. Arundhuti Bhadra.
Counselling and Career Guidance Cell: Counselling cell offers students mental &
motivational support. Career Guidance Cell provides the students information about
admissions and entrance exams in other institutions. They are also provided information
about different job opportunities.
Placement Unit: At present there is no placement unit actively running in our college. But
the college has organized job oriented seminars, workshops etc. with the help of different
organizations or institutions. Our college ex-students are recruited in various types of jobs
like govt., private, and also running own business. The college is in the process of compiling
the data.
Health Centre: The Health Unit of the college has made great progress in monitoring the
health of the students, teachers and non-teaching staff. There is a separate room for the
Health Unit with all first aid equipments and medicines. The unit provides First Aid
Treatment for students and staff. Rest Room with a single bed arrangement is present in the
college.
Canteen: The College has a large canteen with all facilities where quality food, tea and
snacks are served at a subsidized price. There are separate sitting arrangements for students
and staff.
Recreational spaces for staff and students: For recreational purpose, students are allowed
to play carom, chess, etc. in students’ union room. Teaching faculty and Non-Teaching Staff
get facilities of watching T.V. in staff room at off-time.
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Safe drinking water facility: Safe and cool drinking water facility has been made available
for all staff and students. Water purifier equipments are installed in the students’ canteen,
Office, library and teachers’ room.
Conference Room: A fully well-furnished seminar hall with facilities like overhead
projector, microphones etc. are available to organize seminars, lectures and other academic
activities.
Cycle stand, Car parking facility: College provides a space for car parking behind the south
block of our college building. There are specified area for cycle stand in the college premises.
Safety on fire & other hazards: Fire extinguishers are placed in various locations like
canteen, office, teachers’ room, library, laboratories, smart class room and every floor of our
college.

4.2 Library as a Learning Resource
4.2.1 Does the library have an Advisory Committee? Specify the composition of such a
committee. What significant initiatives have been implemented by the committee to
render the library, student/user friendly?
Yes, the Library has an advisory committee i.e. Library Sub-Committee. The
Principal is the Chairperson and Librarian is the Convener of the committee. The composition
of the Library Sub-Committee of our College is as follows:
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Name
Dr. Manideep Chandra
Pallab Saha Biswas
Dr. Anjana Mukherjee
Gopal Deb Kantha
Nimai Poddar
Dr. Somnath De
Dr. Arundhuti Bhadra
Avijit Ghosh
Anindita Bhowmik
Dr. Sariful Islam
Chandra Mondal
Kaushik Das
Raja Pathak
Kamala Kanta Das

Designation
Chairman/Principal
Convener/Librarian
Member/ H.O.D. Department of Education
Member/ H.O.D. Department of History
Member / H.O.D. Department of Political Science
Member / H.O.D. Department of Commerce
Member/ H.O.D. Department of English
Member/ H.O.D. Department of Economics
Member/ H.O.D. Department of Geography
Member/ H.O.D. Department of Physical Education
Member/ H.O.D. Department of Philosophy
Member/ H.O.D. Department of Bengali
Member/ H.O.D. Department of Computer Science
Member/Head Clerk
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The significant initiatives implemented by the committee to render the library,
student/user friendly include:
 Joining of Full-time Librarian by the recommendation of West Bengal College
Service Commission.
 Introduction of OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue)/ Partially running
 Computerization of the Library
 Department-wise Journal subscription
 Internet services for both students and faculty
 Library automation (SOUL software)
 Availability of Reprographic facilities
 Up gradation of Reading Room with proper lighting arrangement
 Initiatives to take Membership of INFLIBNET N-List (On Process).
 More computers have been provided to library.
 Increase in purchase of reference books
 The committee formulates development plans and recommends facilities for
implementation.
 The committee gives guidelines for the procurement of costly reference books,
internet journals, hardware and software necessary for the library.
 It ensures the availability of book according to latest syllabi in the library.
 The committee considers feedback from library users.
 It takes up remedial actions towards the grievances expressed by the students and
staff.
 Information on new arrivals is provided.
 Different models for historical sculptures and albums are kept in the library for ready
reference of the students.
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4.2.2 Provide details of the following:
Total area of the library

196.68 Sq. Mts.

Total seating capacity

Teaching Staff (08) and Students (70).
Reading area of the teachers are separated.

Working days of the Library

6 days a week (Monday to Saturday)

Working hours of the Library

10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. Before & During
examination days Library strictly followed
the above timetable.

During vacation or holiday

During Summer Recess, Library open 6 days
a week at 11.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. But during
the Puja Vacation & X-Mass Holiday,
Library is fully closed.

Resources provided to users:


Total no. of Books: 18,185.



Total no. of Newspaper subscribes: 7 (2 Regional Language Newspapers, 2 English
Newspaper and 3 Job related Newspaper).



Total no. of Journals & Periodicals subscribes: 5 (2 Journals & 3 Periodicals).



10 years’ Question Papers are kept in the library. Some CD & DVDs’ are also kept in
library separately.

Book Processing System in Library:
Catalogue Code Used:Anglo American Cataloguing Rules – 2nd revised (AACR-2R).
 Classification Scheme used:Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), 19th Edition.
 Software Used (Library Automation software)
SOUL (Version 2.0)
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4.2.3 How does the library ensure purchase and use of current titles, print and ejournals and other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on procuring new
books, journals and e-resources during the last four years.
As per the requirements of Departments and faculty, lists of text Books and journals
are prepared and such lists are approved by advisory committee. The library procures these
books and journals after cross-checking the availability of these in the library. In case copies
are available but are not sufficient or not of the latest edition, procurement is done in
consultation with the concerned faculty.
Year -1
2011-12

Library
Holdings

2227

Total
Cost
400510/-

1291

Year – 2
2012-13

870

Total
Cost
149402/-

297750/-

428

43

860/-

E-Resources

At
present
Nil

Any other
(specify)
Newspapers

07

Number
Text books
Reference
Books
Journals
/Periodicals

Year – 3
2013-14

658

Total
Cost
100047/-

107000/-

347

38

840/-

---------

At
present
Nil

6108/-

07

Number

Year – 4
2014-15

506

Total
Cost
68631/-

90220/-

350

101500/-

78

4120/-

63

4240/-

----------

At
present
Nil

----------

At
present
Nil

--------

6108/-

07

6108/-

07

6108/-
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4.2.4 Provide details on the ICT and other tools deployed to provide maximum Access
to the library collection?
Sl. No.

Item

1.

OPAC

2.

Electronic Resource Management

Comments
Online public access catalogue (OPEC)
has been made available for users to
search for books. Library users can search
for books Author wise, Subject wise,
Accession number wise etc.
Not Available.

package for e-journals
3.

Federated searching tools to search

No such tool has been deployed.

articles in multiple databases
4.

Library Website

College Website. No separate website for
library.

5.

Library Automation

Library Automation has been done through
SOUL Software.

6.

Total number of computers in

1) 1 Computer for official purpose.

Library

2) 1 Computer for staffs.
3) 2 Computer allotted for students. 1
for searching books and 1 for using
internet.
All the 4 machines are LAN connected.

7.

Total numbers of printers for public 01 HP LaserJet Black & White. Students
access

avail the printing service on conditions. 01
HP Scanner also available in library.

8.

Internet band width/speed

Library served internet facility through

2mbps/10mbps/1gb (GB)

dongle (3gb speed) only for teachers and
official purposes. College authority tries to
implement Wi-Fi facility around library
premises.

9.

Institutional Repository

Not Available.
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10.

Content Management System for

Not Available.

E-Learning
11.

In-house/ remote access to e-

Not Available.

publications
12.

Participation in Resource sharing

On-going Process.

networks/consortia (like Inflibnet)

4.2.5 Provide details on the following items:
Average number of Foot-Falls
Average number of books issued/retuned
Ratio of library books to students enrolled
Average number of books added during
last three years
Average number of login to OPAC

Average number of login to e-resources
Average number of e-resources
downloaded/printed
Number of information literacy trainings
organized

100-120 per day
90-100 per day
14:1
500-600
At present OPAC facility run partially. For
that reason, login no. to OPAC is not
maintained properly.
E-Resources are not available in library.
Not available.
Yet not to be organized in the college. But
library staff are sent to various organizations
or affiliating University for training.

Details of “weeding out” of books and other The library staff store out of syllabus books and
materials in the store room with prior permission
materials
of Library sub-committee or College Authority.

4.2.6 Give details of the specialized services provided by the library:
Manuscripts
Reference
Reprography

ILL (Inter Library Loan Service)
Information Deployment and Notification
Download
Printing
Reading list/Bibliography Compilation
In-house/remote access to e-resources

The college library is unable to provide this
service.
This service is provided.
This service is provided. There are
Photocopy Machine and Scanner in the
library.
Nil.
This service is provided.
This service is not provided.
This service is provided to all the teachers
and students with conditions.
The library provides reading list as per
request of teachers/staff.
This service is not available at present in
library.
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User Orientation and Awareness

Library organized User Orientation and
Awareness lectures at the time of new
session start.
Assistance in searching Databases
The Library does not provide this service.
INFLIBNET/IUC facilities
Library will be able to provide access to ebooks/e-journals through Inflibnet in next
few months.
Students are allowed to keep the books (3 for Honours. & 2 for General Programmes) during
the University exam time against the deposit money which are double on its actual price of
books. This deposited money are refundable against return the books after the examination.
4.2.7 Enumerate on the support provided by the Library staff to the students and
teachers of the college:
Staff Pattern in the College Library- Total no. of Staff: 4
Post
Librarian
Library Clerk
Library Assistant
Office Bearer cum Library Bearer

No. of Staff
01 (Full-time)
01 (Full-time)
01 (Contractual)
01 (Full-Time)

Educational Qualification
B.A.(H), MLISC, M.Phil in LIS
B.Sc
B.A.(H), MLISC
Class-VIII

The cordial, co-operative and the informed staff of the library keep the library userfriendly by making the dealings easy and comfortable.
4.2.8 What are the special facilities offered by the library to the visually/physically
challenged persons? Give details:
The college does not have visually/physically challenged persons at present. As
regards the differently abled persons, they get top priority while issuing books in library. To
avoid any difficulties for physically challenged persons in future, college authorities will
have to take initiatives for shifting the library on the ground floor of the college.
4.2.9 Does the library get the feedback from its users? If yes, how is it analyzed and
used for improving the library services. (What strategies are deployed by the Library to
collect feedback from users? How is the feedback analyzed and used for further
improvement of the library services?)
Library does not collect the feedback from its user’s separately. But, library related
questions are incorporated in general feedback form of our college. Feedback is collected in a
prescribed format from all the outgoing students about the facilities and services offered by
Library. The feedback form is collected and analyzed by college authority and suggestions
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for improvement are verified. After the analysis of the feedback, certain measures are taken
to improve services.
Future Plans of the Library:









To create a section for books of competitive exams.
To establish the departmental library.
To extend the Library with separate internet room.
To create more Space for Library.
To introduce fully automated library.
To increase the number of Journals/Periodicals.
To install air conditioners in the library.
To establish book bank for poor and meritorious students.

4.3 IT Infrastructure
4.3.1. Give details on the computing facility available (hardware and software) at the
institution
 Number of computers with Configuration (provide actual number with exact
configuration of each available system)
Total 80 Computers are available for working at various departments, office, library,
teacher’s room in college.
NAME
Personal
Computer

UNITS
65

Personal
Computer

10

Personal
Computer

3

Personal
Computer

2

Total

80

NAME
Personal Computer
Personal Computer
Total

Component
Processor
Motherboard
Memory
Hard Disk
Processor
Motherboard
Memory
Hard Disk
Processor
Motherboard
Memory
Hard Disk
Processor
Motherboard
Memory
Hard Disk

UNITS
60
20
80

SPECIFICATION
Intel Processor
Intel Chipset Motherboard
2 GB RAM
500 GB
Intel Processor
Intel Chipset Motherboard
2 GB RAM
250 GB
Intel Processor
Intel Chipset Motherboard
2 GB RAM
160 GB
Intel Processor
Intel Chipset Motherboard
2 GB RAM
80 GB

Component
Monitor
Monitor
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NAME
Branded Laptop

UNITS
3

SPECIFICATION
latest configuration

OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR All computers are either Windows XP or Windows 7.

NAME
(HP LaserJet Black & White
Print/Copy/Scanner All-in-One
HP Scanner
LCD Projector Wall Mounted
LCD Projector

UNITS
10
3
2
2
1

Distribution of the Computers
Total
Computers

Internet
Browsing
Centre

Library

Computer
Centre

Smart
Class
Room

Office

Departments

IQAC

Teachers’
Room

80

2

3

25

11

12

23

2

2

Distribution of the Computers to Various Departments
Total
Computers

Geography
Department

Commerce
Department

Physical
Education
Department

Computer
Science
Department

23

16

4

1

2

 Computer-student ratio:

1:2

 Stand alone facility: NIL
 LAN facility: Yes. Office and Library are fully LAN connected.
 Wi-Fi facility: College provides Wi-Fi Dongle for various official works and also
departmental works.
 Licensed software: Office Management Software, COSA provided by Govt. of West
Bengal for making staff’s salary bill, SOUL Software for Library Management,
Antivirus for internet security or malware protection.
 Number of nodes/computers with Internet facility: Generally, college uses dongle
for internet works. For this reason, nodes/computers are not specified for internet
facility.
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 Any other: NA
4.3.2 Detail on the computer and internet facility made available to the faculty and
students on the campus and off-campus?
Faculty members and students have access to internet in library and also computer
lab. Wi-Fi facility will come soon to make internet available to all.

4.3.3 What are the institutional plans and strategies for deploying and upgrading the IT
infrastructure and associated facilities?
 As and when fund is available, computers are procured.
 Software up-gradation and regular maintenance of computers.
4.3.4 Provide details on the provision made in the annual budget for procurement, up
gradation, deployment and maintenance of the computers and their accessories in the
institution (Year wise for last four years).
Up gradations and maintenance done as and when required, there is no allotted budget.
4.3.5 How does the institution facilitate extensive use of ICT resources including
development and use of computer-aided teaching/learning materials by its staff and
students?
Smart classroom can be used as and when required by the teachers. Power – Point
presentation for delivering class lectures is encouraged by the college authority.

4.3.6 Elaborate giving suitable examples on how the learning activities and technologies
deployed (access to on-line teaching – learning resources, independent learning, ICT
enabled classrooms/learning spaces etc.) by the institution place the student at the
centre of teaching-learning process and render the role of a facilitator for the teacher.
ICT enabled or smart classes make classes more interactive and effective.
4.3.7 Does the Institution avail of the National Knowledge Network connectivity directly
or through the affiliating university? If so, what are the services availed of?
No.
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4.4 Maintenance of Campus Facilities
4.4.1 How does the institution ensure optimal allocation and utilization of the available
financial resources for maintenance and upkeep of the following facilities (substantiate
your statements by providing details of budget allocated during last four years)?
The College tries to ensure optimal allocation and utilization of available financial
resources for maintenance and upkeep of different facilities of the institution. For this
purpose a budget allocation is made at the beginning of the academic session by which all
available funds are disbursed as per requirement. The College Grant is used for Maintenance
of Building, Equipment, Computer and accessories, Electricity, Furniture and Travel
Expenses. The following is the details of budget allocated during the last four years:

Item
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Building
Furniture
Equipment
Computers
Vehicles
Any Other
e.g. Software
etc.

2011-2012
(In Rs.)
275000
100000
500000
75000
36500

2012-2013
(In Rs.)
550000
300000
800000
75000
350000

2013-2014
(In Rs.)
250000
300000
550000
175000
400000

2014-2015
(In Rs.)
300000
275000
650000
125000
425000

4.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for maintenance and upkeep of the
infrastructure, facilities and equipment of the college?
The College has developed adequate policies and strategies for the upkeep and
maintenance of the infrastructure, facilities and equipment of the college.
 Utilizing the college development fund, the Principal with the help of Building
Subcommittee takes initiatives for maintenance and minor repairs of furniture and
equipment.
 As far as the maintenance of computer is concerned, the college employs its own
skilled technical staff for major or minor repairing of computers.
 Software problems are taken care of by concerned software providing agency.
 Non-repairable systems are dumped in store and the college purchases the new
upgraded computer systems from time to time as per the needs using money allocated
for the purpose in annual budget.
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 Maintenance of toilets, bathroom, are done by own staff of the college.
4.4.3 How and with what frequency does the institution take up calibration and other
precision measures for the equipment/instruments?
The College has a team of qualified technical staff for maintaining computers and
networking facilities. In the college, there is electrician, security guards etc. Their services
are available throughout the day. Two security men (shifting duty) stay in the campus for
security purpose. Annual maintenance and repair of the infrastructure are done by the college
in a systematic manner. Day to day maintenance (like cleaning of classrooms, toilets, garden
area, etc.) is carried out by the staff appointed for the maintenance of the building. The
laboratory equipments are maintained through College Development Fund and annual grants
received from the UGC and government. Software problems are taken care of by concerned
software providing agency.
4.4.4 What are the major steps taken for location, upkeep and maintenance of sensitive
equipment (voltage fluctuations, constant supply of water etc.)?
The college has precise places for the installation of sensitive equipment like
electricity generators, invertors, water purifiers, scientific instruments etc.
a) The laboratory staff keeps a strict vigil on the maintenance and upkeep of the
scientific laboratory instruments.
b) The College electrician is responsible for the upkeep of electrical equipment and their
maintenance.
c) The institution has a tie-up or AMC (Annual Maintenance Contract) with the
company from which the RO purifiers were purchase. The company conducts the
regular and routine checkup of the water purifiers.
The College has one 35 KVA Kirloskar Green Generator, and also one 10 KVA Kirloskar
Generator, four 860 V.A. Inverter, three 1550 V.A. Inverter and 1 Voltage Stabilizers (5 KW)
which have been installed at safe places to provide uninterrupted power supply for the safety
of sensitive equipment.
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CRITERION V
STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION

5.1. Student Mentoring And Support
5.1.1 Does the institution publish its updated prospectus/handbook annually? If “yes‟,
what is the information provided to students through these documents and how does the
institution ensure its commitment and accountability?
Yes,
The Institution publishes its updated Prospectus every year which is issued to the
applicants along with the application form for admission. It highlights information regarding
different courses, Honours subjects and General combinations offered by the College, and the
fee structure. It contains information about the aims and objectives of the College, its
administration, administrative policy, qualification of teaching and nonteaching staff
members, rules and regulations, admission process, curriculum and examinations schedule.
Information regarding cocurricular and extra-curricular activities of the College also finds
place in the Prospectus. It also provides a list of stipends through different governmental
funds. Likewise, the College publishes an Academic Calendar cons1sting of detailed
information regarding College activities during the year round, e.g., examination schedule of
the College, tentative dates of publication of College examination results, dates for annual reunion and prize distribution, annual sports and dates to commemorate some special events. It
also provides a list of holidays approved by the Governing Body of the College. Most of this
information is also provided in the college website.
The institution ensures utmost commitment to the information provided in the
Prospectus by following declared time frame for conducting of different internal
examinations, publication of results. Faculty members take initiatives for timely completion
of syllabus. Admission Committee ensures utmost commitment to follow different rules of
reservation, norms for preparation of Merit Lists and other aspects of admission process i.e.
strict maintenance of timeline for admission prescribed by the parent university.
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5.1.2 Specify the type, number and amount of institutional scholarships /free ships given
to the students during the last four years and whether the financial aid was available
and disbursed on time?
At present, the college is not providing any type of institutional scholarships. But fees
concession/free studentships allow to the financially weaker students. The Student Fees
Concession Sub-committee determines the criteria of free student ships.
Students’ Aid Fund

Financial
support from
institution

Financial
support from
institution

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

111

42980

**

32000

**

2013-14

2014-15

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

23970

59

18369

89

2011-12

No. of Amount No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)
students
(Rs.)

98840

2012-13

83

2010-11

**

52327

**

106112

24525

**Information about the number of students is not available
5.1.3 What percentage of students receives financial assistance from state government,
central government and other national agencies? Details of financial assistance from
state government, central government and other national agencies issued to students
during the last four years :
STATE Government
2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

2010-11

2011-12

No. of Amount No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)
students
(Rs.)

Financial
support from

231

Total Student

789

882

949

1123

1302

% of Students
Receives

29.27

33.78

22.44

31.7

33.48

641605

298

772525

213

764010

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

No. of Amount
students
(Rs.)

Financial
support from

455

Total Student

1434

1423

1455

% of Students
Receives

31.72

29.02

32.30

1994710

413

**

470

356

1160920

436

1874400

**

**Information not available as the Stipends are directly credited to the Students’ Bank
Account.
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5.1.4 What are the specific support services/facilities available for
 Students from SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections
 Students with physical disabilities
 Overseas students
 Students to participate in various competitions/National and International
 Medical assistance to students: health centre, health insurance etc.
 Organizing coaching classes for competitive exams
 Skill development (spoken English, computer literacy, etc.,)
 Support for “slow learners”
 Exposures of students to other institution of higher learning/ corporate/business
house etc.
 Publication of student magazines
Support in various forms are provided to SC/ST students, OBC students, students
from economically weaker sections, students from Minority Section and students with
physical disabilities. e.g. remedial coaching, training for competitive Examinations as and
when funds available from UGC. Classes are organised for Communicative English Course,
Computer Fundamental Course. Medical assistance is provided to students. College
Magazine
5.1.5 Describe the efforts made by the institution to facilitate entrepreneurial skills,
among the students and the impact of the efforts.
There is no such scope.
5.1.6 Enumerate the policies and strategies of the institution which promote
participation of students in extracurricular and co-curricular activities such as sports,
games, Quiz competitions, debate and discussions, cultural activities etc.
 additional academic support, flexibility in examinations
 special dietary requirements, sports uniform and materials
 any other
There is no such scope as an affiliated college of the parent university so far as flexibility
in examinations is concerned. However, additional academic support is available for students
pursuing sports. The institution organises orientation programme to inspire and motivate
students to participate in extra-curricular activities like NSS, to participate in Debate club,
Music club etc.
5.1.7 Enumerating on the support and guidance provided to the students in preparing
for the competitive exams, give details on the number of students appeared and
qualified in various competitive exams such as UGC-CSIR- NET, UGC-NET,
SLET/SET, ATE / CAT / GRE / TOFEL / GMAT / Central /State services, Defence,
Civil Services, etc.
The institution takes initiatives for organising classes for entry in services for students
as and when UGC fund is available.
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5.1.8 What type of counselling services are made available to the students (academic,
personal, career, psycho-social etc.)
Academic, personal, career, psycho-social etc. all types of counselling services are
made available to the students as and when required.
5.1.9 Does the institution have a structured mechanism for career guidance and
placement of its students? If ‘yes’, detail on the services provided to help
students identify job opportunities and prepare themselves for interview and the
percentage of students selected during campus interviews by different employers
(list the employers and the programmes).
Placement assistance has been made to students in the past but data has not been
maintained.
5.1.10 Does the institution have a student grievance redressal cell? If yes, list (if any)
the grievances reported and redressed during the last four years.
Yes,
Till one grievance has been received regarding the Laboratory Fee of 1st Year
Geography(General) Course. The grievance has been discussed in the highest decision
making body(i.e. Governing Body ) and a Committee has been formed to deliberate the
matter.
5.1.11 What are the institutional provisions for resolving issues pertaining to sexual
harassment?
The college has an Internal Complaints Sub-Committee in line with the Hon’ble Supreme
Court Judgement to deal with the issues pertaining to sexual harassment.
5.1.12 Is there an anti-ragging committee? How many instances (if any) have been
reported during the last four years and what action has been taken on these?
Yes,
The college has a Anti-ragging Sub-Committee. Till now no instances of ragging has
been reported.
5.1.13 Enumerate the welfare schemes made available to students by the institution.
Student’ Aid Fund is there to grant students’ fees concession.
The college is contemplating to bring all the existing students under the coverage of
accidental benefit through general insurance.
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5.1.14 Does the institution have a registered Alumni Association? If ‘yes’, what are its
activities and major contributions for institutional, academic and infrastructure
development?
No,
The college is in the process of forming a registered Alumni Association.
5.2 Student Progression
5.2.1 Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education or
employment (for the last four batches) highlight the trends observed.
We are yet to consolidate the data on Progression to higher education in the last six
years. So far, data about students’ progression from UG Studies to PG Studies has been
compiled as given below :
Student progression YEAR
UG Studies to PG Studies
(number of students)
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Employed Campus selection
Other than campus recruitment

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

11

50

63

46

61

60

43

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Generally, the 3rd year Honours Pass-Out Students opt for PG Studies. After taking
into consideration this fact the % of Students’ Progression may be shown as follows :
No. of Pass-Out Students
Bengali
(Honours)

History
(Honours)

Geography
(Honours)

25
29
24
31

Political
Science
(Honours)
15
16
17
13

2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

38
46
41
41

2013-14
2014-15

35
34

27
25

9
16

20

8
20
8
27
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Total
No. of
Pass-Out
Students

No. of
% of
Student
Student
Progression Progression

78
99
102
93

11
50
63
46

14.1
50.5
61.76
49.46

91
102

61
60

67.03
58.8
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5.2.2 Provide details of the programme wise pass percentage and completion rate for the
last four years (course wise/batch wise as stipulated by the university)? Furnish
programme-wise details in comparison with that of the previous performance of the
same institution and that of the Colleges of the affiliating university within the
city/d1strict.
Programme
History (Honours)
Political Science (Honours)
Bengali (Honours)
Geography (Honours)
English (Honours)
B.A. General
B.Sc. General
B.Com General

Percentage of Students Passed
2011-12
2012-13
100
100
100
92.85
100
97.61
100
100
66.66
48.25
54.16
50

2013-14
93
100
87.5
90.9
100
38.46
58.06
66.66

2014-15
73.52
76.19
79.06
96.42
100
24.57
40
-

Completion Rate may be guessed from the drop-out Ratio

Admitted in the
1st Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15

585
691
670
701

Appeared in the
1st Year Final
Exam
524
618
560
575

Number of DropOut

Drop-Out Ratio

61
73
110
126

1 : 10.42
1 : 10.56
1 : 16.41
1 : 17.97

Data comparison with other colleges is not possible due to non availability of data from other
colleges.

5.2.3 How does the institution facilitate student progression to higher level of education
and/or towards employment?
The college encourages the students to pursue post-graduate studies after completion
of graduation course. Permission is accorded to use the library facilities to pass out students
of this college for their higher studies. Faculty members also extend their support to them for
pursuing higher studies.
5.2.4 Enumerate the special support provided to students who are at risk of failure and
drop out?
No steps have yet been taken.
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5.3 Student Participation and Activities
5.2
5.3.1 List the range of sports, games, cultural and other extracurricular activities
available to students. Provide details of participation and program calendar.
Besides Annual Sports, students are provided with the infrastructure for Football,
Athletics, Volleyball and Kho Kho. The different sports and extracurricular activities of the
college are:
i.

ii.
iii.

Cultural Activities-Music club, Debate Club, Nature Club & arranging various
programmes during student cultural programme. Social, Fresher’s welcome Cultural
Competition in each academic year.
Sports-Annual sports for the students, teaching and non-teaching staff
Competition of Volleyball, Football and Kho-Kho at University & State level. The
programme often occurred during winter generally in the month of Oct/Nov.

5.3.2 Furnish the details of major student achievements in co curricular, extracurricular
and cultural activities at different levels: University/ State / Zonal / National
/International, etc. for the previous four years.
Yes,
NSS unit got prizes in University level for their better achievement in all respects.
The students of NSS unit also participate in different state /national level programmes .
5.3.3 How does the college seek and use data and feedback from its graduates and
employers, to improve the performance and quality of the institutional provisions?
The college arranges feedback system in the current year. Previously the system was
maintained but somehow discontinued.
5.3.4 How does the college involve and encourage students to publish materials like
catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, and other material? List the publications/
materials brought out by the students during the previous four academic sessions.
The college involves publishing wall magazines, college magazine. The wall
magazine of each department is walled-up & college yearly magazine is distributed to all the
students and staffs and preserved in the library.

5.3.5 Does the college have a Student Council or any similar body? Give details on its
selection, constitution, activities and funding.
Yes,
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The college has a Students’ Union. They are elected as per democratic procedure laid
down in the constitution. The Class-Representatives are elected through election as per the
provision of the Constitution of the Students’ Union.
The Principal is the ex-officio President of the Students’ Union.
A General Secretary is elected from among the elected Class-Representatives. Other
office bearers include Vice-President, Assistant General Secretary, Cultural Secretary, Game
Secretary, and Magazine Secretary Etc.
The students’ union organises blood donation camp in collaboration with NSS unit. It
also organises fresher’s welcome programme, inter-class cultural competition, annual social
programme, annual sports meet etc and publishes students annual magazine.
Students’ Union gets funds from fees collected from students for the purpose.

5.3.6 Give details of various academic and administrative bodies that have student
representatives on them.
The General Secretary of the Students’ Union is the Ex-officio Member of the
Governing Body (the highest decision making body of the college). Student representation is
also ensured through their presence in various academic and administrative sub committees.
5.3.7 How does the institution network and collaborate with the Alumni and former
faculty of the Institution.
The college does not have a registered Alumni Association. However, the college is in
the process of constituting an alumni association. A meeting in this regard has already been
held on 31-10-2015. Many Alumni visit the college during cultural programme, games and
Annual Sports.
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CRITERION VI
GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

6.1 Institutional Vision And Leadership
6.1.1 State the vision and mission of the Institution and enumerate on how the mission
statement defines the institution’s d1stinctive character1stics in terms of addressing the
needs of the society, the students it seeks to serve, institution’s traditions and value
orientations, vision for the future, etc.?
The motto of the college is Equity, Excellence and Expansion.
Equity means Equal opportunity for all.
Excellence means academic development through excellence.
Expansion means expansion of the scope of college education without compromising with
quality.
The vision, mission and objectives are:iv)

To provide education to the poor and backward first generation learners.

v)

To provide opportunities of higher education to all students irrespective of their
gender, caste, creed and religion.

vi)

To provide opportunities of all round developments to all students.

6.1.2 What is the role of top management, Principal and Faculty in design and
implementation of its quality policy and plans?
The IQAC designs, plans for teaching-learning process. Under its auspices, Teachers’
Council frames examination schedule, instruct teachers to distribute modularized syllabi with
specific time frame and completion of the syllabus. The Governing Body of the college froms
different Sub-Committees for the smooth functioning of the college. It also formulates the
plan for infrastructural facilities.
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6.1.3 What is the involvement of the leadership in ensuring :
 the policy statements and action plans for fulfillment of the stated mission
 formulation of action plans for all operations and incorporation of the same into
 the institutional strategic plan
 Interaction with stakeholders
 Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis, research inputs
and consultations with the stakeholders
 Reinforcing the culture of excellence
 Champion organizational change
The Institute states its mission in the college prospectus. The Governing Body and the
Teachers’ Council formulate the action plan for each academic session and incorporate the
same into the institutional strategic plans.
At the beginning of each academic session the institute organize students’ orientation
programme involving all the students of the 1st year classes. The Principal and the senior
faculties participate in this programme to interact with them.

6.1.4 What are the procedures adopted by the institution to monitor and evaluate
policies and plans of the institution for effective implementation and improvement from
time to time?
The college monitors the implementation of action plan through various subcommittees, Teachers’ Council, Admission Committee, Examination and Result SubCommittee. All the members of the faculty present their observations, suggestion for
improvement and resource requirement through Academic Sub-Committee, Admission SubCommittee, IQAC and Teachers’ Council Meeting.
6.1.5 Give details of the academic leadership provided to the faculty by the top
management?
The faculty members are encouraged to participate in the different Seminars and
Workshops to upgrade themselves with the new horizons of their respective subjects.
Research activities by the faculty members are endorsed by providing study leaves and relief
in class load.
The teachers are encouraged to organize the study tour, excursion, and field study to
train the students in practical knowledge.
6.1.6 How does the college groom leadership at various levels?
The institute organizes the different programme to groom leadership among stuff and
students. The college organizes soft Skill Training, Communicative English, youth
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Parliament Completion etc. for complete development of the students. The NSS Unit of the
college and the Students’ Union organize various extension programmers like Blood
Donation Camp, College Campus Cleaning programme, Raksha Bandhan, Quiz Competition,
Debate, Singing, Dancing etc. These programmes play an integral part in building leadership
and Cultural skills among the students. The Students’ Union also organizes Annual Sports,
publishes Annual Magazines to nurture different skills of the students. Students are included
in different sub-committees of sports, cultural, magazine etc. of the Students’ Union. The
General Secretary of the Students’ Union is one of the Ex-officio members of the Governing
Body. These also help to develop leadership quality among the students.
6.1.7 How does the college delegate authority and provide operational autonomy to the
departments / units of the institution and work towards decentralized governance
system?
The college delegates authority and provide operational autonomy to the departments.
The principal aided by different sub-committees such as financial sub-committee,
establishment sub-committee, admission sub-committee, examination and result subcommittee, library sub-committee etc. other units of the institution like NSS, music Club,
Debate Club, Nature Club, Women’s Cell work independently for the smooth implementation
of the missions of the college.

6.1.8 Does the college promote a culture of participative management? If ‘yes’,
indicate the levels of participative management.
The college promotes participative management. The teaching staff and the non
teaching staff and the students make their representation on the Governing Body.
The IQAC, Teachers’ Council and the different sub-committee forward their
suggestions for the better management of the academic and financial issues. The suggestion
of the teaching staff and non teaching staff are given importance by the management in case
of policy making.

6.2 Strategy Development and Deployment
6.2.1 Does the Institution have a formally stated quality policy? How is it developed,
driven, deployed and reviewed?
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The college authority always encourages the teachers to improve their quality of
teaching.
6.2.2 Does the Institute have a perspective plan for development? If so, give the aspects
considered for inclusion in the plan.
The college authority is in the process of perspective development plans. As a result
of this college has introduced 6(six) different programmes. e.g. Geography(Honours).
Physical
Education(General),
Economics
(General),
English(Honours),
Mathematics(General) and Computer Science(General)
We have introduced several job-oriented Certificate courses such as
 Certificate Course in Office Mgt. & DTP ,
 Certificate Course in Communicative English,
 NCVT Courses on ICT-101 Computer fundamentals, MS-Office & Internet, ICT 102
Tally, ICT-203 Desktop Publishing, ICT-205 Computer Hardware
Computer course has been made obligatory for all the students of 1st Year & 2nd Year
Classes. Communicative English has been introduced for increasing the communicative
skills of the students.
The entire library has been shifted to a spacious room. Initiatives have been taken to
computerize the whole library operation. A regular Librarian has joined on 19th November,
2014 through the recommendation of the West Bengal College Service Commission.
Teachers are using Smart Classroom and the projectors for increasing learning
capacity of the students.
Gymnasium, Volleyball Court, Cycle Stand have been established. Canteen has been
renovated and facilities have been upgraded.
Requisitions have been placed to the West Bengal College Service Commission for
filling up of seven posts of Assistant Professors in the Departments of Philosophy(1),
History(1), Geography(1), Physical Education(1), Bengali(2), Economics(1).

6.2.3 Describe the internal organizational structure and decision making processes.
The Governing Body is the highest decision making authority with the Principal as its
Secretary.

The Internal Organisational Structure and Decision Making Process may be shown as
follows :
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Teachers' Council

Governing Body

Non-Teaching Staff Council
Students' Union

The Principal plays the leading role in the governance and management of the
institution, ensuring transparency in the functioning of the college and maintaining core values,
on being facilitated by the GB Members and supported by the teaching and non-teaching

staff. The College has an efficient co-ordination/internal management system under the
leadership of the Principal for designing and implementing its policies/and plans effectively,
through different Sub-committees, constituted by the GB.
1. Internal Quality Assurance Cell
2. Finance Sub-Committee
3. Building Sub- Committee
4. Establishment Sub-Committee
5. Library Sub-Committee
6. Academic Sub-Committee
7. UGC Planning Board (XII th Plan)
8. Admission Sub-Committee
9. Service Book And Pension Sub-Committee
10. Internal Complaints Sub-Committee
11. Students’ Grievance Redressal Cell
12. Anti-Ragging Cell
13. Sports Sub-Committee
14. Women’s Cell
15. Cultural Sub-Committee
16. Examination Routine Sub-Committee
17. Class Routine Sub-Committee
18. Magazine Sub-Committee
19. Internal Examination Results Sub-Committee
20. Students’ Fees Concession Sub-Committee
21. NAAC General Body
All the above-mentioned sub-committees have clearly defined responsibilities as far
as planning, execution and check up process is concerned. This structure is a time-tested
structure and has proved its efficiency.
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6.2.4 Give a broad description of the quality improvement strategies of the institution
for each of the following
 Teaching & Learning
 Research & Development
 Community engagement
 Human resource management
 Industry interaction
 Innovative mode of teaching has been introduced
 Teachers are given ample opportunity to pursue research
 The NSS unit of the college is doing commendable job in improvement of the
surrounding villages through Adult Literacy Movement, Health Awareness
programmes etc.
 The college authority organizes meetings/interaction programmes with the
teaching/non-teaching staff of the college for betterment of their performance.
 There is no such scope of industry interaction.
6.2.5 How does the Head of the institution ensure that adequate information (from
feedback and personal contacts etc.) is available for the top management and the
stakeholders, to review the activities of the institution?
The Principal collects information officially and un-officially from the staff of the
college. So far as the stakeholders are concerned, feedback questionnaire is obtained from the
3rd year outgoing students.
6.2.6 How does the management encourage and support involvement of the staff in
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional processes?
The college authority always inspires the staff to act for the development of the
college.
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6.2.7 Enumerate the resolutions made by the Management Council in the last year and
the status of implementation of such resolutions.
GB Meeting
Dated

Item
No.

17/11/2014

2

Applications for enrolment as Boarders for the UGC Women’s
Hostel will be discussed in the next GB Meeting

20/05/2015

4

Expenditure incurred out of College Fund will be deducted from
the recently received UGC Grant for Women’s Hostel

04/03/2015

7

Proposal for Creation of 2nd Post in English will be submitted to
Government

9

Steps will be taken to introduce English(Honours) from Academic
Session 2015-16
A College Appointed PTT will be appointed and Compliance
Report will be submitted to CU
No Progress has been made for Revival of English(Honours)
For renovation work of Canteen Tender be called for Building
Materials
Renovation Work of Canteen will be completed by incurring
expenditure from College Fund for constructing roof of the
canteen
Computer with wi-fi Printer for Principal’s Room

20/05/2015
17/11/2014

1
1

20/05/2015

4

20/05/2015

6

04/03/2015
08/09/2014

2
6(a)

08/09/2014

6(c)

04/03/2015

4
4

7

9
13

Excerpt of the Important Resolution

Action taken

Renovation of Room SB-11 & SB-12 with Furniture
IQAC was formed w.e.f.08/09/2014
Dr. Anjana Mukherjee(Convenor)
President, Governing Body,
Sri Nimai Poddar,
Dr. Manideep Chandra,
Dr. Somnath De,
Dr. Arundhati Bhadra,
Sri Kamalakanta Das
Dr. S.P. Agarwala
Maternity Leave of Pramita Mukherjee 180 Days(07/11/2013 to
05/06/2014 is approved
Maternity Leave of Khurshida Khatun 180 Days(02/01/2014 to
30/06/2014 is approved
Medical Fees be increased from Rs. 15/- to Rs. 20/- and Group
Health Insurance be made for the students
Students’ Union Fees Payable to Students’ Union will be
determined on the basis of Students’ Enrolment in the
Previous/Last Academic Session.
Proposal for Creation of 2nd Post of Librarian and post for peon
will be submitted to Government
Proposal
for
introduction
of
Sanskrit(General)
Journalism(General) from 2015-16
PG Course in Distance Education be introduced
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Notification
made for 3 times
but no
application
received
Necessary
adjustment has
been done
Proposal passed.
Yet to apply to
the Government
Steps have been
taken
Steps taken
Just reporting
Work completed
Just reporting

Passed . Yet to
be implemented
Action taken
Just reporting

Just reporting

Implemented
Implemented

Proposal passed.
Yet to apply to
the Government
and Action yet to be
taken
Action yet to be
taken
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6.2.8 Does the affiliating university make a provision for according the status of
autonomy to an affiliated institution? If ‘yes’, what are the efforts made by the
institution in obtaining autonomy?
Not Applicable.
6.2.9 How does the Institution ensure that grievances / complaints are promptly
attended to and resolved effectively? Is there a mechanism to analyse the nature of
grievances for promoting better stakeholder relationship?
There is grievance redressal mechanism to look into the matter. So far no grievance
has been received.
6.2.10 During the last four years, had there been any instances of court cases filed by
and against the institute ? Provide details on the issues and decisions of the courts on
these?
None
6.2.11 Does the Institution have a mechanism for analyzing student feedback on
institutional performance? If ‘yes’, what was the outcome and response of the
institution to such an effort?
Yes,
Feedback questionnaire is obtained from the 3rd year outgoing students. The Principal
personally analyses the feedbacks and take appropriate measures accordingly.

6.3 Faculty Empowerment Strategies
6.3.1 What are the efforts made by the institution to enhance the professional
development of its teaching and non teaching staff?
 Teachers are given ample opportunity to pursue research
 Teachers are given on-duty leaves for attending Seminars and Workshops.
6.3.2 What are the strategies adopted by the institution for faculty empowerment
through training, retraining and motivating the employees for the roles and
responsibility they perform?
Teachers are encouraged to upgrade themselves and they are empowered to take
decisions to participate in different Seminars , Workshops and so on as per their requirement.
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6.3.3 Provide details on the performance appraisal system of the staff to evaluate and
ensure that information on multiple activities is appropriately captured and considered
for better appraisal.
The college authority is yet to review the existing performance appraisal system for
the evaluation of the staff.
6.3.4 What is the outcome of the review of the performance appraisal reports by the
management and the major decisions taken? How are they communicated to the
appropriate stakeholders?
The college authority is thinking about calling performance review meeting at regular
intervals.
6.3.5 What are the welfare schemes available for teaching and non teaching
staff? What percentage of staff have availed the benefit of such schemes in the last four
years?
The college has a Co-operative Credit Society “Saheed Anurup Chandra
Mahavidyalaya Co-operative Credit Society Ltd.”
The college sanctions Festival-Advance, Bonus-Advance

and other financial

opportunities are given to the staff as per norms.40 % staff have availed the benefit of such
schemes in the last four years.

6.3.6 What are the measures taken by the Institution for attracting and retaining
eminent faculty?
Such situation not yet arises.

6.4 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization
6.4.1 What is the institutional mechanism to monitor effective and efficient use of
available financial resources?
The accounts of the college is periodically audited by government appointed Auditor.
The college accounts are audited by the Government Auditor up to the financial
Year 2013-14. The accounts of the financial year 2014-15 is yet to be audited by the
Government Auditor.
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6.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for internal and external audit? When was
the last audit done and what are the major audit objections? Provide the details on
compliance.
Till now only External Audit is being done. The college is also considering the introduction
of Internal Audit.
Audit has been completed up to 2013-14 by the Government Auditor. No major objection is
raised by the Auditor. The audit of 2014-15 will be completed in due course.
6.4.3 What are the major sources of institutional receipts/funding and how is the deficit
managed? Provide audited income and expenditure statement of academic and
administrative activities of the previous four years and the reserve fund/corpus
available with Institutions, if any.
Major sources of institutional receipts/funding are :
 Students’ Fees
 Government of West Bengal(Grant-in-Aid System)
 UGC
 MPLAD/BEUP/ZP
Enclosed Audited Income & Expenditure Statement from 2004-05 to 2013-14(10
Years) and Unaudited Income & Expenditure Statement for 2014-15[Vide Annexure VI ]
6.4.4 Give details on the efforts made by the institution in securing additional funding
and the utilization of the same (if any).
The college authority is contemplating of applying to the Member of the Parliament,
and the President of India for sanctioning special development grant.
6.5 Internal Quality Assurance System (IQAS)
6.5.1 Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
a. Has the institution established an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)? If ‘yes’,
what is the institutional policy with regard to quality assurance and how has it
contributed in institutionalizing the quality assurance processes?
Yes,
The policy is the motto of the College --

EQUITY, EXCELLENCE and

EXPANSION. The college is constantly inspiring the staff to enhance the quality of their
performance.
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b. How many decisions of the IQAC have been approved by the management /
authorities for implementation and how many of them were actually implemented?
A few decisions have been taken by the IQAC.
c. Does the IQAC have external members on its committee? If so, mention any
significant contribution made by them.
Yes,
They significantly contribute.
d. How do students and alumni contribute to the effective functioning of the IQAC?
Till now no alumni has been a member of the IQAC.
e. How does the IQAC communicate and engage staff from different constituents of the
institution?
Till now IQAC is getting the DTP work done by the internal staff.
6.5.2 Does the institution have an integrated framework for Quality assurance of the
academic and administrative activities? If ‘yes’, give details on its operationalisation.
The college is yet to form such an integrated framework for quality assurance of the
academic and administrative activities
6.5.3 Does the institution provide training to its staff for effective implementation of the
Quality assurance procedures? If ‘yes’, give details enumerating its impact.
The college is yet to provide such training to staff.
6.5.4 Does the institution undertake Academic Audit or other external review of the
academic provisions? If ‘yes’, how are the outcomes used to improve the institutional
activities?
The college is yet to undertake Academic Audit.
6.5.5 How are the internal quality assurance mechanisms aligned with the requirements
of the relevant external quality assurance agencies/regulatory authorities?
The college is yet to frame such mechanism.
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6.5.6 What institutional mechanisms are in place to continuously review the teaching
learning process? Give details of its structure, methodologies of operations and
outcome?





The teaching learning process is reviewed through :
Class Test
Unit Test
Mid-Term Examination
Selection Test Examination

6.5.7 How does the institution communicate its quality assurance policies, mechanisms
and outcomes to the various internal and external stakeholders?
The institution communicate its quality assurance policies, mechanisms and outcomes
to the various internal and external stakeholders through :









Orientation Programme
College Prospectus
Notifications
Parent- teacher Interaction
Teachers’ Council Meeting
General Meeting of the Teaching Staff
Non-Teaching Staff Council Meeting
Joint Staff Meeting
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CRITERION VII
INNOVATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES
7.1 Environment Consciousness
7.1.1 Does the Institute conduct a Green Audit of its campus and facilities?
In the College, we have no formal mechanism for Green Audit. However, efforts have
been made to create an eco-friendly atmosphere inside the campus. Strategies have been
developed and adopted to exercise a substantial impact on the preservation of natural
resources for the sustainable development of the society with appropriate life-support. Being
positioned in the lap of the nature of rural Bengal, the college itself is renowned for its
tranquil and serene environment which nourishes the minds of the young learners and
employees with its benign impact. Emphasis is put on the maintenance of the greeneries of
the campus. The students of NSS units undertake cleaning programme and plantation
programme in the college and also adjoining locality. NSS Units also organizes seminars or
lectures regarding environmental degradation, preservation of natural resources, global
warming, climate change etc. The entire campus has been declared “No Plastic Zone”.
7.1.2 What are the initiatives taken by the college to make the campus eco-friendly?
The college has adopted several environment-friendly practices to make the campus
eco-friendly. Such practices include:
Energy Conservation: Care is taken to ensure that the class rooms get sufficient natural light
and air to reduce the need for artificial lighting and cooling. The institution ensures that no
electric equipment run unnecessarily. Existing energy consuming tube lights, lamps, and fans
are replaced with energy saving tubes, CFL, and fans with lower consumption. Stabilizer,
Kirloskar Green Generators are often used for smoke free and noise free standard frequency
energy resource. Inverters and Batteries are being largely used to ensure uninterrupted supply
of power in a college office, classrooms and library.
Use of Renewable Energy: The College has initiated the process of acquiring solar panels
for using renewable energy.
Water Harvesting: There are natural drainage systems in the form of canals around the area
of the college. There is also a natural pond adjacent of the college.
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Efforts for Carbon Neutrality: The College has adopted certain preventive measures to
check the emission of Carbon Di-Oxide. The College has created a parking place for the
parking of the vehicles of the students and staffs near the entrance or back-side of the college
so that carbon-emitting vehicles cannot enter a long way inside the campus. Care is taken to
keep the campus smoke free. Awareness programmes regarding the menace of excessive
production of Carbon-di-oxide are organized by the NSS units of the college. The College
has also installed low carbon-emitting Kirloskar green generators in the college campus.
Plantation: The College having a few well-maintained gardens rich in a variety of flowers,
fruits etc. Students of the college not only clean the garden but take initiatives to nourish the
trees and the flowering plants. Beyond the boundaries of our campus also, our plantation
programme is extended. NSS units participate in plantation programme along roadsides in the
adjoining locality.
Hazardous Waste Management: The College does not generate hazardous waste to a great
extent. Solid wastes are disposed in closed containers stationed at various points within the
college premises and they are regularly cleaned away by our college staff.
E-waste Management: The College is yet to generate significant volume of e-waste that
needs to be disposed at a large scale. Electronic waste, such as discarded computers, office
electronic equipments etc. are stored in a separate area and disposed off as per their
conditions.
Banning of Plastics within College Campus : The college authority has banned the use of
plastic bag/cup/glasses etc. in the College Canteen as well as College Premises.

7.2 Innovations
7.2.1 Give details of innovations introduced during the last four years which have
created a positive impact on the functioning of the college.
During the last four years, the institution has introduced innovations in almost every
sphere which have exerted a positive influence on the smooth functioning and progress of the
college. Some of these innovations include:
 The College takes initiatives to starting Distance P.G. Courses in different
subjects.
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 The departments of Geography, Computer Science, Commerce, and Physical
Education have been well-equipped modern technology based laboratories. The
College authority also emphasis the faculty to taking at least one class per week at
smart class room through power point presentation with the help of LCD
Projectors.
 Almost all departments have been provided with separate classrooms.
 The college office has been computerized to a great extent.
 The College has introduced the practice of collection of feedback from the 3 rd year
outgoing students.
 During last few years, organization of seminars in which students are the main
speakers and listeners under the supervision of departmental faculty members has
been a special feature of a few departments.
 Emphasis has been put on the fact that inter-disciplinary department organizes at
least one lecture by other subject expert for the benefit of the students.
 Meeting the requirements of the changing time, the institution has updated its
website www.sacm college.org. All the relevant information regarding the
institution and its activities have been made available on it.
 The functioning of the College Library has also been improved after the starting
library automation and installation of SOUL Software. Now, the whole process
starting runs partially. The College Library takes initiative to subscribe e-books &
e-journals through INFLIBNET Membership in coming months.
 All the classrooms have been equipped with audio facilities so that even the
students of the last bench can follow the delivered lecture properly.
 Adoption of Measures to Ensure Availability of Cool and Safe Drinking Water for
students and staffs.
 Introduction of Intercom Connectivity in every important section like staff’s
room, principal room, office, guard room, library, canteen and various
departments of the college.
 According to the govt. norms, financial aid and scholarship given to students
Scheduled caste and tribes students, OBC, Minority also financial aid under
Kanyashree Prakalpa provided.
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7.3 Best Practices
7.3.1 Elaborate on any two best practices, which have contributed to the achievement of
the Institutional Objectives and/or contributed to the Quality improvement of the core
activities of the college.
BEST PRACTICE - I
1. Title of the Practice:
“CREATING CONSCIOUSNESS: PROMOTING SELF – GROWTH AND SELFBELIEF”
2. Goal:
In its focus on the all -round development of the students, the College adopts a need- based
approach that will deliver a comprehensive and balanced education to all. The aim of this
practice is
 To create consciousness among students about their role in society as agents of
social change.
 To enable self -growth by overcoming social and economic constraints and gender
stereotype.
 To learn to assess their own skills and identify areas of personal development.
3. The Context:
The college is situated in a rural area and caters to the need of economically and
socially backward classes in general. Most of the college students belong to backward
communities like SC/ST/OBC/Minority, who are often first – generation learners also. The
primary challenge in implementing this practice is to create in students an awareness of the
factors that inhibit the development of their potential as citizens who can play the important
role in development society. With greater consciousness comes the desire for selfdevelopment and for acquiring skills that may enable them to break the barriers of class and
gender and become self- reliant.
4. The Practice:
 With the help of the Humanities and Social Science departments, the College tries
to sensitize students to gender oriented issues. Organizing awareness programmes,
conducting seminars and lectures, screening documentaries are some of the ways
in which students are made aware of social issues. This enhances their
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understanding of the various ways in which barriers are set up and how women
may overcome them
 The College helps students overcome their inhibitions by organizing extracurricular activities. Focus is given to the performing arts to instill in students a
sense of confidence and self-esteem. This initiative has been given a more
formalized structure through the Extra –Curricular Scheme of the College where
students are given training in dance, music, drama after College hours under the
supervision of a music club.
 The College conducts special classes in English Communication Skills and Basic
Computer Applications. This initiative was help by a growing need to integrate
the learning process with the job market as it ex1sts in the present day.
5. Evidence of Success:
 The practice has had a strong impact on the student community. An increasing
number of students are coming forward, discarding their inhibitions and
expressing a strong desire to participate in the various activities of the College.
 Students have developed a sense of bonding through interacting and changing
their view with different groups.
 They have developed a sense of confidence and self- esteem.
 They have been better able to integrate with campus life.

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required:
A section of students still lack the motivation to come out of their given conditions and strive
for better opportunities. Financial resources and human resources are mainly required to
overcome this problem.
BEST PRACTICE – II
1. Title of the Practice:
“TALENT SUPPORT PROGRAMMES IN SPORTS AND CULTURAL EVENTS’’
2. Goal:
To develop the talents of students in sports and cultural activities for holistic growth.
3. The Context:
Catering to diverse needs is important for students to develop in their field of interest.
Keeping this in view, the college has created a awareness of cultural and sports programmes
for students, and thereby thrives to give the nation good sports-persons as well as human
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resource with competent and multifarious capacities.

4. The practice:
The college has outdoor as well as indoor sports facilities. For outdoor games, two huge
playgrounds for various sports are available in the college. Indoor games provided to students
include badminton, table tennis, carom etc. The college has also a multi-gymnasium hall. A
General Course in Physical Education is started during the year 2008 in our college to ensure
the overall development of our students regarding sports.
Cultural programmes are integral parts of the college. The college stages various cultural
programmes like dramas, one act play, songs and dance in various occasions. The College
has also formed Music Club, Debate Club etc.
5. Evidence of Success:
 In every year, our college students (both Male & Female Team) are actively
participate in Kho-Ko Meet, Athletics Meet & other sports events at other
college/university levels.
 The College bagged the 4th position in the Youth Parliament at Inter-College D1strict
level Competition in the year 2012 & 2013.
6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required:
One major problem area is sports training programmes are held in general class schedules.
For this purpose, the college authority would give greater flexibility to sports loving students
for attending the training programmes. Funds are also needed to provide quality sports
training.
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Dr. Manideep Chandra
M.Com., Ph. D.
Principal, Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya

PUBLICATIONS :
BOOK Edited :
1. “FDI in Indian retail Sector: Economic and Commercial Perspectives”, Rachayita, India,
2013, jointly with N. Kuiry & S. Chattopadhyaya.
ISBN 978-93-82549-22-2

PAPERS Published :
1. “Quantification Of Corporate Social Costs And Benefits For Disclosure In Annual Reports –
An Overview” Business Studies(vol. XXII : No. 1 & 2, Jan & July 1999), Dept. of Commerce, Calcutta
University.
2. “E-Commerce and Its Impact On Accounting System- An Overview” Research Bulletin(vol.
XXI : July 2002), ICWAI.
3. “Taking The Big Step Online Electronic Commerce – Its Transaction Procedure” Indian
Journal of Accounting(vol. XXXIII : Dec 2002), Indian Accounting Association.
ISSN 0972 - 1479
4. “From Green Accounting To Green Audit – A Race Against Time And Space” Research
Bulletin(vol. XXIII : July 2003), ICWAI.
5. “Redefining Competitive Edge through Internalization of Ecological Footprints – Jute Fibre
versus Synthetic Fibre” Business Studies(vol. XXVI : No. 1 & 2, Jan & July 2005), Dept. of Commerce,
Calcutta University.
6. “Green Audit : A Fait Accompli Rather than an Ethical Gesture of the Corporate Entities”
The Accounting World( Volume V 8 : September 2005), ICFAI University Press.

7. “Transmigration of Buisness World into EDI, E-Commerce and XBRL – A fait accompli”
Pacioli( Volume I : May 2006), Sarsuna College, West Bengal.
8. “A New Indian Order Through Reverse Imperial Legacy —From East India Company To
West India Company” Bodhi Artham( Volume 1, Issue 1 : December 2007), Vivekananda College, West
Bengal.
9. “Governance, Corporate Governance and Educational Governance- The Mission Possible :
Towards Development”, Aureole ( Volume 2, Number 1 : December 2010), Barasat Government College,
West Bengal. Jointly with Dr. P. Dhar, and Dr. I. Basu,
ISSN 0976 – 9625
10. “Arm’s Length Price : An Overview With Special Reference to Indian MNC’s”, PARIPEX
(Volume 1, Issue 6 : June 2012), Indian Journal of Research, jointly with Dr. P. Dhar.
ISSN 2250 - 1991
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11. “FDI in Indian Retail Sector: The Trilemma – An Introspection”, FDI in Indian retail Sector:
Economic and Commercial Perspectives, Ed. Kuiry, N., Chattopadhyaya & Chandra, M., Rachayita, India,
2013.
ISBN 978-93-82549-22-2
12. “From Financial Inclusion to Inclusive Development – Quest for Digital Financial
Platforms”, E-Banking and Financial Inclusion : Trends and Challenges, Ed. Roy, A.K. & Mandal, T., Rabbin
Mukherjee College, Kolkata, west Bengal.2014.
ISBN 978-81-928721-9-3
13. “Indian Taxation System Reforms ; The Race Against Time and Time”, Indian Taxation
System : The Ground Realities, Ed. Kuiry, N.P. & Das, A., Bethiuadahari College, Nadia, west Bengal, 2015.
ISBN 978-81-927508-2-8

ABSTRACT Published:
1. “Changing Faces Of Governance : From Paradigm Shift Towards Paradigm Lost – The
Management Imperatives” has been published in the book of abstracts of Third IIMS International Conference
2012, Bali , Indonesia.
ISBN 978 0 473 22998 6

INVITED SPEAKER :
Speaker in SEMINAR:
Date

Title of Paper

20/09/2013

FDI in Indian Retail Sector: The Trilemma –

UGC Sponsored National Level Seminar ,

An Introspection

Vidyanagar College, West Bengal.

21/12/2013

19/07/2014

Speaker

Ph.D. COURSE WORK on Computer

Department of Sanskrit, University of

Application

Calcutta

Speaker

From Financial Inclusion to Inclusive

National Seminar ,

Development – Quest for Digital Financial

Rabin Mukherjee College. Kolkata.

Platforms
08/05/2015

Conducted by

Speaker

Indian Taxation System – The Ground

UGC Sponsored State Level Seminar ,

Realities

Vidyanagar College, West Bengal.

Key Note Speaker

PAPERS PRESENTED:
Date
15/07/2000

Title of Paper

Conference

Reshaping Commerce Education in West

Commerce Alumni Association, University

Bengal to Meet the Challenges in coming

of Calcutta. State Level Seminar

Years- An Overview
07/01/2001

07/01/2001

22/08/2008

E-commerce and its Impact on Accounting

Fifth international Accounting Conference,

system – An Overview

Calcutta.

From Green Accounting to Green Audit : A

Sixth international Accounting Conference,

Race Against Time and Space

Calcutta.

E-commerce : The Architect of Digital Smart

UGC Sponsored National Level Seminar ,

Corporate Entity

Vivekananda College, West Bengal.
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18/11/2011

IFRS Convergence & Accounting for

UGC Sponsored National Level Seminar ,

Intangibles : Some Relevant Issues in Indian

Dinabandhu Andrews College, West Bengal

Context
23/03/2012

19/11/2012

Optimal Capital Structure- An Indian

UGC Sponsored National Level Seminar ,

Introspection

Calcutta Girls’ College, West Bengal.

Changing Faces Of Governance : From

Third IIMS International Conference,

Paradigm Shift Towards Paradigm Lost –

Bali , Indonesia.

The Management Imperatives

RESEARCH :
UGC MINOR RESEARCH PROJECT
Date
14/08/2001
to
19/04/2003

Title
Determination of User Charges in Non-government Colleges of West Bengal Using Activity
Based Costing System- A Case Study in the D1strict of South 24 Parganas
(Amount Sanctioned Rs. 25000/=)

Ph.D.
Date of Award
26/08/2002

Title
Cost Benefit Analysis For Social Responsibility reporting – A Case
Study of Selected Indian Firms.

University
University
of Calcutta

TEACHING :
Period
From 08/01/1997
till date

Teaching at UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL:
College
Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya
B.Com. (General) Course

University
University of
Calcutta

Teaching at POSTGRADUATE LEVEL:
Period
From
04/08/2003
till date

University
Department of Commerce, University of Calcutta
M. Com. Part-II Course

HEAD-EXAMINERSHIP, PAPER-SETTER, MODERATOR :
Assignment

Examination

Year

Conducted by

Head Examiner, Moderator,

B.Com. Part I,II, III Courses

From 2006 to 2014

University of Calcutta

M.Com. Part II Course

From 2003 to date

University of Calcutta

B.Com. Exam

Apr-May 2011

St. Xaviers’

Reviewer
Paper Setter, Examiner,
Reviewer
Paper Setter

College(Autonomous).
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Evaluator of Answer Scripts

Commerce

From 13/02/2013

West Bengal Regional

to 14/02/2013

School Service
Commission

University

Station

WBUT Exams

Supervisor

On 06/12/13 to

West Bengal

07/12/13

University of
Technology

ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION:
Assignment
Teachers’ Representative, Governing Body, Saheed Anurupchandra Mahavidyalaya

Period
from 16-03-99 to
16-07-2004

Organizing Secretary, UGC National Seminar, Saheed Anurupchandra Mahavidyalaya,

11/01/2012

Joint Convener, UGC National Seminar, Vidyanagar College,

20/09/2013

C.U. Nominee, Governing Body, Sadhan Chandra Mahavidyalaya

Since 04/09/2012

President, Governing Body, Sadhan Chandra Mahavidyalaya

Since 11/12/2013

C.U. Nominee, Governing Body, Behala College

Since 2015

College Coordinator, NME-ICT Project in Saheed Anurupchandra Mahavidyalaya

from 2011 to
2014

Expert in the selection Board for recruiting Assistant Teacher in Commerce in Muchisha

24/09/1997

Haridas Krishi Vidyapith

Expert in the in-service course of Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan

11/06/2003

Academic Counsellors In PCP of M COM Course Netaji Subhas Open University

05/09/2010 &
12/09/2010

Co-Chairman – Technical Session 3 in UGC Sponsored National Level Seminar,

20/09/2013

Vidyanagar College, West Bengal.
Member, University Visiting Team for BA/BSc/BCom Part I/II/III(honours, General,

16/06/2014 &

Major) Examination, 2014

19/08/2014

PROFESSIONAL ATTACHMENT :
Nature of Attachment
Life- member of the Indian Accounting Association. (Life-membership No. KL 231)
Life-member of the Indian accounting Association, Research Foundation(Life membership No. L172 )
life member of the Commerce alumni Association, University of Calcutta
Treasurer, South 24 Pgns. D1strict Committee, West Bengal College & University Professors’ Association.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI
1. Name of the department:

BENGALI

2. Year of Establishment :

1991-92 (UG GENERAL COURSE)
1997-98 (UG HONOURS COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.):

1)

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

2)

UG HONOURS COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
i) There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as we have
to follow COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE
COUNCIL of the Parent University
ii) The students of UG HONOURS COURSE (800 marks) have to opt Subjects as
General papers of 400 marks each; students admitted in Bengali Honours Course
have to opt any one of the following subjects as general paper: a) Political Science
b) History
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

ANNUAL

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments
Teaches Bengali as General paper to the students of GENERAL UG Course
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons

No

9. Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

0

0

Associate Professors

0

0

Assistant Professors

2

0

Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved

0

0

Part Time Teacher Government Approved

4

4

Guest Teachers (College Appointed)

2

2

Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)

0

0
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M. Phil. etc.,)
Name

Qualification

Kausik Das

MA, M. Phil.

Saugata Dinda

MA, M. Phil.

Partha
Pratim.Roy

Designation
PTT (Govt
Approved)
PTT (Govt
Approved)
PTT (Govt
Approved)
PTT (Govt
Approved)

MA

Swagata Gupta

MA, M. Phil.

Saurav Samanta

MA

Guest Teacher

Arpita Mondal

MA, M. Phil.

Guest Teacher

11. List of senior visiting faculty:

Specialization

No. of Years of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students guided
for the last 4
years

Drama

7 Yrs.

-

Moddyoyug

6 Yrs.

-

Comperative
Literature

6 Yrs.

-

Katha Sahitya

6 Yrs.

-

Pragadhunik
Bangla Sahitya

2 Yrs.

-

1 Month

NA

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty:

100%

13. Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise) :
1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

Hons.

11.33:1

10.16:1

6.5:1

Gen.

66.33:1

49.33:1

30.33:1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled:
No Sanctioned post of such staff in the Department. Department gets dmin1strative
support from the common staff pool.
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with Dsc/D.Litt/Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. :
Teachers with
Dsc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number
4
2
6

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received:

NA
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17. Departmental projects funded by DST – F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received : NA
18. Research Centre/facility recognized by the University. :

NA

19. Publications:
Faculty

Publicat
ion per
faculty

Kausik Das
Sougat Dinda
Partha
Pratim.Roy
Swagata Gupta
Saurav Samanta
Arpita Mondal

3
-

Number
of papers
published
in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/
internatio
nal) by
faculty
and
students
3
-

7
-

5
-

Number
of
publicat
ions
listed in
Internat
ional
Databas
e

Mono
graphs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edit
ed

Books
with
ISBN/I
SSN
number
s with
details
of
publish
ers

Citat
ion
Inde
x

SN
IP

SJ
R

Imp
act
fact
or

hind
ex

2
-

Enclosed Annexure I to Department of Bengali
20. Areas of consultancy and income generated NA
21. Faculty as members in :

NA

a. National committees b) International Committees C) Editorial Boards
22. Student projects:

NA

a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme.
b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution
i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies
23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students
24. List of eminent academicians an scient1sts/visitors to the department :
Sl. No.
1

Name
Sri Darshan Chowdhuri,

2

Sri Bivas Chakraborty

3

Dr. Shekhar Samaddar

4

Dr. Soumitra Basu

Affiliation
Retired Professor, Dept. of Bengali,
Rabindra Bharati University
Natyakar
Professor, Dept. of Bengali,
Jadavpur University
Professor, Dept. of Bengali,
Rabindra Bharati University
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25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized &the source of funding :
a) National
b) International
Rabindra Nataker Angik O Upasthapanaya
Ananyata
26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

20/01/2012

Selected
1st Year

Honours
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

54
60
67

Applications
received
1st Year

General
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female

`Enrolled
1st Year
*M

*F

10
18
15

44
22
52

Selected
1st Year
383
419
388

UGC Sponsored State Level
Seminar

`Enrolled
1st Year
*M

*F

212
217
170

171
202
218

Pass percentage
Honours 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2008-09

43

43

100

2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

39
46
41
42

38
46
41
41

97.43
100
100
97.61

2013-14
2014-15

40
43

35
34

87.5
79.06

Pass percentage
General 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

78
127
114
126

78
118
114
121

100
92.9
100
95.96

2013-14

177

174

98.3
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27. Diversity of Students
Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States

%of students from
abroad

-

-

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NET,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defense Service etc.?: (Data is not available)
29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
Department-wise Data
is not available
NA
NA
NA
Data is not available

PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Data is not available

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books

3125
1446
4571

b) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the Staff Room for the teachers and in the
Library for the students.
c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – NA
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies.
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Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from
different Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also
provided from Students’ Aid Fund.
32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with external experts:
A State level (UGC sponsored) Seminar organized by the Department on –‘
Rabindra Nataker Angik O Upasthapanaya Ananyata’- in the year 2011.

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning.:
Teachers used slide shows by Projector, Movie shows for texts which are
included in Theory paper

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities. :
Blood Donation, Nature Club, Music Club

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans.

STRENGTH:
 Students Performance.
WEAKNESS:
 Two full time faculty posts are lying vacant for a long time
OPPORTUNITY:
 Good teaching teamwork, enriched library.
CHALLENGES :
 Upliftment of the backward students.
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Annexure I to Department of Bengali
Faculty
Swagata
Gupta

Publications/Chapters In Books/Books
Edited/Monographs
1.
A Book “Bimal Kar O Kalkuter
Upanyase Mahabharater Prasanga O
Anusanga”
2.
An Article “Padma Nadir Paar :
Rabindrajiban O Sahityer Anabadya
Baank”
3.
Six Articles

4.
5.

6.
7.

Sougata
Dinda

1.

An Article “Bastab Durodr1stir
Swatantro Dyotona”
An Article “Trolokyonath
Mukhopaddhyer ‘kankaboti’:byanger
darpone samajer proticchobi”
An Article “nodinirvar jibika:Bangla
kathasahityer bahotadharay”
An Article “Shirshendur kathasahitye
nari-purus ostityosankat-choritromonostatto-rajniti chitrayan”
An Article “Raja o Rani Natoke
Sanghat o Samadhan”

2.

An Article on Swami Vivekanander
“Jyanta Durga”

3.

An Article on Sikshak
Rabindranath
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ISBN/ISSN

Publishers
Bangio
Sahitya
December, 2012

Sansad,

“Kali O Kalom", Baisakh,1420,
From Bangladesh.
A Book ‘Nirbachita Galpapath :
Nana Bhabnay’, Bangio Sahitya
Sansad, 25th December,2014
“Ashoknagar”Boimela,
1421,
Kolkata.
“Arshinagar” September,2015.

“Srot”,in September,2015.
“Ashoknagar”November, 2015.

978-9381684-61-0
978-9383016-16-7
978-81926316-2-2

Rabindranather Raja o Rani :
Natun
Bhabnar
Aloke
(Baisakh,1421)
Anirban Vivekananda (December,
2013)
Itihas o Sanskriti Vol.1, 2015
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
1. Name of the department:

HISTORY

2. Year of Establishment:

1991-92 (UG GENERAL COURSE)
1996-97(UG HONOURS COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.)

1)

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

2)

UG HONOURS COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
i) There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as it has

to

follow COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE
COUNCIL of the Parent University

5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

ANNUAL

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Teaches History as General paper to the students of Political Science Honours
Course
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons

No

9. Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

0

0

Associate Professors

1

1

Assistant Professors

1

0

Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved

0

0

Part Time Teacher Government Approved

3

3

Guest Teachers (College Appointed)

1

1

Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)

0

0
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)
Name

Qualification

Designation

Gopal Deb Kantha

NA

Karabi Roy

NA

Swarup Das

NA

Gautam Mondal

NA

Associate
Professor
PTT (Govt
Approved)
PTT (Govt
Approved)
PTT (Govt
Approved)

11. List of senior visiting faculty:

Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years
-

Coins & Epigraphs

24

Sufism

19

-

Econ. Hist. of Mod. India

17

-

Early Mid Period

6

-

NA

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty:

100%

13. Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise)
1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

Hons

10.5:1

8.8:1

3.6:1

Gen

69.5:1

62.4:1

38.5:1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled:
No Sanctioned post of such staff in the Department. Department gets administrative
support from the common staff pool.
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with Dsc/D.Litt/Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. :
Teachers with
Dsc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number

5
5

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: NA
17. Departmental projects funded by DST – F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received : For purchasing books & equipments
UGC Grant received in 2011-12 for departmental “State level seminar” =75000/SSR_2015_ Saheed Anurup Chandra Mahavidyalaya
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18. Research Centre/facility recognized by the University. : NA
19. Publications:
Faculty

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Gopal Deb
Kantha
Karabi Roy
Swarup Das
Gautam Mondal

1

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students
1

-

-

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher
s

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

Enclosed Annexure I to Department of History
20. Areas of consultancy and income generated:

NA

21. Faculty as members in
National committees b) International Committees C) Editorial Boards :

NA

22. Student projects
a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme. :

NA

b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies:
23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students:

NA

NA

24. List of eminent academicians an scient1sts/visitors to the department
Sl. No.
1

Name
Dr. Bhaskar Chakraborty

2

Dr. Sudipa Roy,

3

Dr. Ratnabali Chattapadhaya,

4

Dr. Chittabrata Palit,

Affiliation
Centenary Professor, Department of History,
Calcutta University
Associate Professor, AIHC,
Calcutta University
Professor, Dept. of History,
Calcutta University
Professor, Dept. of History,
Jadavpur University

Date of Visit

10/03/2012

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized &the source of funding
a) National:
b) International
Historiography
Recent Trends In Historical
Research

2006

UGC Sponsored State Level Seminar

2012

UGC Sponsored State Level Seminar
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26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

Selected
1st Year

Honours
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

35
40
51

Applications
received
1st Year

*M

*F

20
17
20

15
23
31

Selected
1st Year

General
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female

Enrolled
1st Year

444
417
344

`Enrolled
1st Year
*M

*F

245
216
148

189
291
196

Pass percentage
Honours 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2008-09

26

26

100

2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

25
29
24
31

25
29
24
31

100
100
100
100

2013-14
2014-15

29
34

27
25

93.1
73.52

Pass percentage
General 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

95
111
111
121

78
111
108
75

82.1
100
97.29
63.24

2013-14

194

154

709.38
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27. Diversity of Students
Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States

%of students from
abroad

-

-

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NET,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defences Service etc.?: NA
29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
Department-wise Data
is not available
NA
NA
NA
Data Not Available

PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Data Not Available

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books
b) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the
Library for the students.

1651
1437
3088
Staff Room for the teachers and in the

c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – NA
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government
or other agencies.
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Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from
different Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree/Labour Aid Fund).
Assistance is also provided from Students’ Aid Fund.
32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with
external experts:
A State level (UGC sponsored) Seminar organized by the Department on
‘ Recent Trends In H1storical Research ’- in the year 2012.

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning.:
Teachers use Replicas, slide shows by Projector, Visit to H1storical places which
are included in Theory paper

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities. :
NSS, Blood Donation Club, Music Club, Nature Club

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans.

STRENGTH:
Adequate library support for the Faculty and Students
WEAKNESS:
Shortage of faculty
OPPORTUNITY:
Recruitment of one full time faculty post
Scope of MRP funded by UGC
Good teaching network, Enriched library
CHALLENGES :
Making students ready for University examinations.
Upliftment of the backward students & establishment of PG department

FUTURE PLANS :
Establishment of Honours and Post Graduation courses
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Annexure I to Department of History
Faculty

Publications/Chapters In Books/Books
Edited/Monographs

Gopal
Deb
Kantha

1.

Prasanga : Kalighat Patachitra
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ISBN/ISSN

ISSN 2395-0153

Publishers

NIBIR,
Kalighater
Patasankha, Shraban, 1422.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
1. Name of the department:

POLITICAL SCIENCE

2. Year of Establishment:

1991-92 (UG GENERAL COURSE)
1995-96(UG HONOURS COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.)

1)

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

2)

UG HONOURS COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
i) There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as it has to follow
COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL of the
Parent University. However, History, Education, Philosophy and Economics may be
identified as interdisciplinary subjects.
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

ANNUAL

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
The department participates in the teaching programme of general papers offered
by the Departments of History, Education, Philosophy, Economics and Bengali.
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons

No

9. Number of Teaching posts
Professors
Associate Professors
Assistant Professors
Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved
Part Time Teacher Government Approved
Guest Teachers (College Appointed)
Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)
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Sanctioned
0
2
0
0
2
0
0

Filled
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)
Name

Qualification

Designation

Nimai Poddar

M.A, M.Phil

Dr. Ishani Basu

M.A, Ph.D

Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor
PTT (Govt
Approved)
PTT (Govt
Approved)

Chaitali Bhattacharya
Biswajit Samanta

M.A., M.Phil
M.A.

Specialization

Political Thought and
Indian Political System
International Relations
and Political Thought
International Relations

No. of Years
of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for
the last 4
years
-

24
18
19

Public Administration
and Political Thought

8

11.

List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty: NA

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):

14.

Hons

15:1

Gen

186:1

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled:
No Sanctioned post of such staff in the Department. Department gets
administrative support from the common staff pool.

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.:

Teachers with
Dsc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number
1
2
1
4

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: NIL

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: NIL

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University:
NA
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19. Publications:
Faculty

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Nimai Poddar
Dr. Ishani Basu
Chaitali
Bhattacharya
Biswajit
Samanta

2
1
-

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

1

-

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher
s

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

2
-

Enclosed Annexure I to Department of Political Science
20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21.

Faculty as members in
a) National committees : NIL
b) International Committees: NIL
c) Editorial Boards:
One faculty serves as Associate Editor in the Editorial Board of a Local
News/Cultural monthly/Annual Publications.
i) Monthly News Paper : “Joka Samachar”
ii) Annual Number : “Festival Issue”

22.

Student projects:
No such scope in the syllabus for doing projects but students of the department
get in-house experience of visit to the West Bengal Assembly House and thereby
democratic values and objective knowledge of Parliamentary procedures are
inculcated in their young minds.
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme: NIL
b)

Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: NIL

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students:
Faculty

Award
Best Program Officer award in NSS
Dr. Ishani Basu
Best Program Officer – Mega Camp (National level) in NSS
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24. List of eminent academicians and scient1sts / visitors to the department:
Sl. No.
1

Name
Dr. Rakhahari Chatterjee

2

Dr. Debashish Sarkar

25.

Affiliation
Professor, Dept. of Political Science,
Calcutta University
Associate Professor, Dept. of Political Science,
Jhargram Raj College

Date of Visit
2006
12/03/2012
& 13/03/2012

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National: NIL
b) International: NIL

Coalition Politics in India: Trends and Prospects

2006

UGC Sponsored State Level
Seminar

Electoral Reforms in Micro-level: A search for
UGC Sponsored State Level
Better Management of Students’ Union Elections in 2012
Seminar
Colleges and Universities

26.

Student profile programme/course wise:

Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

Selected
1st Year

Honours
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

8
12
47

*M

*F

4
9
22

4
3
25

Selected
1st Year

General
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female

`Enrolled
1st Year

322
338
366
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`Enrolled
1st Year
*M

*F

186
202
165

136
136
201
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Pass percentage
Honours 3rd Year
Appeared

Passed

%

2008-09

16

16

100

2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

15
16
17
14

15
16
17
13

100
100
100
92.85

2013-14
2014-15

9
21

9
16

100
76.19

Pass percentage
General 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

69
95
102
117

68
95
81
80

98.55
100
79.41
70.09

2013-14

124

61

49.19

27.

Diversity of Students

Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States
-

%of students from
abroad
-

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NET,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defences Service etc.?: NA
29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
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Against % enrolled
Department-wise Data
is not available
NA
NA
NA
Data Not Available

Data Not Available
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30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books

1998
1473
3471

b) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the Staff Room for the teachers and in the
Library and in the Computer laboratoryfor the students.
c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – NA
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies.
Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from
different Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also
provided from Students’ Aid Fund.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with external experts:
i) Students’ Seminar: Students are encouraged to participate in these
departmental seminars as speakers on various topics of the syllabus.
ii) UGC Seminar: Students get an opportunity to interact with external
experts in various UGC seminars and special lectures.
Two State level (UGC sponsored) Seminars organized by the Department on
‘Coalition Politics in India: Trends and Prospects’- in the year 2006 and on
‘Electoral Reforms in Micro-level: A search for better management of
Students’ Union Elections in Colleges and Universities’ in the year 2012.

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning.:
 Use of ICT facilities, especially for Honours students.
 Students are encouraged to speak in the Students’ Seminar.
 Inter-class Quiz and Debate competition.
 Educational tours.
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34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities. :
Students and teachers participate in the following programs/extension activities:
 Blood Donation Camp
 Raksha Bandhan Program to inculcate values of communal harmony and
fraternity.
NSS activities – Health Check-Up camps for under-privilege
sections, special camps in nearby villages and different awareness
programs.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:
Strength:
 The students enjoy the facility of a well – equipped Library with good number
of text and reference books, journals and ICT facilities.
 There are well qualified and experienced faculties in the department.
 The student strength in the honours department being less, students enjoy
personal care and attention from the faculty.
Weakness:
 Most of the students are first generation learners in Higher Education and
belong to under privileged section of the society.
 Department does not get better students in Honours course at the entry level
because Political Science is not taught in the secondary level and thereby one
avenue of job prospect in the secondary school level is closed for them.
 This factor also explains insufficient number of applicants in the honours
course.
 There is shortage of the number of faculty in the department.
Opportunity:
 Ample opportunities of developing young minds with less developed academic
and cultural mindset among the students.
 Opportunity of doing higher studies in different subjects : Political Science,
Sociology, Public Administration and International Relations. They also enjoy
certain edge in the competitive examinations compared to students from other
departments.
Challenges
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 Socio-Economic conditions of the students become a challenge for many
students to take admission as well as completion of the course.
 Making the students ready for the challenging job market.

Future Plans
 We have plans to have a departmental Book Bank for advanced learners.
 Students of the department visit the WB Assembly house every year. We have
plans to visit the Parliament house in future.
 Start Post Graduate courses in Distance education mode.
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Annexure I to Department of Political Science

Faculty
Nimai Poddar

Dr. Ishani Basu

Publications/Chapters In
Books/Books Edited/Monographs
1.
Bharater Nirbachani Byabastha
Ebong Nirbachan commission
(Chapter)
2. The Executives of the State :
Governor (Chapter)
1.

“Governance, Corporate
Governance
and
Educational
Governance- The Mission Possible :
Towards Development”, Jointly with
Dr. P. Dhar, and Dr. M. Chandra
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ISBN/ISSN
ISBN:
9788192038247
ISBN:
9789381680254
ISSN 0976 – 9625

Publishers
Bharateo Rajniti,
Published by “Joy Durga
Library”, Kolkata, 2011
Bharater Sangbidhan,
Published by “Joy Durga
Library”, Kolkata, 2013.
Aureole ( Volume 2, Number 1
: December 2010), Barasat
Government College, West
Bengal.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

1. Name of the department:

GEOGRAPHY

2. Year of Establishment:

2004-05 (UG GENERAL COURSE)
2008-09 (UG HONOURS COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.)

1)

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

2)

UG HONOURS COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
i) There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as it has to follow
COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL of the
Parent University
ii) The students of UG HONOURS COURSE (800 marks) have to opt two Subjects as
General papers of 400 marks each; students admitted in Geography Honours Course
have to take Economics (to get B.Sc. degree) opt any one of the following subjects as
general paper: a) Political Science b) History
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

ANNUAL

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Teaches Geography as General paper to the students of BA/BSc GENERAL
Course
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons

No

9. Number of Teaching posts
Professors
Associate Professors
Assistant Professors
Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved
Part Time Teacher Government Approved
Guest Teachers (College Appointed)
Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)
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Sanctioned
0
0
1
1
3
3
0

Filled
0
0
0
1
3
3
0
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name

Population
Geography

11 yrs

Population
Geography
Geomorphology

7 yrs

-

5 yrs

-

Agricultural
Geography
NA

5 yrs

-

M.A.

Contractual Whole
Time Teacher
(Govt. Approved)
PTT (Govt
Approved)
PTT (Govt
Approved)
PTT (Govt
Approved)
Guest Teacher

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years
-

2 yrs

-

M.sc

Guest Teacher

Advance Industrial
Geography

1 month

-

Qualification

Anindita Bhowmick

M.A.

Pradipta Mallik

M.A.

Khurshida Khatun

M.sc

Madhuchhanda
Dhole
Arunashish Chandra

M.sc

Siddhartha Sankar
Das

11. List of senior visiting faculty

Designation

Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experience

NA

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty (Guest Faculty) - 24 % lectures with 5% practical classes
13. Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise)
Honours- 15 : 1

/ General- 12 : 1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled
1 (Lab attendant-as casual staff)
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with Dsc/D.Litt/Ph.D/ MPhil/PG.

Teachers with
DSc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number

6
6

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received NA
17. Departmental projects funded by DST – F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received
None
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18. Research Centre/facility recognized by the University. NA
19. Publications:
Faculty

Anindita
Bhowmick
Pradipta Mallik
Khurshida
Khatun
Madhuchhanda
Dhole
Arunashish
Chandra
Siddhartha
Sankar Das

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher
s

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

-

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated NA
21. Faculty as members in
a. National committees b) International Committees C) Editorial Board NA
22. Student projects
a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme.
All Honours and general course students participate in Departmental field
survey (geomorphic and socio-economic) to prepare field report/project
report.
b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies NA
23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students NA
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24. List of eminent academicians an scient1sts/visitors to the department
Sl.
No.
1

Name

Affiliation

Dr. Ranjan Basu

Professor, Dept of Geography, Calcutta University

2

Dr. Sukla Bhaduri

Professor, Dept of Geography, Calcutta University

3
4
5
6
7

Dr. Malakar
Dr. Anish Chattopadhay
Mr. Kalyan Roy
Mr. A. K. Das
Mr. Dhrubajyoti Dey & Mr.
Premjeet Dasgupta
Mr. Goutam Das

Professor, Dept of Geography, Calcutta University
D.P.I.- Govt of West Bengal
Advisor, KMDA, Govt. of West Bengal
Chief Engineer, Transport Department, West Bengal
Planning Dept. KMDA, Govt. of West Bengal

8

Date of Visit

17/12/2011

Advisor, SUDA, Govt. of West Bengal

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized &the source of funding
a) National
b) International
Infrastructure & Urbanization In India
With Special Reference To West Bengal

17/12/2011

UGC Sponsored State Level
Seminar

26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
Honours

Applications
received
1st Year

2013-14
49
2014-15
213
2015-16
48
*M=Male *F=Female
Name of the
Course/programme
General
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

Selected
1st Year

39
53
26

Applications
received
1st Year
NA
NA
NA

`Enrolled
1st Year
*M
24
23
10

Selected

*F
15
30
16

`Enrolled
1st Year

1st Year
50
33

*M
24
23

*F
15
30

*M=Male *F=Female
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Pass percentage
Honours 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2010-11

8

8

100

2011-12

20

20

100

2012-13

8

8

100

2013-14

22

20

90.9

2014-15

28

27

96.42

Pass percentage
General 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2009-10

21

21

100

2010-11

24

22

91.67

2011-12

24

23

95.83

2012-13

42

30

71.4

2013-14

36

30

83.3

27. Diversity of Students
Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States
-

%of students from
abroad
-

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NET,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defence Service etc.?: Data is not available
29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
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Against % enrolled
Department-wise Data
is not available
Data is not available

Data is not available
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30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books

1269
286
1555

b) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the Staff Room for the teachers and in the
Library and Geography Laboratory for the students.
c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – 1 Laboratory Room

31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government
or other agencies.
Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from
different Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also
provided from Students’ Aid Fund.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with
external experts –
 A State level (UGC sponsored) Seminar organized by the geography
Department on –‘Infrastructure and Urbanization in India, with special
reference to West Bengal’ - in the year 2011.
 Every year the Department organizes departmental workshop (Theoritical
and Practical) for especially 1st year students, where the teachers generally
choose such a topic which is known to 1st year students (within higher
secondary syllabus) and try to introduce them about the vastness of honours
course. Other than 1st year students, 2nd year and 3rd year students also
participates and shares their experiences.
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couldn’t organize workshop with external experts but, discussions are going
on with nearby colleges to do the same in near future).

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learningTeachers are using Models, slide shows by projection, Maps and charts, choosing
such

areas for field survey which are included in Theory paper (regional

geography)
34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities.
Blood Donation,

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans.

STRENGTH:
 Adequate laboratory equipment support (as prescribed by the parent University)
 Adequate ICT support (16 PCs, 1Laptop) : Each individual student work hand-on
with related soft wares
 Regular Educational Tour as component of the syllabi
 Regular Field Survey as component of the syllabi
 Adequate library support for the Faculty and Students, students of Honours Courses
are given open access to the attack.
 This is for special mention that our Department offers students to issue books and
practical instruments for economically weak students.
WEAKNESS:
 Inadequate full time teaching post
 Hence dependence on changing Guest faculty affects continuity of syllabus.
 All of the students are coming from Bengali medium schooling background, which is
a barrier for honours students to access reference books and to understand properly
the question paper. For this language problem most of the students are facing
unsatisfactory result mostly in first year University examination.
 Another major weakness for rural and weak economic background students is- they
couldn’t attend all the classes because they have to work for families(economic
support) also.
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OPPORTUNITY:
 Sanctioning of more full time faculty
 Scope of MRP funded by UGC
 Taking part in Faculty Improvement Programme
 Connecting Practical/Survey components of the syllabi with the scenario of the
surrounding locale and thus contribute in real-governance of the local Panchayats
 Running short-term (6 months/3months) Diploma/Certificate courses such as GIS
training/ Mapping Techniques that would create job opportunities for students.
 (In previous years we have seen that, as geography is a school subject, many of the
students were get prepared for SSC exam, but at present school opportunities are
getting low. That’s why, we try to motivate those students for higher education only
who gets above 55% in 3rd year university exam, and on the other hand, those who
can afford GIS certificate or diploma courses, NATMO MAPPING courses, and
other job oriented courses- we support them by giving course information and other
opportunities.)
CHALLENGES :
 Making students ready for University examinations of which
 (100 % students are from rural back ground
 60% are 1st Generation Graduation aspirants
 50% belong to socially backward classes (SC/ST/OBC)
 30% belong to minority sections
 60% students are from families with income less than Rs. 10000 per month)
 Result details that speaks for the Department’s Challenges
 Last year (2014-15 session) out of 28 Honours 3rd year (final year) students
 13% students got 1st class (above 60% marks) and pursued for higher education.
 25% students got above 55% marks
 84% students got above 45% marks
 To overcome the weakness and making opportunities into realities
 To overcome the culture-divide between students and teachers as most of the students
belong to rural environment where as faculty are mostly from metropolis/urban
upbringing
 To induce confidence and change the mind-set of the students by helping them think
that they are no less in any sense than the students of metro cities
 Preparing and guiding students to be market-ready.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
1. Name of the department:

EDUCATION

2. Year of Establishment:

1991-92 (UG GENERAL COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.)

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
i) There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as it has to follow
COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL of the
Parent University
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

ANNUAL

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Teaches Education as General paper to the students of Bengali and Political
Science(Honours) Course
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons

No

9. Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

0

0

Associate Professors

1

1

Assistant Professors

0

0

Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved

0

0

Part Time Teacher Government Approved

0

0

Guest Teachers (College Appointed)

1

1

Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)

0

0
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)
Name
Dr. Anjana
Mukherjee
Pradiptamoy
Mandal

M.,A, Ph.D.

Associate Professor

Econometrics

No. of
Years of
Experien
ce
26 Years

M.A.

Guest Teacher

NA

2 Years

Qualification

11. List of senior visiting faculty

Designation

Specialization

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years
-

NA

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty Guest Faculty - 100%
13. Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise)

42 : 1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled
No Sanctioned post of such staff in the Department. Department gets administrative
support from the common staff pool.

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with Dsc/D.Litt/Ph.D/ MPhil/PG.
Teachers with
Dsc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number
1
1
2

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received NA
17. Departmental projects funded by DST – F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received

18. Research Centre/facility recognized by the University. NA
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19. Publications:
Faculty

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Dr. Anjana
Mukherjee
Pradiptamoy
Mandal

1

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students
1

-

-

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher
s

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

Enclosed Annexure I to Department of Education
20. Areas of consultancy and income generated NA
21. Faculty as members in
a. National committees b) International Committees C) Editorial Board NA
22. Student projects
a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme.
b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies NA
23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students NA
24. List of eminent academicians an scient1sts/visitors to the department
NIL
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized &the source of funding
a) National

NIL

b) International

NIL

26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

Selected
1st Year

General
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female

375
346
365
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`Enrolled
1st Year
*M

*F

188
176
139

187
170
226
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Pass percentage
General 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

70
96
75
109

66
82
53
87

94.28
85.42
70.66
79.81

2013-14

121

63

52.5

27. Diversity of Students
Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States

%of students from
abroad

-

-

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NET,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defense Service etc.?: Data not available
29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Against % enrolled
Data is not available
NA
NA
NA

Data is not available

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books

643
187
830

b) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the Staff Room for the teachers and in the
Library for the students.
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c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – NA
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government
or other agencies.
Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from
different Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also
provided from Students’ Aid Fund.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with external experts –
NIL

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learningTeachers used slide shows by Projector

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities.
Blood Donation,

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans.

STRENGTH:
Adequate library support for the Faculty and Students.

WEAKNESS:
Inadequate full time teaching post
Another major weakness is that the students could not attend all the classes
because they have to work for families(economic support) also.

OPPORTUNITY:
Taking part in Faculty Improvement Programme
CHALLENGES :
Making students(mostly from rural back ground and socially backward
classes) ready for University examinations.
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Annexure I to Department of Education

Faculty

Publications/Chapters In Books/Books
Edited/Monographs

Dr. Anjana
Mukherjee

1.
The Nature of Parent-Child Interaction and
adolescence aggression : A study of Adolescence
in Behala and Budge Budge Areas of South
Calcutta.
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Publishers

Journal
of
Studies
in
Education, V - 2, Sept 2007,
Department of Education,
Baruipur College,
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

1. Name of the department :

PHILOSOPHY

2. Year of Establishment :

1991-92 (UG GENERAL COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.):

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as it has to
follow COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE
COUNCIL of the Parent University
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

Annual

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments :
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons :

NA

9. Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

0

0

Associate Professors

0

0

Assistant Professors

1

0

Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved

0

0

Part Time Teacher Government Approved

2

2

Guest Teachers (College Appointed)

0

0

Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)

0

0
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name

Chandra
Mondal
Sonali
Chakraborty

Qualification

M.A, B.Ed
M.A., M.Phil

Designation

Specialization

PTT (Govt
Approved)
PTT (Govt
Approved)

Logic
Psychology

No. of Years of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for
the last 4
years

14 Years
7Years

-

11. List of senior visiting faculty
NIL
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty : 0 %
13. Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise) : 36 : 1
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled
No Sanctioned post of such staff in the Department. Department gets administrative
support from the common staff pool.
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with Dsc/D.Litt/Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. :
Teachers with
Dsc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number

1
1
2

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received
17. Departmental projects funded by DST – F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received
None
18. Research Centre/facility recognized by the University. NA
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19. Publications:
Faculty

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Chandra
Mondal
Sonali
Chakraborty

1

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students
-

1

1

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher
s

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

1
-

Enclosed Annexure I to Department of Philosophy
20. Areas of consultancy and income generated
21. Faculty as members in
a. National committees b) International Committees C) Editorial Boards NIL
22. Student projects
a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme. NIL
b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies NIL
23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students

Name Of Faculty

Title Of Research

Sonali
Chakraborty

Pratthyakkhye Sorier Bhumika
Maurice Merlaue Ponty –r
Punormullyayon

Nature Of
Research

Duration

Institute

M.Phil

2005

Jadavpur
University

24. List of eminent academicians an scient1sts/visitors to the department
Sl. No.
1

Name
Dr. Madhuchanda Sen,

2

Dr. Nirmalya Narayan Chakraborty

3

Dr. Shyamashree Bhattacharrya

Affiliation
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy,
Jadavpur University
HOD, Dept. of Philosophy,
Rabindra Bharati University
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Philosophy,
Calcutta University
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25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized &the source of funding
a) National:
b) International
The
Mind-Brain
Problem
Epistemological View

In

UGC Sponsored State Level
Seminar

25/11/2011

26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

Selected

`Enrolled
1st Year

1st Year

General
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female

78
111
103

*M

*F

38
68
47

40
43
56

Pass percentage
General 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

15
33
33
36

13
31
30
25

86.6
93.3
90.9
69.4

2013-14

34

26

76.47

27. Diversity of Students
Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States
-

%of students from
abroad
-

27. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NET,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defences Service etc.?:
NA
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29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
Department-wise Data
is not available
NA
NA
NA
Data Not Available

PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Data Not Available

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books

806
430
1236

b) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the Staff Room for the teachers and in the
Library for the students.
c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – NA
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government
or other agencies.
Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from
different Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also
provided from Students’ Aid Fund.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with
external experts:
A State level (UGC sponsored) Seminar organized by the Department on ‘The
Mind-Brain Problem In Ep1stemological View’- in the year 2011.
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33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning.
Teachers use Replicas, slide shows by Projector

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities.
NSS, Blood Donation Club, Music Club, Nature Club

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans.

STRENGTH:
 Qualified and experienced teachers
 Adequate library support for the Faculty and Students

WEAKNESS:
 One full time teaching post is lying vacant for a long time

OPPORTUNITY:
 The fulltime post is likely to be filled up within a reasonable time
 Good teaching network, Enriched library

CHALLENGES :
 Making students ready for University examinations.
 Upliftment of the backward students
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Annexure I to Department of Philosophy
Faculty

Publications/Chapters In
Books/Books
Edited/Monographs

ISBN/ISSN

Publishers

Chandra
Mondal

1. Rabindranather Dharma
Bhavana

ISBN 97882-92101223

Thoughts In Action : Interpreting
Rabindranath, Baruipur College,
Department of Philosophy, 2012

Sonali
Chakraborty

1. Maurice Merlaue -Ponty -r
Daihik Pratthyakkhye Bisayak
Tatyer Mullyayon

ISSN 09730087

Rabindra
Bharati
University
Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 1,
March, 2007
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

1. Name of the department :

ENGLISH

2. Year of Establishment :

1999-00 (UG GENERAL COURSE)
2011-12 (UG HONOURS COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.):

1)

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

2)

UG HONOURS COURSE (3 years)

The English(Honours) Course has been kept in abeyance under the instruction of the parent
university from the Academic Year 2012-13. The parent university sought for the
Compliance Report regarding recruitment of teachers. We are in the process of submitting the
Compliance Report and we will re-introduce the English(Honours) Course from the
Academic Year 2016-17.

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as it has to
follow COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE
COUNCIL of the Parent University.
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

Annual

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments :
Teaches Compulsory English paper to all the students of HONOURS and
GENERAL UG Courses
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons :
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9. Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Professors
Associate Professors
Assistant Professors
Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved
Part Time Teacher Government Approved
Guest Teachers (College Appointed)
Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)

Filled
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name

Dr. Arundhati
Bhadra

Qualification

Ph.D.

Designation

Assistant
Professor

11. List of senior visiting faculty:

Specialization

Women’s
Studies

No. of Years
of
Experience
16

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for
the last 4
years
-

NA

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty:

NA

13. Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise) :

General

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

14 : 1

7:1

6:1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled:
No Sanctioned post of such staff in the Department. Department gets administrative
support from the common staff pool.
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with Dsc/D.Litt/Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. :
Teachers with
Dsc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number
1
1
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16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received:

NA

17. Departmental projects funded by DST – F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received : For purchasing Books
18. Research Centre/facility recognized by the University. : NA

19. Publications:

Faculty

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Dr. Arundhati
Bhadra

1

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students
1

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

Enclosed Annexure I to Department of English
20. Areas of consultancy and income generated :

NA

21. Faculty as members in
a. National committees b) International Committees C) Editorial Board

NA

22. Student projects
a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme.
b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies
23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students
Name Of Faculty

Title Of Research

Dr. Arundhati Bhadra

Race In Ralph Ellison’s Invisible
Man
Race, Gender And Nation:A Study
Of African And Afro-American
Women Writers

Nature Of
Research

Duration

M.Phil

1997-1999

Ph.D

2003 -2008

Sponsoring
Agency

Jadavpur
University

24. List of eminent academicians an scient1sts/visitors to the department :
NIL
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25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized &the source of funding :
a) National
b) International
NIL
26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

Selected

`Enrolled
1st Year

1st Year

General
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female

13
5
14

*M

*F

9
5
8

4
6

Pass percentage
Honours 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2013-14
2014-15

2
1

2
1

100
100

Pass percentage
General 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

12
15
10
7

12
14
10
7

100
93.3
100
100

2013-14

13

5

38.46

27. Diversity of Students
Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States
-

%of students from
abroad
-

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NET,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defences etc.? (Data is not available)
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29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
Department-wise Data
is not available
NA
NA
NA
Data is not available

PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Data is not available

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books

450
373
823

b) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the Staff Room for the teachers and in the
Library for the students.
c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – NA
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies.
Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from
different Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also
provided from Students’ Aid Fund.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with external experts : NA

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning.:
Teacher uses black board and chalk and also uses Smart Classroom.
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34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities. :

35.

Students participate in the NSS activities.
SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans.

STRENGTH:
 Adequate library support for the Faculty and Students
 Student performance & teamwork

WEAKNESS:
All of the students are coming from Bengali medium schooling background,
which is a barrier for students.

OPPORTUNITY:
Satisfy job requirement
Scope of MRP funded by UGC
Good teaching network, Enriched library

CHALLENGES :
Development of backward students and first generation learner
Making students ready for University examinations.

FUTURE PLANS :
 Revival of Honours course
 Introduction Post Graduation courses of Rabindra Bharati University
through distant education
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Annexure I to Department of English
Faculty

Dr. Arundhati
Bhadra

Publications/Chapters In Books/Books
Edited/Monographs
1.

Woman As Slave In Jane
Austen’s Mansfield Park
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ISBN/ISSN

0975-8488

Publishers

Pegasus Nov. 2010,
Edited By Salil Biswas
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. Name of the department:

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

2. Year of Establishment:

2008-09 (UG GENERAL COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.)

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
i) There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as we have to
follow COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE
COUNCIL of the Parent University
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

ANNUAL

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
NA
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons

No

9. Number of Teaching posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

0

0

Associate Professors

0

0

Assistant Professors

1

0

Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved

1

1

Part Time Teacher Government Approved

1

1

Guest Teachers (College Appointed)

0

0

Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)

0

0
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Dr. Sariful Islam

M.P.Ed.,
M.Phil., Ph.D.

Contractual Whole
Time Teacher
(Govt. Approved)

Sunip Kr. Maity

M.P.Ed.,

Under 16
Footballer in
W.B.
Fundamental
Skills of
Volleyball

PTT (Govt
Approved)

11. List of senior visiting faculty:

7 Years

No. of Ph.D.
Students guided
for the last 4
years
-

5 Years

-

No. of Years
of Experience

N.A.

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty:

N.A.

13. Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise) :

50.5 : 1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled: N.A.
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with Dsc/D.Litt/Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. :
Teachers with
Dsc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number
1
1
2

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received:

N.A.

17. Departmental projects funded by DST – F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received : For purchasing books & equipments
18. Research Centre/facility recognized by the University. :
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19. Publications:
Faculty

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Dr. Sariful
Islam

2

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students
2

Sunip Kr. Maity

-

-

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher
s

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

2.150
6
2.205
2
UIF
-

Enclosed Annexure I to Department of Physical Education
20. Areas of consultancy and income generated :

N.A.

21. Faculty as members in : N.A.
a. National committees b) International Committees C) Editorial Boards
22. Student projects :

N.A.

a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme.
b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies
23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students:
Name Of Faculty

Title Of Research

Dr. Sariful Islam

Effect Of Functional Training & Grid Training
On The Selected Performance Related Fitness &
Playing Ability Among Interschool Football
Players Of West Bengal

Nature Of
Research
Ph. D

Duration
2011-2015

Sponsoring
Agency
Tamilnadu
Physical
Education
And Sports
University

24. List of eminent academicians an scient1sts/visitors to the department : N.A.

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & other source of funding :
a) National
b) International
None
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26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

Selected

`Enrolled
1st Year

1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year

General
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female

92
132
71

*M

*F

82
101
50

10
31
21

Pass percentage
General 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2011-12
2012-13

51
50

48
45

94.17
90

2013-14

56

50

89.28

27. Diversity of Students:
Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

N.A.

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States
-

%of students from
abroad
-

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NET,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defences Service etc.?:
NIL
29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
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is not available
N.A.
N.A.
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Data Not Available

Data Not Available
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30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books

427
129
556

c) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the Staff Room for the teachers and in the
Library for the students.
c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – 1 Laboratory Room

31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies.:
Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from
different Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also
provided from Students’ Aid Fund.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with external experts:
Special lectures, seminar

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning.:
Use of sports equipment and Play Ground, Physical Lab, Gym etc

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities. :
Tour, Visiting the national level, State Level Training etc.
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35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans.

STRENGTH:
 Adequate library support for the Faculty and Students

WEAKNESS:
 All of the students are coming from Bengali medium schooling background,
which is a barrier for students to access reference books written in english.
 Another major weakness for the students is that they could not attend all the
classes because they have to work for families (economic support) also.

OPPORTUNITY:
 Good teaching network, Enriched library

CHALLENGES :
 Making students ready for University examinations.
 Upliftment of the backward students & establishment of PG department

FUTURE PLANS :
 Establishment of B. P. Ed. (Bachelor of Physical Education) Training Course.
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Annexure I to Department of Physical Education
Faculty

Publications/Chapters In Books/Books
Edited/Monographs

ISBN/ISSN

Dr.
Sariful
Islam

1. Isolated And Combined Effect Of 1.
Functional Training & Grid Training On
Selected Performance Related Fitness &
Playing Ability Among Interschool Football
Players

ISSN 22307850

2. Effect Of Functional Training & Aerobic
Training On Selected Fitness & Performance
Variable Among Football Players At College
Level
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Impact factor
2.1506(UIF)
ISSN 22315063
Impact factor
2.2052(UIF)

Publishers

Indian
Journal

Stream

Research

Vol. IV, Issue 3, April, 2014

Golden Research Thoughts
Vol. III, Issue 4, April, 2014
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
1. Name of the department:

ECONOMICS

2. Year of Establishment:

2010-11 (UG GENERAL COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.)

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
i) There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as we have to
follow COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE
COUNCIL of the Parent University
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

ANNUAL

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Teaches Economic as General paper to the students of Geography(Honours) Course
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons

No

9. Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

0

0

Associate Professors

0

0

Assistant Professors

1

0

Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved

0

0

Part Time Teacher Government Approved

0

0

Part Time Teacher (Government Approved) for
Commerce Department Taking Classes as a temporary
arrangement

NA

NA

Guest Teachers (College Appointed)

2

2

Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)

0

0

10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)
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Name

Qualification

Designation

Avijit Ghosh

M.Sc., B.Ed

Ranjan Purkait

M.Sc

Part Time Teacher
(Government
Approved) for
Commerce
Department.
Taking Classes as a
temporary
arrangement
Guest Teacher

Bedabrata Bhaduri

M.Sc.

Guest Teacher

11. List of senior visiting faculty

Specialization
Econometrics

Statistics &
Econometrics
Statistics &
Econometrics

No. of
Years of
Experien
ce
15 yrs

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years
-

1½ Years

-

1½ Years

-

NA

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty Guest Faculty - 100%
13. Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise)

21 : 1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled
No Sanctioned post of such staff in the Department. Department gets administrative
support from the common staff pool.

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with Dsc/D.Litt/Ph.D/ MPhil/PG.
Teachers with
Dsc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number
3
3

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received NA
17. Departmental projects funded by DST – F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received
None
18. Research Centre/facility recognized by the University. NA
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19. Publications:
Faculty

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

-

Avijit Ghosh
Ranjan Purkait
Bedabrata
Bhaduri

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated NA
21. Faculty as members in
a. National committees b) International Committees C) Editorial Board NA
22. Student projects
a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme.
b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies NA
23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students NA
24. List of eminent academicians an scient1sts/visitors to the department
Sl. No.
1

Name
Dr. Rabindranath Mukhopadhyay

2

Dr. Ratan Khasnobis

3

Dr. Goutam Gupta

Affiliation
Professor, Dept of Economics, Calcutta
University
Former Professor, Dept of Business
Management, Calcutta University
Professor, Dept of Economics, Jadavpur
University

Date of Visit

02/12/2011

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized &the source of funding
a) National
b) International
Rural Employment And Rural Empowerment
Since 1951
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Seminar
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26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

Selected
1st Year

General
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female

67
77
32

Enrolled
1st Year
*M

*F

41
42
14

26
35
18

Pass percentage
General 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2012-13

16

14

87.5

2013-14

14

14

100

27. Diversity of Students
Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States
-

%of students from
abroad
-

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NET,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defence Service etc.?: Data not available
29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
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Against % enrolled
Data is not available
-

Data is not available
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30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books
b) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the
Library for the students.

307
105
412
Staff Room for the teachers and in the

c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – NA
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government
or other agencies.
Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from
different Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also
provided from Students’ Aid Fund.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with external experts –
A State level (UGC sponsored) Seminar organized by the Department on
‘ Rural Employment And Rural Empowerment Since 1951’- in the year 2011.

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learningTeachers used slide shows by Projector

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities.
Blood Donation

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans.

STRENGTH:
 Adequate library support for the Faculty and Students.

WEAKNESS:
 The full time teaching post is lying vacant for a long time
 All of the students are coming from Bengali medium schooling background,
which is a barrier for students to access reference books.
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 Another major weakness is that the students could not attend all the classes
because they have to work for families(economic support) also.

OPPORTUNITY:
 Taking part in Faculty Improvement Programme

CHALLENGES :
 Making students(mostly from rural back ground and socially backward classes)
ready for University examinations.
 Preparing and guiding students to be market-ready.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

1. Name of the department:

MATHEMATICS

2. Year of Establishment:

2013-14 (UG GENERAL COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.)

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
i) There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as it has to follow
COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL of the
Parent University
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

ANNUAL

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
There is no such scope
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons

No

9. Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

0

0

Associate Professors

0

0

Assistant Professors

0

0

Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved

0

0

Part Time Teacher Government Approved

0

0

Guest Teachers (College Appointed)

1

1

Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)

0

0
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)
Name

Qualification

Debabrata Mondal

M.Sc.(Applied
Mathematics),
B.Ed.

11. List of senior visiting faculty

Designation
Guest Teacher

Specialization
Geo-physics and Solid
Mechanics

No. of
Years of
Experien
ce
2 yrs

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years
-

NA

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty Guest Faculty 100%
13. Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise)

1:1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled
No Sanctioned post of such staff in the Department. Department gets administrative
support from the common staff pool.
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with Dsc/D.Litt/Ph.D/ MPhil/PG.
Teachers with
Dsc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number

1
1

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received NA
17. Departmental projects funded by DST – F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received
NA
18. Research Centre/facility recognized by the University. NA
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19. Publications:
Faculty

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Debabrata
Mondal

-

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated NA
21. Faculty as members in
a. National committees b) International Committees C) Editorial Board NA
22. Student projects
a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme. NA
b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies NA
23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students NA
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department NIL
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized &the source of funding
a) National
b) International
NIL

26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

Selected
1st Year

General
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female

5
1
-
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`Enrolled
1st Year
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*F

4
1
-

1
0
-
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Pass percentage
General 1st Year
Appeared Passed
%
2013-14

2

1

50

27. Diversity of Students
Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States

%of students from
abroad

-

-

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NET,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defence Service etc.?: Data not available
29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Against % enrolled
NA
-

NA

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books

35
0
35

b) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the Staff Room for the teachers and in the
Library for the students.
c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – NA
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31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies.
Most of the students of the department receive financial assistance from different
Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also provided
from Students’ Aid Fund.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with external experts –
NIL

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learningTeacher uses slide shows by Projector

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities.
Blood Donation

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans.

STRENGTH:
Adequate library support for the Faculty and Students.
Qualified and dedicated teacher
WEAKNESS:
There is no sanctioned full time teaching post
Another major weakness is that the students could not attend all the classes
because they have to work for families(economic support) also.
OPPORTUNITY:
There is scope for improvement in the students enrolment in the next session
CHALLENGES :
Making students (mostly from rural back ground and socially backward
classes) ready for University examinations.
Preparing and guiding students to be market-ready
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

1. Name of the department:

COMPUTER SCIENCE

2. Year of Establishment:

2013-14(UG GENERAL COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.)

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as we have to
follow COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE
COUNCIL of the Parent University.
However, Mathematics and Commerce may be identified as interdisciplinary
subjects.
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

ANNUAL

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Mathematics
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons

No

9. Number of Teaching posts
Professors
Associate Professors
Assistant Professors
Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved
Part Time Teacher Government Approved
Guest Teachers (College Appointed)
Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)
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Sanctioned
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Filled
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)
Name

Qualification

Designation

Raja Pathak

M.Sc (Physics),
M.C.A

Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

Electronics

11 Years

-

Contractual Full Time
Teacher (College
Appointed)

11.

List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty: NA

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled:
No Sanctioned post of such staff in the Department. Department gets
administrative support from the common staff pool.

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.:

Teachers with
Dsc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Gen

5:1

Number

1
1

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: NIL

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: NIL

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: NIL

19.

Publications :

Faculty

Raja Pathak

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

-
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20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21.

Faculty as members in
a) National committees : NIL
b) International Committees: NIL
c) Editorial Boards: NIL

22.

Student projects: NIL
c) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme:
All students of 2nd year and 3rd year do their assignments/projects in their
practical classes.
b)

Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: NIL

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: NIL
24. List of eminent academicians and scient1sts / visitors to the department:
NIL
25.

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National: NIL
b) International: NIL

26.

Student profile programme/course wise:

Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

Selected
1st Year

General
2013-14
NA
2014-15
NA
2015-16
NA
*M=Male *F=Female

6
4
2

`Enrolled
1st Year
*M

*F

4
4
2

2
-

Pass percentage
General 1st Year
Appeared Passed
%
2013-14

2

1

50
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27.

Diversity of Students

Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

28.

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States

%of students from
abroad

-

-

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations
such as NET, SLET/SET, GATE, Civil services, Defence services, etc.? NIL

29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
Department-wise Data
is not available
NA
NA
NA
Data Not Available

PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Data Not Available

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books

58
152
210

d) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the Staff Room for the teachers and in the
Library and Computer Science Laboratory for the students.
c) Class room with ICT facility – 1 smart class room shared by all the
Departments
d) Laboratories – 1 Laboratory Room
31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies:
Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from different
Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also provided from
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Students’ Aid Fund.
32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops
/seminar) with external experts: NIL

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
Methods such as Lecture with LCD/Computer, Seminars, Assignments, Quiz
programs are adopted to improve student learning.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:
Department participates in different activities organized by the college.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans
Strength:
 The students enjoy the facility of a well – equipped Laboratory and can spend
ample amount of time in their practical sessions.
 There is a well qualified faculty in the department.
 The student strength in the department being less, students enjoy personal care
and attention from the faculty.
 The library has ample amount of reference books.
Weakness:
 Absence of proper allied Honours and General Science Subjects like Physics,
Stat1stics.
 Change of regulation of admission at the entry level by the University of
Calcutta from 2013.
Opportunity:
 Ample opportunities of developing young minds with less developed technical
facilities among the students.
 Opportunity of doing higher studies in technical fields, such as MCA.
Challenges
 Lack of knowledge in English for the students, especially at the entry level, is
a challenge.
 Socio-Economic conditions of the students become a challenge for many
students to take admission as well as completion of the course.
Future Plans
We have plans to introduce other allied science subjects in the college in future,
which will encourage more students to take admission in the Computer Science
Department.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

1. Name of the department :

COMMERCE

2. Year of Establishment :

1994-95 (UG GENERAL COURSE)

3. Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.):

UG GENERAL COURSE (3 years)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
There’s no option to design any course on behalf of the Department as it has to
follow COURSES designed and implemented by the UNDERGRADUATE
COUNCIL of the Parent University
5. Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):

Annual

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments :
We have a plan of taking some classes of Statistics (General paper) to the students of
EDUCATION GENERAL UG Course
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons :

NA

9. Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

0

0

Associate Professors

1

1

Assistant Professors

1

1

Contractual whole Time Teacher Government Approved

0

0

Part Time Teacher Government Approved

1

1

Guest Teachers (College Appointed)

1

1

Contractual Full Time Teacher (College Appointed)

0

0
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)
Name
Dr. Manideep
Chandra
Dr. Somnath De

Qualification
M.Com, Ph.D

Avijit Ghosh

M.Com, M.Phil,
Ph.D
M.Sc, B.Ed

Ruma Basu(Kar)

M.Com.

11. List of senior visiting faculty:

Associate Professor
(on lien)
Assistant Professor

Accounting &
Finance
Taxation

19 yrs

No. of Ph.D.
Students guided
for the last 4
years
NA

18 ½ yrs

NA

PTT (Govt
Approved)
Guest Teacher

Econometrics

15 yrs

NA

Accounting &
Finance

1 month

NA

Designation

Specialization

No. of Years
of Experience

NA

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty: 20%
13. Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise) :

5.5 : 1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/Ph.D/ MPhil/PG. :
Teachers with
DSc/D.Litt
Ph.D
MPhil
PG
Total

Number
2
2
4

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received:

NA

17. Departmental projects funded by DST – F1ST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received : None
18. Research Centre/facility recognized by the University. : None
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19. Publications:
Faculty

Publica
tion
per
faculty

Dr. Manideep
Chandra
Dr. Somnath De
Avijit Ghosh
Ruma
Basu(Kar)

12

Number of
papers
published in
peer
reviewed
journals
(national/int
ernational)
by faculty
and students
7

6
-

6
-

Number
of
publicatio
ns listed
in
Internatio
nal
Database

Monogra
phs

Chapt
er in
Books

Boo
ks
Edite
d

3

1

-

-

Books
with
ISBN/IS
SN
numbers
with
details of
publisher
s

Citati
on
Index

SNI
P

SJ
R

Impa
ct
facto
r

hinde
x

Enclosed Annexure I to Department of Commerce
20. Areas of consultancy and income generated :

None

21. Faculty as members in :
a. National committees b) International Committees C) Editorial Boards
Dr. Manideep Chandra

Life Member, Indian Accounting Association,
Life Member, Indian Accounting Association, Research Foundation
Life Member, Commerce Alumni Association, Calcutta University

Dr. Somnath De

Life Member, Indian Accounting Association,
Life Member, Indian Accounting Association, Research Foundation
Life Member, Commerce Alumni Association, Calcutta University

22. Student projects :
a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme.
100 %
(2nd Year Students do project work on ‘Computer Application & its application
in Business’ as a part of the syllabus)
b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies:
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23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students:
Name Of Faculty
Dr. Manideep
Chandra

Dr. Somnath De

Title Of Research

Nature Of
Research

Cost Benefit Analysis For Social
Responsibility Reporting : A Case Study
For Some Selected Indian Firms
Regional Rural Banks: Their Role In
Rural Development With Two Case
Studies
A Study Of Profitability And Growth Of
New Generation Private Sector Banks In
India

Duration

Institute

1997-2001

University
of
Calcutta

Ph.D

M.Phil

2003-2004

Ph.D

2008-2013

University
of
Calcutta

24. List of eminent academicians an scientists/visitors to the department
Sl. No.
1

Name
Dr. Kanika Chatterjee

2

Dr. Asish Kumar Bhattacharya

3

Dr. Abhijit Pal

4

Dr. Uttam Duttta

5

Dr. Dinesh Kumar Pandiya

Affiliation
Head, Department Of Commerce,
Calcutta University
Director, International Institute Of Management,
Kolkata.
Head, Department Of Education,
West Bengal State University
Professor, Department Of Commerce &
Management, West Bengal State University
Professor & Head, Department Of Commerce,
Assam University, Silchar

Date of Visit

11/01/2012

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized &the source of funding
a) National:
b) International:
Governance Of Higher Educational
Institutions-The Mission Possible: Towards 11/01/2012
Development

UGC Sponsored National
Seminar

26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received
1st Year

Selected
1st Year

General
2013-14
16
2014-15
14
2015-16
12
*M=Male *F=Female

16
14
12
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1st Year
*M

*F

15
13
10

1
1
2
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Pass percentage
General 3rd Year
Appeared Passed
%
2008-09

5

4

80

2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13

5
6
4

5
4
2

100
66.66
50

2013-14

6

4

66.66

27. Diversity of Students
Name of the Course
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

%of students from
the same state
100%
100%
100%

%if students from
other States
-

%of students from
abroad
-

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examination as NeT,
SLET/SET, GATE, Civil Services, Defences etc.? (Data is not available)
29. Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
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Department-wise Data
is not available
NA
NA
NA
Data is not available

Data is not available
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30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The Central Library is used by the department.
The number of Text books
Number of Reference Books
Total Books

668
271
939

b) Internet facilities for staff & Students –
Internet facilities are available in the Staff Room for the teachers and in the
Library and Commerce Laboratory for the students.
c) Class room with ICT facility –1 smart class room shared by all the Departments
d) Laboratories – 1 Computer Laboratory Room
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies.
Most of the students of our department receive financial assistance from
different Govt. Schemes (SC/ST/OBC/Minority/Kanyashree). Assistance is also
provided from Students’ Aid Fund.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (Special lectures / workshops / seminar)
with
external experts:
Nil

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning.:
Teachers use modern audio-visual apparatus

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities. :
Participates actively in NSS Programmes.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans.

STRENGTH:
 Qualified and Experienced Faculty
 Personal attention to every student
 Well Stocked Library

WEAKNESS:
 Shortage of Faculty
 Difficult to provide extra classes due to shortage of faculty
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OPPORTUNITY:
 Funding from UGC for organizing Seminars/workshops etc.
 Support from the Government.

CHALLENGES :
 To decrease the number of dropout
 To provide the best teaching learning method of education

FUTURE PLAN :





Publication of Journal for Department on regular basis
Arrangement of educational tour
Participation of students in project work
Providing career information on various job opportunities

Annexure I to Department of Commerce
Faculty
Dr.
Manideep
Chandra

Publications/Chapters In
Books/Books Edited/Monographs
1. “Quantification
Of Corporate
Social Costs And Benefits For
Disclosure In Annual Reports –
An Overview”.
2. “E-Commerce and Its Impact On
Accounting
SystemAn
Overview”
3. “Taking The Big Step Online
Electronic Commerce – Its
Transaction Procedure”.
4. “From Green Accounting To
Green Audit – A Race Against
Time And Space”
5. “Redefining Competitive Edge
through
Internalization
of
Ecological Footprints – Jute Fibre
versus Synthetic Fibre”
6. “Green Audit : A Fait Accompli
Rather than an Ethical Gesture of
the Corporate Entities”
7. “Governance,
Corporate
Governance and Educational
GovernanceThe
Mission
Possible : Towards Development”,
Jointly with Dr. P. Dhar, and Dr. I.
Basu,
8. “Arm’s Length Price : An
Overview With Special Reference
to Indian MNC’s”, jointly with Dr.
P. Dhar. And I. Basu
.

ISBN/ISSN

Publishers
Business Studies(vol. XXII : No. 1 & 2,
Jan & July 1999), Dept. of Commerce,
Calcutta University.
Research Bulletin(vol. XXI : July 2002),
ICWAI.

ISSN 0972 –
1479

Indian Journal of Accounting(vol.
XXXIII : Dec 2002), Indian Accounting
Association
Research Bulletin(vol. XXIII : July
2003), ICWAI.
Business Studies(vol. XXVI : No. 1 & 2,
Jan & July 2005), Dept. of Commerce,
Calcutta University.

ISSN 0972 –
5164
ISSN 0976 –
9625

ISSN 2250 –
1991
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The Accounting World( Volume V 8 :
September 2005), ICFAI University
Press.
Aureole ( Volume 2, Number 1 :
December 2010), Barasat Government
College, West Bengal.

PARIPEX (Volume 1, Issue 6 : June
2012), Indian Journal of Research,
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9.

“FDI in Indian Retail Sector: The
Trilemma – An Introspection”

10.

“From Financial Inclusion to
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ACTION TAKEN on the Recommendations of the Peer Team visit. On 6th April, 2004
PEER TEAM
Dr. Devdas Kakati (Chairman)
Professor L. K. Mohana Rao (Member)
Professor S. Moharana (Member)

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The college may immediately go for more job oriented certificate/diploma
courses. Significant emphasis may be on innovative courses and programmes,
including I.T. applications. The present discussion going on between the college
and the SABAI and the Science Association of West Bengal for offering different
vocational oriented courses be completed as early as possible and courses offered
for the next academic session.
Action Taken
We have introduced the following job-oriented Certificate courses under the Banner of
Department of Enrichment Courses
Department of Enrichment Courses
Conducted by Anurup Chandra College Vocational Training Centre
Conducted by the College
NCVT Courses
Certificate Course Certificate Course ICT-101
ICT 102 Tally
ICT-203
ICT-205
in Office Mgt. & in Communicative Computer
Desktop
Computer
fundamentals,
DTP
English
Publishing
Hardware
MS-Office &
Internet

2. Serious all round action be taken to improve results in 'compulsory English' in
BA/B.com streams. Post school bridge courses in English be considered.
Coaching in English to Schoolchildren under extension programmes also may be
considered.
Action Taken
We have introduced the Certificate Course in Communicative English to help out the
students in the 'compulsory English' Paper.
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3. The initiative already taken to negotiate with UGC and other funding agencies
and exploration of possibilities of joint ventures for self-sustaining new courses
may be intensified. Project proposals be supported with feasibility reports.
Action Taken
We have already mentioned in our AQAR (2004-05,2005-06,2006-07) that we were
negotiating with two NGO’s to introduce the short term Add-on vocational training courses,
such as : TV-Radio repairing and maintenance, Dress materials – designing and cutting, Two
wheeler repairing and maintenance, Still photography, Horticulture. Subsequently the courses
were offered to the students of the college and surrounding locality. However, in none of the
above-mentioned courses we could register a batch of 20 students at a time and thus those
courses were economically non-viable to run.

4. The network of donors and funding authorities be expanded. Innovative fund
raising events may be organized. The Alumni Association of the college be
actively involved in the fund raising campaign.
Action Taken
On the occasion of the Silver Jubilee Celebration of the college, initiatives for fund raising has
been taken up.

5. Computer/IT resources be augmented and used by all students and teachers.
Action Taken
Computer course has been made obligatory for all the students of 1st Year & 2nd Year Classes.

6. The library be further strengthened with more reading space and more books.
All library activities need to be computerized at the earliest and open access be
offered to the students. Stock verification of the library books be done regularly
at least once in a year.
Action Taken
The entire library has been shifted to a spacious room. Initiatives have been taken to computerize
the whole library operation.

7. Book Bank facilities be introduced as early as possible for the benefit of the poor
students.
Action Taken
The college authority usually lend more than the stipulated number of books to the economically
weaker students. So, the book-bank facilities have not yet been introduced.
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8. Innovative schemes for increasing learning capacity and communicative skill
may be considered
Action Taken
Teachers are using Smart Classroom and the projectors for increasing learning capacity of the

students.
Communicative English has been introduced for increasing the communicative skills of
the students.
9. Coaching for competitive tests and interviews for suitable jobs according to
capabilities may be introduced. The college may set up a well-organised Career
Guidance and Counselling Cell under the additional charge of a faculty member.
Action Taken
Coaching has been conducted for the poor students under the UGC Grant.

10. Prospects of introducing B.Ed. course may be examined.
Action Taken
The college authority is in the process of deliberating the matter.

11. Teachers should be encouraged to submit more number of minor and major
research projects to different funding agencies like UGC, ICSSR and other
funding institutions.
Action Taken
Four teachers have received UGC Grants for Minor Research Projects.

12. A regular Principal be posted in the college at the earliest to provide the
necessary leadership and to liaison effectively with different Govt. and Non Govt.
agencies in connection with various academic and administrative works.
Action Taken
A regular Principal has joined on 2nd July, 2015 through the recommendation of the West Bengal
College Service Commission.

13. A regular qualified Librarian be recruited to take overall charge of the college
library.
Action Taken
A regular Librarian has joined on 19th November, 2014 through the recommendation of the West
Bengal College Service Commission.
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14. B. Com course should be properly marketed in surrounding catchment areas.
Prospective students (Higher Secondary pass out) be effectively informed about
the linkages of the B. Com. Course with the job generating sectors of the
economy.
Action Taken
No notable progress is there in this regard.

15. The faculty of the Commerce Dept. in collaboration with different external
agencies should seriously explore the feasibility of offering short term job
oriented certificate courses like Insurance Advisorship, Service Sector
Marketing, E-commerce, Stock Market Brokery, Bank Marketing, Agri
Marketing etc. to promote and sustain the interest of the students in the B.Com.
Course.
Action Taken
The Commerce Department has tried to introduce some of the courses recommended by the Peer
Team but there were not enough takers to make the course commercially viable. Effort is required
to create a sense of urgency among the students to take on these courses.

16. The possibility of developing some form of linkage with the industrial / service
sector organizations (Govt. and non-Govt.) be explored for the mutual benefit.
Students may be advised to prepare a group project on topics like natural
resource endowment of the region, purchasing power of the rural people, the
banking habits of the farmers, agro industrial linkages, market potential of
consumer durable products, marketing of financial products (mutual funds
schemes, shares, bonds etc.) under the direct or indirect sponsorship of
institutional agencies.
Action Taken
No notable progress is there in this regard.

17. Additional infra-structural facilities including sports, cycle stand, auditorium,
gymnasium, canteen facility etc. can be created.
Action Taken
Gymnasium, Volleyball Court, Cycle Stand have been established. Canteen has been renovated
and facilities have been upgraded.
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18. There should be regular periodic interaction between the parents and the
teachers on the academic and various extra curricular activities of the college.
The GB of the college may consider building few quarters for the teaching and
non teaching staff in the vicinity of the college so as to enable the college to
optimally use the college infrastructure during the morning and evening hours.
The residential presence of some faculty members in the vicinity of the college
enhances the role of the college as a social change agent.
Action Taken
 No notable progress has been made in the construction of Staff Quarters.
 Parent-teacher interaction is held regularly after the Test Examinations. Recently ParentTeacher meeting has been held on 18/12/2015, 19/12/2015, 21/12/22015 and 22/12/2015
to appraise the parents about the poor class-attendance percentage of their wards.
 Teachers are motivated by the Principal to take interest in the development of the
academic, extra-academic affairs of the college.
 For optimal use of the college infrastructure, the college authority has taken initiatives to
introduce NCVT Courses. These courses are being conducted during morning and
evening hours.
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BY THE HEAD OF THE
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CERTIFICATE OF
COMPLIANCE
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ANNEXURE I
Certificate of Recognition from the affiliating University
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ANNEXURE II
Latest Certificate of Affiliation from the Parent University
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ANNEXURE III
Certificate of Recognition under UGC Act of 2(f) & 12B
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ANNEXURE III (Continued)
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ANNEXURE IV
NAAC Accreditation Certificate of Cycle 1
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ANNEXURE IV
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ANNEXURE - V
AUDITED INCOME-EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
(2004-05 to 2013-14)
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Audited Income-Expenditure Statement of 2004-2005
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Audited Income-Expenditure Statement of 2005-2006
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Audited Income-Expenditure Statement of 2006-2007
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Audited Income-Expenditure Statement of 2007-2008
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Audited Income-Expenditure Statement of 2008-2009
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Audited Income-Expenditure Statement of 2009-2010
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Audited Income-Expenditure Statement of 2010-2011
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Audited Income-Expenditure Statement of 2011-2012
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Audited Income-Expenditure Statement of 2012-2013
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Audited Income-Expenditure Statement of 2013-2014
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ANNEXURE - VI

Unaudited INCOME-EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
(2014-15)
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ANNEXURE - VI
ALL INDIA SURVEY ON HIGHER EDUCATION
(2010-11 TO 2015-16)
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ANNEXURE - VI
A ROUGH SKETCH OF THE COLLEGE
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